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ABSTRACT
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Foreword

In 1960 at Portland, Oregon, the National Association of Secondary-School Prin-
cipals held a conference to explore a study of the secondary-school principalship.
Later on the Executu: Committee appointed a committee to plan a series of prin-
cipalship studies.

Here is presented the first publication in the series. We believe that this Report of
the Senior High-School Principalship is an important and useful survey. It supplies
information on responses from more than 16.000 principals during the school year
1963-1964. They completed questionnaires from which we found their attitudes
toward their positions. school programs, and current issues in secondary education.

This publication does not cover all the information gathered from the responses.
It would take too many pages to do that. But we have the full material on tape,
which is now available on a state-by-state basis for use by a state association on
application to the NASSP.

An overview of the findings occurs in Chapter 1. Closer attention to the tables
and commentary in later chapters is necessary to the full significance of the survey.

We wish to thank the NASSP Committee on the Secondary-School Principalship
and to the subcommittee that saw the publication through from the beginning. Their
names are listed on page vi. Also. we express our appreciation to John K. Hemp-
hill. Director of Developmental Research. Educational Testing Service, Princeton,
New Jersey. who with his associates. conducted the study under contract with the
Association. Our thanks go also to John F. Kourniadas and Douglas W. Hunt of the
NASSP Stall% who prepared the manuscript for printing.

The second in the study series in already underway. It deals with the junior high-
school principalship and will he conducted during the 1964-1965 school year. Addi-
tional stililies'are under consideration for succeeding years.

ELLswoltrn TommuNs
1', rectify Secretary

National Association of Secondary-
School Principals
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An Overview of

the Report

American secondary schools are fulfilling an increasingly vital function in the
life of the nation. In order that the responsibilities which go with this vital function
may be met adequately, there is a need for as much knowledge as possible about
aff the important characteristics of American secondary schools. Since the principal
is certainly one of the most influential persons in determining the quality of edu-
cation provided by a school, there is also a critical need for as much information
as possible about the characteristics of the secondary school principalship.

The general purpose: of this report is to draw a comprehensive, reliable, and up-
to-date picture of the American senior high .0,001 principalship. Toward this end.
an NASSP Committee on the Study of the Secondary School Principalship con -
tracted with the Educational Testing Service to prepare a report on such factors
as: background and formal preparation, current status, on-the-job activities, prob-
lems, rewards, opinions, and school characteristics. That the study would survey all
of the approximately 21.000 senior high school principals was consistent with an early
decision to be as comprehensive as possible.'

In the design of the stud). five different questionnaires were used instead of a
single one, which made it feasible to obtain a large amount of information in return
for a relatively small amount of each respondent's time.

In November 1963, every high school principal in the United States was mailed
one of the five different forms of the questionnaire. To insure that each form would
be completed by a representative group of principals, the five samples were stratified
by dividing the schools in each state into spiraled fifths and sending one of the
five forms to the principals of each fifth of the schools in that state.

The replies to the 23.555 questionnaires that were mailed indicated that some
of these schools were not, in fact, secondary schools and that some had been
secondary schools in the immediate past but were no longer. Because of reorgani-
zation and consolidation of school districts, it is impossible to say exactly how
many secondary principals were available to receive questionnaires: but it seems
likely that the group' available for survey numbered slightly less than 23.000. In
December 1963. a follow-up mailing of approximately 12.000 questionnaires was
!mule.

' A similar report on the junior high school principalship is now underway, as Part II of
The Study of the Secondary School Principalship.



March -1, 1964, was the cutoff date for receipt of answers to be included in
this study, a total of 16,082 answer sheets. had been returned: these responses com-
prise the basic data for this report. The numbers of answer sheets for each of the
five forms are indicated below:

Form I

Form 2
Fon!! 3
Fon!! 1.
Form 5

3160
3241

3192
3251

There do not appear to he serious sampling biases whit to returns by form
number. Because of the uncertainty about the number -4 senior high principals,
it is impossible to determine exactly what the rate of return of questionnaires was;
but it lies somewhere between 67 per cent and 70 per cent. Between March 4,
1964. and April 15. 1964. only an additional 250 answer sheets were received, an
indication that postponing the cutoff date would have hail little effect on the
results of the study. :\ second follow-up was not considered feasible.

Background of the Principalship
The description of the principalship begins with a consideration of demographic,

geographic, and social background factors. Eighty -nine per cent of senior high
school principals are men. they tend tO have small-town and working-class origins
(and hence are characterized by marked socioeconomic !nobility), they typically
are appointed to their first principtiChip at a relatively young age (early to mid-
thirties) , and they exhibit relatively little geographic mobility.

A large number of questions was included in the questionnaires to explore in
detail the formal preparation and educational experiences of senior high school
principals. Ninety per cent of the principals have earned master's degrees. Most
principals began their formal preparation in relatively small undergraduate colleges.
and their undergraduate majors were typically in the area of liberal arts. Concen-
tration of preparation in the field of education tended to be delayed until the
beginning of gladnate study graduate majors were typically educational admin-
istration. Principals reported a median number of eight years of teaching experience
prior to assumption of the principalship.

In general. the senior high school principals have an extensive background of
courses in educational areas, taken either during their graduate or undergraduate
work. Many principals have taken twenty-five courses or more in educational
subjects. Fully half of the principals have taken nineteen courses or more. These
courses most frequently are in the area of secondary school organization, curriculum
development. and the psychology of learning. Child and adolescent development
is another area in which many principals have taken a significant amount of course
work. More specialized areas such as school law or vocational education have been
less often included in the pr,..paration of secondary school principals.

Principals readily differentiate among the course work that they have found
valuable and that they considered less than essential. Generally speaking, work in
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the area of supervision of instruction, human relations, curriculum development,
and personnel administration is much more likely to be endorsed as essential than
courses that are less directly related to the clay -to -clay problems that their duties
entail, (e.g., political science).

Most senior high school principals have an extensive teaching background. It
is rare for a principal to have had as little as two years of teaching experience. The
survey indicates that 60 per cent of the principals have between four and fourteen
years. Generally, this experieAce has been either in the natural sciences or mathe-
matics, social science, and to some extent in the fields of English or speech. Approx-
imately one-third of the principals have taught either mathematics or natural
science in secondary schools.

In addition to teaching experience, the principals have had many other kinds
of educational responsibilities. For example, more than half report at least one
year of experience as an athletic coach or director. Likewise, about half of the
principals report at least one year's experience in counseling or guidance work.
Approximately one-third have been elementary school principals, and many have
had experience as elementary school teachers. The most frequently traversed route
to the senior high school principalship is through secondary school teaching. Over
one-third of the principals were appointed to their first principalship from the
position of secondary, school teacher. About one-fifth of them moved to their first
position as principal from the position of an assistant or vice-principal. In contrast
to the general stereotype. which suggests that the route to the principalship is
through the position of athletic coach or director, the data show that only 14 per
cent of the principals served as full-time coaches or directors prior to being ap-
pointed to their first principalship.

Since knowledge about the school environment itself is important to a proper
appreciation of the principalship, the nature and diversity of the senior high schools
were covered extensively in the questionnaires. Over four-fifths of the senior high
schools are public. Most of the remainder are religiously affiliated schools. Approx-
imately four-fifths of the principals described their school program as general com-
prehensive, and about 90 per cent of the high schools are coeducational. There
is no one predominant pattern in the secondary school grade organization. The
most frequently found school encompasses grades nine to twelve. This is particularly
true of the medium and large size schools.

Most American high schools are small as is indicated by the fact that somewhat
over one-third of the principals served schools with fewer than 250 students. Less
than 20 per cent of the secondary schools have as many as 1,000 students. About
half of the secondary schools are located in areas described as small towns with
populations of 5,000 or less, or in rural areas. Only 11 per cent of the high schools
in the United States are located in cities with more than 250,000 inhabitants.

Most students who attend high schools today appear to be following college pre-
paratory programs. Programs leading to some type of general diploma are next
most popular. Agricultu al or industrial trade vocational programs are much less
popular. Over half of the principals report that as many as 40 per cent or more
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of their students in the graduating Blass went on to college during the past year.
The rate of dropout among high school students is a problem of much current con-
cern. About two-fifths of the principals reported that 10 per cent of their students
dropped out from the time they entered the firs. year of high school and before
graduation. In interpreting these figures, it must be remembered that they apply
to numbers of schools' and not to numbers of students.

Educational Issues as Seen by Principals
As a professional educator, the senior high school principal must take a leading

role in the definition of the purposes of education. In response to questions about
their beliefs with respect to the goals of education, the principals ranked the ac-
quisition of basic skills as clearly the first and most i:nportant goal. This was
followed closely by acquisition of basic knowledge.

Principals of independent schools (made up largely of religiously affiliated
schools) ranked the development of sound moral and spiritual values clearly above
all other goals. Training in technical skills and development of appropriate talents
such as engineering and scientific talents were infrequently ranked high as a goal
of secondary education.

Many criticisms have been made of our educational institutions over te past
years, and many suggestions have been made for revision of common practices.
Most principals reject the idea that, as compared to the Soviets, the United
States is not producing enough scientists and engineers. Neither would they agree
that it is necessary to justify as practical every subject that is taught in the secondary
schools. However, almost half of them would endorse the notion that school at-
tendance should be compulsory until at least 18 years of age or until graduation.
Most principals favor federal aid to public high schools, are in favor of the recent
Supreme Court decision concerning racial segregation in the public schools, but
disagree with the Supreme Court's decision on compulsory prayer and Bible reading
in the public schools. Most principals reject the idea that the high schools are
requiring too little academic work and accept the notion that for the majority of
the students the school should provide a general intellectual background and leave
job training to other agencies.

Of particular interest to senior high school principals is the recent focus of public
attention upon the comprehensive high school. The optimal size of such a school
was explored with the principals, but there appeared to be little consensus among
the principals on the most desirable size. Rural principals tended to favor a smaller
school of about 500 to 750 students, but principals in urban areas preferred larger
schools, from 1,000 to 1,250 students.

A crucial responsibility of the principal stems from the expectation that he
supply educational leadership in his interaction with teachers. One of the areas in
which he can provide such leadership is in orienting and assisting new teachers
as they join his staff: About 90% of the principals conduct some form of orientation
meetings at the first of the year for new teachers. It is quite common for these
orientation meetings to continue throughout the first year. It is also a rather common
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practice for principals to visit the classrooms. of the new teachers and follow up
such visits with either a written or oral report. Three-fifths of the principals re-
ported that they conducted from one to three such classroom visits, and followed
each with an individual conference. Another practice followed by at least half of
the principals is to assign an experienced teacher to work with the new teacher,
but more common iE the practice of directing a department head or an area chair-
man to work with the new teacher. Another very con tnon practice reported by over
90% of the principals is to hold an individual conference with the new teacher
at the start of the school year. About three-fifths of the principals also provide
reading materials on professional matters throughout the year. Over one-half of
the principals report that they discuss lesson or course plans with new teachers. The
practice of providing opportunities for new teachers to visit classrooms of exper-
ienced teachers is not uncommon.

The principals gave their impressions about what course work preparation they
believed was most important in the preparation of secondary school teachLzs.
Heading the list in terms of importance was preparation in the subject matter
taught. The next most important area of course work was in educational psychology
or instructional techniques. Course work in history and philosophy of education
cr in such areas as the social context of American education were considered to be
far less important.

Most principals feel there is no conflict between academic freedom for teachers
and good education, but they do expect teachers to live more exemplary lives than
other persons, even away frott school. just slightly less than half of the principals
would deem it proper for teachers to work actively as members of political parties
in national or local elections. Approximately one-third of the principals believe it
is necessary to have policies regulating teachers' smoking. Likewise, one-third of
them believe it best to have little social contact with teachers outside of school.

Most principals believe that there is a need for greater uniformity in secondary
school certification standards throughout the country. Although the majority of the
principals believe that there is this need, the use of standardized national exami-
nations is not considered to be an acceptable solution to the problem. Two-thirds
of the principals would not say that they believed the substitute teachers that
they employed over the past two years have done a good job. Only one-quarter of
the principals feel the level of teacher pay in their district is appropriate. Principals
generally approve of the idea of teacher tenure, but are .unfavorable to plans of
basing pay upon merit--believing that this would not have a desirable effect upon
the teacher's performance or morale. Because of the generally low pay scale for
teachers, many have fowl(' it necessary to supplement their incomes with other
jobs. One-quarter of the principals reported that or more of the teachers in
their schools held regular jobs in addition to their school assignments during the
school year. This practice of "moonlighting" may not be as extensive as it has
sometimes been reported, but nevertheless represents a considerable problem.

There is currently much ferment and concern with innovations in education, and
the senior high school principal is directly involved in these important Changes.
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The principals reported that over the Past three years 62% of their schools had
been involved in tryouts of new mathematics curricula. Two-thirds of them report in-
volvement with new curricula in the foreign languages and in thc natural sciences,
and from one-third to one-half of the schools offer opportunities for accelerated
work in sciences, languages, and mathematics. One school in 10 is utilizing tele-
vision to sonic extent in teaching, two in 10 have been involved with team teaching,
and about three in 10 have had some contact . with programed instruction. It is

quite clear that the many innovations in education are having an impact upon
secondary schools.

The majority of the principals are re-.2rving judgement about the value of machine
teaching or programed learning. They do believe, however, that the technological
advances in education hold some promise for improvements. Although only 5%
of the principals report that they have such a system in their schools, over half of
them are in favor of a system of individual promotion rather than customary use
of grade placement and continuous promotion. The majority of them would also
.prove a plan of multi-diplomas, whereby an attendance certificate would be
grat.,ed to students who failed to master the basic subjects. Thus, there appears to
be in the thinking of the ,enior high school principal a readiness to accept inno-
vations, change, and more flexible approaches.

The standardized test has drawn the fire of many educational critics in recent
years. Principals were asked to express their opinions about the value of such
tests. Less than one principal in five would endorse the idea that nationwide
testing programs are undesirable. The principals were practically unanimous in
their belief in the value of standardized tests for providing the school with the
kind of information it needs about individual students. These favorable attitudes
exist despite the fact that testing programs demand considerable time both of the
principals and their administrative and teaching staffs and of the students them-
selves. Two-thirds of the principals indicate that they spend two clays or more
in connection with national testing programs. Their administrative staffs are more
involved. The majority of the principals report that a member of their staff spends
more than three days each year in connection with these programs. Teachers gen-
erally spend much less time in connection with national testing programs, the
usual case being one day or less. The high school student who has plans to go on
to college usually spends from two to three days involved with national testing
programs. Perhaps the favorable attitude of the principals toward testing may be
attributed, in part. to the fact that many have not read some of the recent books
most critical on testing.

In general, the senior high school principal of today is a well-educated individual
with a master's degree and considerable preparation in educational subjects, fol-
lowing completion of a liberal arts program as a college undergraduate. Typically,
the senior high school principal is a man who is appointed to his first principalship
at a rather early age, who has had considerable teaching experience before assum-
ing his duties, and who entered his job through the route of secondary school
teacher. The principal's job is a demanding one. requiring him to work more than



fifty hours a week. His financial compensations are comparable to those enjoyed
by an associate professor at an average college or university. He finds a major
source of psychological satisfaction in his work through his opportunity to be help-
ful to others. Although this job provides him considerable prestige, he does not
believe that it gives him the recognition to which his training and preparation
should entitle him. He spends his work week dividing himself among duties in-
chiding conferences on administrative problems, working with teachers in their
professional development, and contacts with lay persons outside of the school. The
principal of the smaller high school often has teaching duties also. He tends to
reject such global ideas as adjustment and indoctrination in the American way of
life. The high school principal is responding quite favorably to recent innovations
and ideas in education.

Although these general statements apply to the typical school principal, there
is much variation among principals with regard to geographical region, size of school,
and other important characteristics of the particular situation in which they work.

Duties and Compensations of the Principalship
Although the principals of secondary schools are predominantly men, their

teaching staff is comprised of a sizeable proportion of women, but this proportion
varies widely among geographical regions. Thus, in the Southeast, men outnumber
women faculty members in only one-third of the high schools. In the West, this
figure is reversed, where men teachers outnumber women teachers in three-quarters
of the high schools. New teachers taking their first jobs tend to be employed with
a bachelor's degree. Most high schools now have a guidance program or are
planning actively to, provide for such a program. In some of the smaller schools,
it is quite frequently the case that principals assume guidance work as part of
their responsibilities.

The principal's work week is a long one. He reports that on the average he
works fifty-four hours each week. Most principals have the services of a full-time
secretary, although in the small schools and schools of the Southeast secretarial
services are less often available. In larger schools, it is not uncommon for the
principal to have an assistant principal, either full time or part time; overall,
however, less than half of the principals reported an assistant principal.

In addition to supervising his instructional staff, the principal typically super-
vises the work of several nonprofessional persons such as janitors, cafeteria workers,
etc. The size of this staff is somewhat in excess of three persons on the average.
About 10 per cent of the principals report that these personnel number 15 or more.

During a typical work week, the principal divides his time among many and
diverse activities. Administrative planning, either with superiors or subordinates,
meetings with teachers on curriculum or instructional matters, working with in-
dividual teachers on their teaching proficiency, meetings with students on discipli-
nary problems or other matters, meetings with parents, and correspondence, all
place heavy demands upon his time. Principals of the smaller high schools fre-
quently have classroom teaching responsibilities also. The pattern of activities
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appears to relate to school size. Principals of the larger schools spend more of
their work week with such activities as administrative planning, meetings with
teachers with respect to teaching proficiency, meetings with parents, and correspon-
dence, as compared with principals of smaller schools. On the other hand, principals
of the smaller schools, in addition to their likelihood of being involved with class-
room teaching, are more likely to he involved in supervision of extracurricular
activities or perhaps in testing activities. In general, one can characterize the work
week of the secondary school principal as one in which he must divide his time
among many pressing duties.

'rhe principals describe the major "roadblock" in doing their job, as they would
like to do it, as lack of tune. They also place high on their list of problems an in-
ability to provide time for teacher improvement activities. Principals mention
variation in the ability and dedication of teachers," "insufficient physical facilities,''
and "lack of funds for experimental activities" as among the most frequent road-
blocks. Problems of lesser concern are lack of district-wide flexibility, communication
among administrative levels. superintendents who fail to measure up to what is
expected of them. tenure, and lack of competent office help.

The principalship entails exposure to pressure from many groups. principals
report most pressure froze citizens or parent groups other than the local PTA. The
next most frequently mentioned source of pressure collies from groups of athletic-
minded persons. State colleges or universities. religious groups, and local newspapers
rank high among the principals list of pressure groups. Of far less influence are
such groups as state legislative investigating committees and local labor organiv.ations.
Principals report some pressure by citizen groups charging anti-Americanism or
lack of patriotism or by groups wishing to prohibit hooks.

In contrast to the problems of the principalship are its many compensations, both
tangible and intangible. Most principals state that they would choose educational
administration as a career if they had their lives to live over again. Three-fifths
endorsed this statement: however, this leaves two-fifths who expressed either dis-
satisfaction or uncertainty about their choice of careers. Despite general satisfaction
with educational administration as a career choice, most principals are not satisfied
to remain in their present positiofi. Only about one-quarter indicated that they had
no desire to move to another position. 'dairy aspire to a superintendency, while
others %mild move to a principalship in a larger school.

The average salary of a senior high school principal is approximately the saute
as that of the average associate professor at a college or university, namely about
tifi100 to $86110 per year. There is a wide regional variation in the median salary.
Principals in the Southeast are much more poorly salaried than those employed in
in the Northeast. In general, principals feel that they belong to the "middle" or
"upper-middle" social class.

A quite common practice in compensation of the principals is to base their
salaries relative to the salaries of teachers in time schools who have master's degrees.
This ride of thumb is followed in one-third of the schools. It also a common
practice for principals to he employed on a one-yea contract. Tenure arrangements
are reported bv only one-fifth Of the principals.



Many principals feel that they are not accorded the professional status and
prestige to) which they are properly entitled by virtue of their education, training,
and the work. This sentiment was voiced by one-third of the principals. More
directly related to the principals' psychological coii pensations were their responses
to questions concerning their feelings about job security, opportunities to be helpful
to other people, prestige. opportunities for indepeedent thought and action, and

Nlost principals reported that their jobs provided considerable op-
portunities to be helpful to other people and considerable prestige. Opportunity
for independent thought and action, for sell-fultillment, and for job security were
less often thought of as provided by the job.

Civic and Professional Activities of Principals
The senior high school principal tends to be involved in "professional" activities.

Over three-lifths of them are members of the National Association of Secondary-
School Principals. Three-quarters belong to their state's association of secondary
school principals. Three principals in four reported that they have attended a state-
wide or national meeting of principals during the past two years. Half of them
report participating. in "professional- activities during this period. Two out of
five principals have studied extensively through higher educational institutions.
Three principals in ten report having traveled professionally outside their districts,
and two in ten report having been involved in educational research. About three-
fifths of the principals report that over the past two years they have participated
extensively in workshops or educational conferences.

Interpretation of the Tables
Data processing consisted of determining the number and percentage of re-

spondents choosing each alternative of each question. Since questions varied with
respect to the number of questionnaires in which they appeared, this "total"
sample was not the same for all questions. For example, for the questions appearing
only on Form 1. the total sample was the 3.160 principals who completed Form 1:
for questions appearing on Forms I and 2. the total sample was 6,401. the sum of
3.160 principals who completed Form 1 and the 3.241 principals who completed
Form 2.

In addition to this analysis of total responses. principals were also classified

into subgroups on the basis of their responses to selected qtwstions, and the per-
centage of each subgroup choosing each alternative of each question was de-
terinhwd. Any one of the several alternative responses to any one of the 351
questions. as well as many combinations of two or more such responses. could
have been used for the purpose of classifying the principals into subgroups, and,
for a large majority of the items, each such breakdown would have been meaningful.
There are literally millions of meaningful comparisons potentially available if the
data were to be exhaustively analy/ed. Therefore, the particular subgroups used
for the purposes of the analysis reported in this study are illustrative only of some
of the wide differences that exist among American senior high school principals,
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rather than being in any way a complete examination of all possible categorizations
of the available data.

The subgroup classifications used are as follows:
Location: Two groups of principals were designated, based on the locations

of the 3chools, one consisting of principals of Urban (45 per cent of the total group)
schools and the other consisting of principals of Small Town and Rural (55 per
cent) schools. These groups were derived from responses to question 2, which was
connuon to all five forms of the questionnaire. The Urban group consisted of princi-
pals of cities with populations of 5,00u or larger. The Rural group consisted of
towns below 5,000 and rural areas.

Type: A subgroup of principals of Public (82 per cent) school and another
of principals of Independent (18 per cent) schools was established. The data analy-
sis for the preliminary report to NASSP membership indicated large differences
between, principals of public and independent schools.

Program: A subgroup of principals of Comprehens;.ve (80 per cent) schools
and a subgroup of principals of schools with Other (20 per cent) miscellaneous
types of programs were established. Again, this choice of subgroups was based on
the preliminary analysis.

Region: The principals were divided into time regional groups on the basis
of their responses to question 6 of all forms. These groups were: Northeast (22 per
cent) , Southeast (22 per cent) , and West (56 per cent) . The Northeast group
consisted of principals in the states of Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Vermont, and the District of Columbia. The Southeast :sroup consisted
of principals in the states of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louis-
iana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West
Virginia. The West group, obviously, consisted of principals in all other states. This
perhaps unusual classification was chosen in order to correspond to the breakdown
of results reported for Project Talent (Flanagan et al., 1962)

Per-Student Expenditure: On the basis of their responses, the principals were
separated into three groups, High (24% ), Medium (35%), and Low (32% ) with
respect to per-student expenditure for instructional purposes. Those subgroups
were delineated so that approximately one-third of the principals would fall into
each group. The High per-student expenditure group consisted of principals of
schools in which $500 or wore was spent per student for instructional purposes, the
Medium group consisted of principals of schools in which $300 to $499 was spent,
and the Lou' group consisted of principals of schools in which less than $300 was spent.

Experience: The principals were separated into High, Medium, and Low groups
with respect to their experience as a principal on the basis of their responses. The
High, (53% ) group consisted of principals with eight or more years of experience
as a principal, the Medium (24%) group consisted of principals with four to seven
years' experience, and the Low (22%) group consisted of principals with three
years' or less experience.
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Size: Principals fell into three groups with respect to the size of the school of
which they are principal. The Large (17%) group consisted of principals of high
schools with 1,000 or more senior high students, the Aledium (40% ) group con-
sisted of principals of high schools with 250 to 999 students, and the Small (43 %)
group consisted of principals of high schools with 249 or fewer students.

These breakdowns are illustrative of selected differences between principals.
An important consideration in preparing this report was to give the reader a feel
for the amount of variation among' subgroups of principals without overwhelming
him with detail. Accordingly, it was decided that in the main body of this report
data would be reported for the total sample and for the following subgroups only:
(1) Urban or (2) Rural; (3) Public, or (4) Independent; (5) Comprehensive or
(6) Other; and (7) Northeast, (8) Southeast, or (9) West. Data for the per
capita expenditure, years of experience, and size of school breakdowrs are reported
in the main body of the report only when they are particularly relevant to the issue
under consideration. So that the data on these other subgroups may be readily
available, however, tables summarizing them are presented in Appendix B. All
tables in Appendix B are related to a corresponding table in the main body of the
report.

There are several things that should be noted about the tables. The first is

that they ar., headed by a question by which the data in the table are based rather
than by the more usual type of summary title. This was done because the interpre-
tation of questionnaire results is much easier when it is based on the actual question
asked (or a close paraphrasing of it) than when it is based on a title consisting of a
terse summary of the question. This report will use the question (or a close para-
phrasing of it) as the title of the table except in those cases in which the table sum-
marizes responses to several questions. All numbers in the tables are percentages
unless a specific note to the contrary is given in the table. Numbers in many tables
may add to 99 per cent rather than 100 per cent because of rounding the reported
per cents to whole numbers and also because some of those who answered the
questionnaires omitted particular questions.

It should be noted that no statistical tests are reported for the data in the tables.
The primary reasons fcr this decision are: (1) a thorough statistical examination
of all differences would have little meaning since the multiple nonindependent
comparisons involved render specific probability levels meaningless, and (2) with
N's as large as those in this study, a difference could easily reach statistical signifi-
cance at a magnitude where it cannot be considered to have any practical signifi-
cance.2 Table 1 shows the number of principals who returned questionnaires by
form number and by subgroup categories.

It shpuld be noted that the size of the sample upon which each per cent is based
varied over a wide range but never drops below 549 (for questions appearing on
Form 1 of the questionnaire and returned by principals of Independent schools)
and is as large as 16,081 tor questions common to all forms.

The standard error of the percentages presented in this report generally is less than 1%
and rarely exceeds 2%.
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It should be clear to the reader that this report has been restricted to straightfor-
ward reporting of results and to calling attention to those findings which seemed
to be particularly noteworthy. The tasks of explaining, interpreting, and drawing
implications and conclusions will come at a later date.

Bias of Sample
In survey research of the type used in this study, the nature of biases contained

in the data as a possible result of systematic differences between respondents and
nonrespondents is important. Although, in the present study, as in most others, it
is impossible to provide a precise and definitive answer to questions raised by failure
of part of the sample to respond, it is possible to provide data which may shed some
light on the problem. In order to make a preliminary report to the NASSP Con-
vention, an analysis based on 14,033 principals' responses received prior to January
11, 1964, was carried out. The responses of these "early" responders can, therefore,
be compared to the responses of the 2,049 "late" responders who returned their
answer sheets between January 11 and March 4, If one assumes that the remaining
nonresponders resemble the late responders more than the early responders, one
can make inferences about the kinds of biases that may be present in the sample of
principals on whom the study is based.'

A detailed comparison of the answers of early and late responders to the ques-
tionnaire was carried out. The results of this analysis can be summarized here by
indicating that late responders, as compared to early responders, are (1) less likely
to be members of NASSP, (2) less likely to be principals of high schools in large
cities, (3) les; Aely to be principals of schools serving areas of moderate-priced
homes, (4) more likely to be from schools' with low per-student expenditure for
instructional purposes, (5) less likely to be from the Mideast, (6) more likely to be
from the Southeast and Southwest, (7) more likely to be principals of schools serving
low income areas, (8) more likely to be older, (9) likely to have had less education,
(10) likely to come from very small schools, (11) likely to work a shorter work
week, (12) sotnewhat more likely to be in favor of Federal aid to Public secondary
schools, and (13) less likely to agree with recent Supreme Court decisions concern-
ing racial segregation and compulsory prayer in the public schools. Overall, this
pattern suggests that principals of small, poorly supported high schools are somewhat
underrepresented in the sample.

This assumption may be challenged, see for example, Zimmer, Herbert. Validity of Extra-
polating Nonresponses Bias from Mail Questionnaire Follow-ups. The Journal of Applied
Psychology, Vol. 40, No. 2, 1956, pp. 117-121.
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Background

of the Principalship
BEST COPY

Who Are Senior High School Principals?
In order to begin to understand a professional career field, it is useful to

know something about what types of persons are attracted to that field. The
first results to be reported are those summarizing various demographic charac-
teristics of the senior high school principals. The first such characteristic is the
sex of the principal. for which data are presented in Table 2 and also in Appen-
dix B. Table B2.
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As is well known. the great majority of American senior high school prin-
cipals are men. Women principals are employed more frequently in urban high
schools, in independent high schools. in schools having other than a comprehen-
sive program. and in high schools in the Northeast.

Table 3 shows the age distribution of principals.

t- -

The median age for all principals is about 44 years. Principals of urban
schools are older with a median age of around 47 years. Also principals of
independent schools and of schools with other than comprehensive programs
and those whose schools are in the Northeast or Southeast tend to be somewhat
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older than those in the More western part of the country. Data shown in Table
B3 (Appendix 13) also suggest a definite tendency for older principals to be
employed in the larger schools.

Data concerning the geographical region in which the principal grew up
are presented in Table 4 and also in Table 134.

TABLE 4

In which geographical region
was your home during the time
you were growing up? If you lived

in more than one region choose

the one' you think of first when
you think of home. Choose only
one answer.

1

18

Response
Alternative

Locution Pyle Provam Region
Total
SampleUrban Rural Public

Inde-
pendent

.Oompre-
hensive Other NE SE West

New England 11 4 6 14 6 it 29 1 1 7

Midenut i3 11 15 28 15 23 63 4 3 17

0,ydtheadt 17 6 24 10 21 22 2 89 3 21

Midwest 31 1 y't 34 39 26 4 4 63 37

Southwest 6 '...) 9 li 8 8 0 2 14 8

fic,;:ky Mountains 3 3 3 1 3 2 0 0 5 3

Far West 7 1; 5 6 5 5 0 0 9 5

Non- contiguous

status ') 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 1 0 o 3 2 1 0 1 1

It will be seen that more principals grew up in the Midwest than any other
region. Midwest was defined as the sti.:es of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Michigan, linnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota,
and Wisconsin. The next most frequent region was the Southeast followed by
the Mideast which included the states of Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, and the District of Columbia.

In considering the data presented in Table 4, it is necessary to recognize
that the specific percentages for the regions are in a major way dependent
upon how the region has been defined. The total population, divided among
these regions, as given by census figures for 1920, is as follows: New England,
7%; Mideast, 23%, Southeast, 21%; Midwest, 32%; Southeast, 9% Rocky
Mountains, 2% ; Far West, 5% ; Noncontiguous states (not applicable) ; and
Other, (not available) t Comparison among regions without regard to the.na-
ture of the definition of regional categories would have little meaning. An
interesting implication of the data in Table 4, however, has to do with the
marked lack of mobility of principals from one region to another. Some 89%
of the principals in the Southeast grew up in that region, 92% of the principals
in the Northeast (New England and Mideast combined) also grew up in the
Northeast, and a similar figure holds for the principals in the rest of the country
category. The tendency for principals of independent schools or schools with
other than comprehensive pgrains to have "grown up- in the Northeast (New
England or the Mideast) is probably a simple reflec'ion of this lack of mobility
and the fact that such schools tend to he concentrat d in this region.

Data regarding the site of the town in which the principal grew up are
presented in Table 5 and in Table B5.

' Census figures for 1920 are used because they provide population information rele-
vant to the period during which the average senior high school principal was born.
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irhich of the follm'lug popu-
lation eategotit, best describes

the community ii'hich roll think
of ac your home town during the

(inie you were glincing up?

It can he wen that a majority of principals grew up in small towns and in
rural areas. When towns and cities numbering between 5,000 and 250.000
population are added to rural areas. sortie 87% of American high school
principals are accounted for. These figures arc lower. of course. for principals
of urban. independent, and noncomprehensive schools in the Northeast. For all
subgroups. the characteristic pattern is for the principal to have come from
locales other than very large cities (250.000 and over) .

The Principal's Background
The next group of results to be reported concerns the background of prin-

cipals. The first characteristic to be considered is the occupation of the
principal's father (Table 6 and Table 1361.

t I

)

It

6

TABLE 6

Whirl: of the following best

describes your father's chief occu-

pation? Chow only one answer.
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A majority of American senior high school principals reported that their
fathers were either farmers or skilled. -semi-skilled, or unskilled laborers. The
proportion of principals whose fathers' occupations were in these two categories
is somewhat smaller in urban areas and in the Northeast. However, the overall
pattern of results in Table 6 clearly suggests that senior high school principals,
taken together, are characterized by considerable upward social mobility. This
is further demonstrated by the data in Table 7 (Table B71 which deals with
the educational level of the fathers of principals.

TABLE 7

Hot much formal education
did your father hare? Indicate
only the highe.st lei., 1.

20
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It is seen that one-quarter of the principals' fathers did not finish grade
school and that the majority had no more than a grade school education.
Neatly 70% -of the fathers of senior high school principals did not complete
high school. Again, the principals of high schools in urban areas and in the
Northeast had somewhat better-educated fathers. Nevertheless, the pattern in
Table 7, as that in Table 6, suggests that the fathers of icA of the priftcipals
had a relatively small amount of formal education.

Comparable data for the mothers of high school principals are contained in
Table 8 and in Table B8.

It appears that the mothers of the principals had slightly more education
than the fathers.

Administrative Experience
The next area to be covered has to do with administrative experience. The

first specific point to he considered tinder this general topic is the age at which
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TABLE 8

lo:c much formal education
did your mother have? Indicate
only the highest level.

the principal was appointed to his first administrative position in education.
Table 9 (and Table Ii9) presents these data.

High school principals were generally appointed to their first administrative
position at a relatively young age- on the average, somewhere between 30 and
34. are %ry noticeable differences among the subgroups. Principals in
the Southeast and rural areas appear to be appointed at a somewhat younger
age. or at about 29 years. Principals of independent schools and of schools
offering other than a comprehensive program tend to be appointed to their
first administrative position later in life.
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TABLE 9

what age mere you appointed

to your first administrative or All-

/iv rvi%ory poilioli 111 cd WWI j011?
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Table 9 concerns age of appointment to administrative positions in general.
Data for the first principalship appointment are presented in Table 10.
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Once again, it is seen that the inajorit of princi )als were appointed reason-
ably young (median age, between 30 and 34), and that principals in the
Southeast were first appointed at a somewhat younger age. The close corres-
pondene between Table 9 and Table 10 suggests that the first administrative
position for many principals was in fact a principalship. Data presented in
detail in Table 1310 (Appendix In show that on the average principals of large
schools (1,000 Or more were appointed to their first principalship about four
years later in life than principals of small schools (less than 250). These
supplementary data also show that principals with less experience (generally
younger, see 'table 1331 were appointed to the first principalship four years
later in life than principals with more experience (generally older).

Information about the total number of principalships held is presented in
Table 11 (see also Table 131 I ) .

It should be particularly noted that the number of principalships listed in
Table 1 I includes the present principalship. Thus, in the total sample of prin-
cipals, 48% chose the alternative "one principalship," meaning that 48% of
the principals have held only their present principalship. The pattern pre-
sented in Table 11 indicates that principals do relatively little moving from one
position to another: about 90% of the principals have held three or fewer
principalships. The pattern of relatively few principalships is particularly
marked in the Northeast and for independent schools, where 56% and 58%,
respectively, of the principals have held only their present principalship. Prin.:
ipals in the Southeast have moved from one position to another slightly more

than principals elsewhere.
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ReSP0040
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TABLE 1i

How many prineifialshitis nape

you held, including you r prOSent

one?

Total number of yeus of experience as a principal is indicated in Table 12
(see also 'Table 812),

The median number of years' experience is approximately 8 or9 years. This
appears to be fairly standard for all subgroups of principals except in schools
iii the Sootheast, where more than half the principals have had 10 or more
years' experience. It should be noted, however, that quite a large proportion of
principals have had many years of experience. For example, 15% have had
20 or more years' experience, and one principal in four has had 15 or more
years' experience: Once again, the proportion of principals with relatively more
experience is higher in the Southeast, where sonic 35% have had 15 or more
years and 23% have had 20 or more years' experience.

Table 13 presents data showing years of experience in the position currently
held.

Response

_Alternative_

Locallon trim Pro rats . Itegion
Total
SampleUrban Rural Fnt1AC

Inie,

Pendent

Corpre-1
hengve Other NE SE Weot

Ow year

Teo or three
years

Pour or rive
years

Six or seven

years

Eight or nine
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Ten to
:cartoon
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Teenty to
teenty4rour
years

Tventy-five
years or
more
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TABLE 12

How many years of experience
as a principal have you had in
all? Count this year as one year
of experience. Choose only one
answer.
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TABLE 13

HOW long have you been prin-
cipal of this school?
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The median number of years of experience in the principal s present assign-
ment for the total sample and for all subgroups is four to five years. Some 15%
of the principals have had eight years or less experience in their present pds'ition.
By comparing data presented in Tables 12 and 13, one can obtain a **u of
the stability in employment of the principal. We note (Table 13) that .60C% of
the principals have been employed in the same position for no longer than five
years. These must include, however, 35% of the principals (Table i2) who
have had five or less years of total experience as principals; thus, less than halt
of the principals who have been in their present position five years Or less cottid
have had experience in another position. This suggests considerable stability

TABLE 14

For how many years have you
been employed full-time in non-
educational positions (excluding
military service)?
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m employment. Furthermore, of those principals who have had nine or more
years of totail experience (High group in Table B13). only about one-third have
11AI their present position for less than live years and only 7% are in their
first year.

The ROM characteristic of principals to he considered in this section is the
wirnber of years they have been employed full time in positions outside of
education. Note that military service was specifically excluded. Pertinent data
are shown hi Table 14 (see also Table 1314).

These data clearly indicate that most principals have had little full-time
eXperience in noneducational settings. The majority have WI no such experi-

ence and only 15% have had more than four years. Compared to the total
sample of principals. those in urban schools, in independent schools, and in
the Northeast have had less noneducational work experience.

Preparation and Training of the Principal
Data presented thus far have dealt generally with the background and ex-

perience of the principal. The focus in the next 16 tables will be more narrowly
on his feental educational preparation. It deals with what type of high school
and college the principals have attended. what type of course work they have
completed, and the nature of the preparation they consider to be valuable for
a beginning. principal. The first data to be presented bears on the type of high
school from which the principal was graduated (Table 15 and Table 1315).

Table 15 shows that 83% of the principals graduated from public high
school, and ,that 14% graduated from schools having religious affiliation.
The pupation of principals who graduated from a school with religious
affiliation is notably higher in urban areas and in the Northeast and is con-
siderably smaller for principals in small towns and rural areas. The proportion
of principals who graduated from public high schools is higher among prin-
cipals of public high schools. It should be kept in mind that religiously affiliated
secondary schools tend to be concentrated in urban areas and in the Northeast,
and these results strongly suggest that principals tend to assume principalships

in the same of high school from which they graduated.
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TABLE 15

Which of the following cate-
gories best describes the high

school from which you gradu,,
ated?
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Table 16 shows data pertaining to the highest degree earned by the principals
(see also Table B161.

The overwhelming majority of principals have at least a master's degree.
Only 10% have a bachelor's degree or less. More than half of the principals
have done graduate work beyond the master's degree. There is a tendency for
principals of urban schools to have had more graduate work, and the same
holds true for Northeastern principals. Principals in the Southeast and in small
town and rural areas have somewhat less graduate work. These differences
notwithstanding, the overall picture which emerges is that of relatively ex-
tensive formal preparation. Three percent of American high school principals
possess a doctoral degree, and an additional 6% have completed the necessary
course work for such a degree.

TABLE' 16
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information regarding the type of undergraduate college or university
attended is shown in Table 17 and in Table 1117.

Overall, 27% of the principals did their undergraduate work at a private,
religiously affiliated college, 25% at a public teachers college, and 22% at a
public university. On a relative basis, a smaller proportion of urban and North-
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eastern principals attended public institutions of higher learning, Relatively
few.principals of independent schools attended public higher educational in-

stitutions. Principals outside the Northeast and Southeast region attended
public teachers colleges in relatively greater proportion. There are obviously
strong regional differences in the type of undergraduate college attended by
high school principals. It is also worth noting that although only 14% of the
principals attended high school having religious affiliation ('Fable 15), 34%
received their undergraduate college education in religiously affiliated institu-

tions.
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TABLE 17

ll'hieh of the following best

dcNeribrA the college or univer-
)ity Whirr you did your under-
graduate work? Choo.le only one

answer.

Information about the undergraduate majors of principals is presented in
Table 18 (see also Table B18) .

We see that 29% of the principals majored in the humanities, 18% in the
physical sciences, and 14% in the social sciences. Twelve percent of the prin-
cipals majored in education and 11% in physical education. These figures make

clear that the typical educational pattern includes sonic form of an under.
graduate liberal arts concentration. Principals, by and large, have postponed

professional preparation until later. The proportion of principals majoring in

the humanities is particularly large in urban areas, in the independent

27
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TABLE 18

In which of the ((Wincing areas

did you major a% an underg(ad-

trate? 1 f you had a major in more

than one area, chinAc the one in

which YOU had the mutt hour,.
Cliome only one answer.

TABLE 19
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Similar results were obtained in regard to undergraduate minors as is shown
in Table 19 (see also Table B19).

We see that 25% of tl principals minored in the humanities. 19% in the
physical sciences, 18% in the social sciences, 16% in education, and 7% in
physical education. Once again, the proportion of principals who minored in
the humanities was higher in urban areas and in the Northeast and lower for
principals of public high schools. These results strongly suggest that independent
high schools attract principals who have majored or minored in the humanities
to a greater extent than do public high schools. The data contained in Tables
18 and 19 also seem to contradict the occasional accusation of overspecializa-
tion in the preparation of American high school principals.

Data showing the graduate majors of principals are presented in Table 20
(see also Table B20).
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TABLE 20

What. is your major field of
graduate study? Choose only one

answer.

A great majority of senior high school principals indicated et ucational ad-
ministration as their graduate major. Most of the rest majored in "secondary
education." This confirms the trend suggested in the two previous tables for
principals to postpone their professional training for the principalship to the
graduate level. Only a small minority majored physical education at the
graduate level (or at the undergraduate level, see 1 able 18). Other than
education, the areas of graduate study most frequently mentioned were the
humanities and fine arts. Principals with graduate majors in the humanities
and fine arts are disproportionately found among urban schools, independent
schools, and schools in the Northeast.

Data pertaining to the total number of undergraduate and graduate educa-
tion courses taken by the principals are presented in Table 21 and in Table 1321.
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About how many undergrad-
uate and graduate education
rotate% hare you had?
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As would be expected from the fact that the majority of pi incipals have con-
siderable graduate work in education or administration, fully half of the
principals in the United States have taken 19 or more undergraduate and
graduate courses in education. Principals in urban high schools have taken, on
the average, slightly more education courses than principals from rural high
schools. Principals in public high stitools have taken more courses in education
than principals in independent high schools.

Data dealing with differential study of various educational specialties are
presented in Table 22 (see also Table 1322).

It should be noted that since this table concerns principals who have had
one or more courses in each subject matter area, the figures shown are the
percents of principals choosing for each question both the alternative "one or
more courses." and the alternative "two or more courses." The most frequently
taken cor:ses are psychology of learning (taken by 94% of the principals),
secondary-school organization (93%), curriculum development (91%), child
and adolescent development (89(,; ), and tests and measurement (88%).
Courses which were taken less frequently are vocational education (taken by
42% of the principals) and theology and religious education (40%). However,
a course or more in theology or religious education was included substantially
more often by principals of urban high schools and particularly by principals
of independent schools.

There are several noteworthy subgroup differences in Table 22. Urban prin.
cipals included in their preparation courses in school finance and budgeting less
frequently than did small town and rural principals. Urban principals tended
to be more interested in courses in research methodology than small town and
rural principals. Principals in the Southeast and independent school principals
have preparation in school law notably less frequently than other principals.
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TABLE 22

(Paraphrased) In which of the
,ubjcet mattur hvicd below have
you had one or more cour.se.0

1..litriez ire ,!,o t.::: (On, course 'total to tOia sul,,leet)
At:A (Two jr *or'* :uomez i to ltd.:, ,'y

Relatively fewer principals in the Northeast. perhaps because of the concen-
tration of religiously affiliated schools in this region, have taken courses in
school finance and budgeting. secondary school organization, and curriculum
development. Principals in the Southeast have preparation in counseling and
guidance theory and practice somewhat less often than principals in other
regions of the country.

The data shown in Table 22 concern the courses actually taken by the
principals. ;knottier important question has to do with the perceived value of
the various educational subjects for the beginning secondary school principal.
Presumably their recommendations reflect their experience as principals. The
responses to these questions are shown in Table 23 (see also Table 1323).

Course subjects believed to be "absolutely essential'. by at least 10% of the
principals include supervision of instruction, personnel administration, human
relations, secondary school organization, curriculum development, and ad-
ministrative theory and practice. Courses believed to be relatively less essential
include plant design and maintenance, history of education, research method-
ology, vocational education. social context of contemporary education, political
science, and comparative education. In short, it appears that courses that are
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directly related to the principal's job as an educational administrator are con-
sidered to be more essential than those that treat education more broadly.
Southeastern and rural principals consider courses in school business and
financial management to be somewhat more important than do the other
principals. Urban principals attach relatively greater importance to philosophy
of education as do principals of independent schools. Compared to others, urban
principals and independent school principals also see greater value in psycholog-
ical subjects (general psychology, psychology of learning, etc.) The overall
pattern in able 23, however. is one of considerable consensus among subgroups
of principals with respect to the types of courses believed to be important in the
preparation of the high school nincipal.

TABLE 23

(Paraphra,ed) Below are listed

courses le/tick either are or could

be taught in schools of education.

l'hielt of them do you concider to

be absolutely essential for a be-

ginning secondary school prin-

cipal?
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TABLE 23 (Contd)

Data bearing on the experience of high school principals in various kinds of
educational positions are presented in Table 24 (and also in Table B24) .

It should be noted that the figures in this table are the percentages of
principals who have had one full year or more of experience in each position;
entric; are the SLIMS of the percents of principals choosing alternatives three
(une year) four (twu )earsi, and five (three or more years) . Experience as an
athletic coach or athletic director is reported by 56% of the principals;
48% report guidance experience. Experience as an elementary school principal
and in elementary school teaching is reported by 38% and 33% of the
principals respectively, but elementary teaching experience is noticeably more
prevalent among principals of independent schools and those in the Southeast.
Coaching is more frequently in the background of small town and rural
principals, principals outside of the Northeast, and principals of public schools.
On the other hand, principals in cities. of independent schools, and in the
Northeast much more often had experience as a counselor or in other
guidance work. Urban principals and those of independent schools more
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TABLE 24

(Paraphrased) in which of the

following kinds of positions have

you had one full year or more
of experience?
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frequently have had experience as a secondary school clean, a finding which
may, in part, be clue to the larger size of city schools and the greater likelihood
of cleans. Urban principals and principals of independent schools have also
more often had experience in college teaching. These data should be inter-
preted in light of the additional data to be presented in Table 25, which
concerns the principal's chief assignment immediately prior to his appoint-
ment to his first principalship (see also Table 1325).

The position most frequently held immediately prior to first becoming a
principal was that of a secondary school teacher. This was the pattern for
slightly more than one out of three principals in the total sample and for
almost one out of two principals of rural or of private schools.

Twenty-two percent of the principals moved from the position of assistant
or vice-principal. This sequence varied considerably between urban (33%) and
rural (13% ) principals, no doubt because of the relatively smaller size of
rural high schools.

Fourteen percent of the principals moved to their first principalship directly
-from a position as athletic coach or director, although, as we saw earlier, 56%
had had some experience as a coach. The results presented in Tables 24 and
25 seem not to support the popular stereotype that, in choosing a new
principal, the school board (or superintendent) turns to the athletic coach.
What these data do suggest, instead, is that although over half of the principals
have had coaching experience, it, the great majority of instances it was likely
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TABLE 25

It hat was your chief assign-

ment immediately prior to ap-
pointment to your first principal-
ship.'

to have been a secon lacy assign!' ent. Previously it was noted that only a
relatively small minority of princip ds had majored in physical education. Of
significance are both the urban-rural and regional differences. l'he coach-to-
principal progression is proportionally about one-third less prevalent among
urban, independent, and Northeastern school principals.-

Data indicating the total number of years of teaching experience prior to
assuming the present principalship arc given in Table 26 (and in Table B26).

These results suggest that it is an unusual principal who has had less than
two years of teaching experience prior to taking his present principalship.
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TABLE 26

Holt. many years of teaching
ekpclicner did you have prior to
taking pur present position? Do
not include years as a full-tune
adminiqrator or supervisor.
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Present principals who have taught 25 years or longer are almost as rare.
For the total sample. the median untidier of years of teaching experience is
about eight. Urban, independent, Northeastern school principals and principals
of schools with other than a comprehensive program tend to have taught
more, the median falling within the category of 10 to 14 years. Approximately
60% of the principals have had between four and 14 years of teaching
experience.

'fable 27 concerns the subject area in which the principal did most of his
secondary teaching (see also Fable B27).

In what iubject area did you
do mot of your ccottelary school

teaching' Omit this qv ..stion if

you havr done no ircondary

teaching.
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Mathematics or the natural sciences is the category in which the largest
number (33% ) of principals reported having done most of their secondary
teaching. This is followed fairly closely by the social sciences. Probably
reflecting a sex bias, only 11% of the total sample were former English or
speech teachers. Greater prevalyncy of work in the humanities among urban,
independent, and Northeastern school principals is apparent in 'rabic 27.
In independent schools, particularly, principals tend to have a teaching back-
ground in language. whit It contrasts sharply with the science teaching
backe,Tound of public school principals. Note that "omitted" in this table
indicates that the principal has done no secondary school teaching.

In Table 28 (and in 'Fable li28) are listed nine types of prior administrative
xperience in education which could represent valuable preparation for a

hat inning high school Principal. Principals were asked to tank these assign
tta is according to their estimate of the value of each The rank of one was
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assigned to the most valuabl:s type of experience. 'The data presented in this
table are the percents of principals assigning, a rank of either one, two, or
three (i.e.. ranking highest each type of experience.

By a very large margin, duty as a secondary school vice-principal was
judged to be the most important kind of administrative assignment prior
to assuming the pr:ncipalship, with 90% of the principals giving it a rank of
one, two, or three. This was followed by secondary-school dean (53% ),
counselor (14% ), elementary school principal (36% ), and department chair-
man or area supervisor (33%) .

The rather low value attached to experience as an athletic coach or director
is of some sighilicance. Only I I ii of the total sample ranked it either One,
two, or three in importance. Northeastern (6% 1 and Southeastern (15% )
principals differed appreciably on this matter, as did public (13%) and
independent (-1%1 school principals.

Compared to rtiral principals. urban principals more frequently valued
experience as a tlepartment chairman, as a counselor, as a secondary school
vice principal. and especially as a secondary school dean. This is probably
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TABLE 28

Relative importance attached
to various kinds of prior admin-
istrative experience as preparation
for beginning high school prin-
cipal.
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TABLE 29

II hat it vonfl opinion of your

state's certification requirements

governing seeorMary-vchool prin-

cipals with respect to:
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because principals of small town and rural schools have had somewhat less
experience themselves with these intermediate administrative type positions.
On the other hand. small town and rural principals assign much more value
to experience in a central or district oflice position. Principals in the Southeast
consider experience as an elementary school principal to be valuable much
more frequently than do principals in other regions.

Principals were also asked for their opinion of their state's secondary ad-
ministration certification requirements respecting teaching experience, ex-
perience in educational administration, and professional course work. These
data are shown in Table 29 and in Table I129.

About seven principals out of 10 believed that requirements arc satisfactory
as they currently stand. Almost all the rest felt that requirements should be
made more extensive. The only noteworthy exception to this pattern, was that
one principal in 10 was of the opinion that less professional course work need
be required. These dissenting opinions appear most frequently among principals
of independent schools.

Principal's responses to a question about the value of a set of theoretical or
"textbook" principles of administration as useful guides for their own day-to-
day behavior as a principal will conclude this section (Tables 30 and B30).
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TABLE 30

Have you found a set of theo-
retical ("textbook") principles of
administration to be a useful

guide for your own day-to-day
behavior as a principal?

The overwhelming majority report that they have not found a set of princi-
ples of administration to be of practical value. Variation among subgroups
is negligible, except perhaps for a slight tendency for principals in the South-
east to respond positively to this question.

Organization of Senior High Schools
The report has, up to this point, been concerned with the principal per se.

In a number of the tables shown thus far, we have noted contrasts between
urban, independent, and Northeastern school principals on one hand, and
the rest of the principals on the other. As we will see, large cities and inde-
pendent schools tend to be concentrated in the Northeast. To understand the
high school principalship, information is needed about the types of schools in
which high school principals serve. In this and the following section a variety
of descriptive information about American senior high schools will be presented.

The data in Tables 31 through 38 (refer also to Tables 1131 through B38)
in many instances reflect the manner in which various subgroups and categories
(i.e., alternative answers) were defined. The chief value of this material is
that it helps to provide a general background for understanding the more
detailed information about principals contained in other parts of the report.
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Which of the follo;cing cate-

gories beg ilocithe% AI oho.

high cliool of which volt are

principal.) (.'hoove only one an-

swer,

TABLE 32
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%'e sec than 82% tlw pincipals in the tot sample serve public high
schools, and 1.I.% are principals of high schools with religious ties. The sub-
group identified as independent schools roman s approximately four-fifths
religious affiliation schools. about equnIlv divide( between parochial schools
and others. Independent, but not religious affiliated, schools make up a very
small part (lcit of the total of secondary schools.

second classification of high schools is plesented in Table 32.

Which of the followiteg types
best describry the senior high

school of which vou are principal?
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About 80% of Ala. high scl ools in the United Sums are reported by their
principals to be general col prellensive high schools. Sixteen percent are
described as college preparatory, half of which are independent schools. These
college preparatory schools, as expected, are less frequently found in the rural
arras and in the \Vest,

, breakdown of schools according to coeducational. for boys only, or for
girls only is presented ill Table 33.
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The tabulations show that approximately 90% of the high schools in the
United States are coeducational and that those remaining are roughly equally
divided between girls' schools and boys' schools. \V note that almost all (98%)
of the public high schols are coeducational although slightly less than one-half
of the independent schools enroll both boys and girls. High schools for one
sex alone are concentrated in the cities and in the Northeast.

Data concerning the grade-level organization of the schools whose principals
returned questionnaires are outlined in Table 34.

Location 'NT°
-1

Program Region
RaspoPe e A,

.

n(10- Compre Total
Altorrotive_' Urban Rural. Public pendent bensive Other HE SE West Sample

Kindersurten-
1
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1-1.! 6 71 18 13 17 20 5 39 14 17

7-12 14 25 21 9 20 14 27 17 7 19

8-u c 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0

3-12 6 b 6 7 6 4 11 5 6

9-12 43 29 31 55 35 3 36 19 41 35

10-12 21, 3 15 1 14 II 14 9 13 12

11-12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ether 2 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 1

TABLE 34

What grades are included in
the school of which you are prin.

cipal?

The 9-12 patten is the one, most frequently eportecl (35% of the princi-
pals), especially for independent schools (55% ). One high school in four is
combined with an elementary school. Another one:quarter is combined with
the grades that would usually be considered as junior high school (grades 7
and 4) . As expected, schools that combine the senior high grades with other
gram levels are more often located in small towns and rural areas (61%
compared with 25% ). High schools comprised of grades 10, 11, and 12 are
disproportionately prevalent in the cities and outside of the Southeast.

Data bearing on the size of high schools are presented in Table 35.
Somewhat more than one-third of the principals serve schools with fewer
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TABLE 35

How many senior high school
students were there in the school

of which you are principal as of
October 1, 1963?
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than 250 senior high school students. Another third are principals of schools
enrolling betwen 250 and 750 senior high school students. Smaller schools
tend to be rural, independent, located in the Southeast, and, more frequently
than large schools, oiler other than a comprehensive program. Overall, the
median number of senior high school students is about 325. While many of
the smaller schools in Table 35 may also have junior high or elementary
grades, it is nonetheless quite apparent that most high school principals in
America are principals of small schools.

The geographical distribution of high schools in the United States is
indicated in Table 36.
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Mese data show that more high schools are located in the Midwest than
in any other area, and that the next most frequent category is the Southeast
followed by the Mideast. This distribution, of course, is due to the geographical
distribution of the population of the United States and the specific definition
of the regions used in the survey.

Data with respect to the sire of the community in which the high school
is located are presented in Table 37.
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Eleven percent of the high schools in the United States are located in cities
with 250,000 or more inhabitants. More than half the schools are located in
communities of less than 5.000 population. Independent high schools tend to
be located in the more populated areas; i.e., less than one-quarter are in
communities of less than 5,000 population.

Data presented in Table 38 indicate that the pupils attending grades 9 to
12 in schools are most frequently described as coining from small town or
fanning areas, and are next most frequently reported as coming from urban
residential and suburban residential areas.---
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Pupilv attending grades 9.12 in

your school come from areas

which are !h.q. described as pri-

marily:

About half of the secondary schools serve students from small towns or
rural-farm areas. Independent schools, however, tend to serve urban and
suburban students.

Some Qualitative Characteristics of Senior High Schools
Information concerning average per-student expenditure for instructional

purposes during the previous school year is presented in Table 39 (see also
Table 1339).*

Approximately 60% of the principals reported that the expenditure in their
high school was between $200 and $600: 13% reported that the figure was
more than $600: 14% reported less than $200. Principals in the Northeast
more frequently reported expenditures above $600: principals in di, Southeast
more frequently reported that less than $200 had been spent pet student.
Specifically in the Southeast, nearly four principals in 10 reported a figure of
less than $200, It is also interesting to note that independent schools contrast
with public schools by the tendency for expenditures to be at one extreme or
the other of the distribution. Thus, although 18% of the independent schools

* See Footnote, page 1319.
48
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as compared with 7% of the public schools .eport expenditures less than $100,
14% of independent schools as compared with 6% of public schools report
expenditures of $700 or more.

Data concerning the age or newness of high school buildings are presented
in Table 40 and in Table 1.140.
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Fortv-four percent of the principals vported that their main school building
was constructed in the last 14 years. One can gain an idea of the large numbers
of relatively new high schools in which principals serve. On the other hand,
the main buildiug at one out of four high schools is more than 40 years old.
Urban and Northeastern areas tend to have both more new high schools and
older high schools. Independent schools tend to he housed in older buildings.

Information about the number of books in high school libraries is given
in Table 41 (sec also Table B41).

The median number of books is approximately 4,000. Urban high schools,
of course, have relatively larger libraries, probably because these schools are
larger (see Tables 35 and B35). Northeastern high schools and independent
schools tend also to have relatively more volumes in their libraries.
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TABLE 41

About hoz(' many books does

your school ve in its library?

Principals were asked whether or not t ieir schools operated on a year-round
basis. Their responses are summarived in 'Fable 42 (see also lable 1142).

Overall, approximately one-:Ourth of the high schools in the country operate
on a year-round basis. There is marked urban-rural different.e. In small own
and rural areas. 12% operate the year around: in urban areas almost half
(43% ) of the high schools operate throughout the rear. Only 1% of the
principals report truly continuous ye round operation of a sort presumably
analogous to the quarter system in 14her education. Much more frequent,
especially in city schools, are voluntary programs for special groups of students
(the "gifted," those requiring remedial work, etc.).
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TABLE 42

Dors you? ichool operate on a
year-round bans?

Percentages of senior high school students enrollee in each of six types of
curricula arc contained in Table 11 (see also Table 1343).

Well over half of the principals reported dint the preponderance of their
students are following pmgrams geared to college admission. "College prep
oriented" schools are proportionally more frequent among independent schools
and in schools located in urban areas and in the Northeast.
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Schools with strong business or distributive education emphases are also
more common in the Northeast. High schools with agricultural programs are,of course, more common in small town and rural areas and outside of the
Northeast. Schools with strong vocational pmgratus appear to be reported
in somewhat greater proportion in the West. rather than in the East where onemight expect, or perhaps should expect (if there is a greater demand for voea-
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tionally trained personnel in areas of industrial concentration) . The general
diploma program is popular in small town and rural areas and in the South-
east; it is least evident in the Northeast.

Estimates of the percentage of students in the graduating class going on to
college are presented in Table 44 and in Table B44.
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TABLE 44

About what percentage of the
students in your graduating class
last year went on to college?

The principals of about half of the high schools in the country reported
that 40% or more of .the students in their last graduating class went on to
college. The percentage of schools with high proportions of students going to
college is larger in urban areas, in the independent schools, and in schools
offering other than a comprehensive program; it is lowest in the Southeast.

Data regarding dropout rates are presented in Table 45 (see also Table B15).
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TABLE 45

About what percentage of all
pupils who enter the first year
of senior high at your school drop
out before graduation? (Do not
include pupils who transfer in

your calculations.)

In 62% of the high schools in the country less than 10% of the students
drop out prior to graduation, and in only 10% of the high schools did 25% or
more of the students drop out prior to graduation. It should be noted, of
course, that these figures apply to schools and not to students. In other words,
it is well known that substantially more than 10% of the high school students
in the United States drop out prior to graduation (the overall dropout rate
is roughly 30% 1. This 'mist mean that a relatively large number of students
are attending the relatively small proportion of high schools where the
dropout rate is high. The comparisons of subgroups in Table 45 indicate
that the dropout rate is much higher for public high schools than for rode-
pendent schools and substantially higher in high schools in the Southeast.
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Table 46 (and Table 13461 presents the percentages of senior high school
students who are taking remedial work in reading and/or English.
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Principals of about 40% of the high schools i t the United States report
that none of their students are taking remedial work in reading or English.
Remedial work in reading and English is most con neon in urban areas and in
the Northeast, which may be more an indication of the ability of schools in
these areas to provide such work rather than an indication of greater need
for remedial work. Again, the distinction between students and schools
is important: these data should not he interpreted as proportions of high
school students taking remedial work.

In 'rable 47 are data concerning the level of edtwation most representative
of high school teachers, as reported by their principals (see also Table 1347) .

TABLE 7
Which It vet of ilueation is

most representative of teachers

new to rout school t.ithin the tact
lice years?
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The modal or typical degree level of recently hired ligh school teachers
nationwide is the bachelor's degree. About one school in five employs a pre.
dominance of teachers with masters' degrees. The percentage of schools em-
ploying master's-level teachers is notably higher in urban areas and in the
Northeast and markedly lower in the Southeast. The proportion of schools
employing master's-level teachers is definitely lower for public high schools
as compared to independent schools, and for schools offering a comprehensive
program as compared with .those that do not. As has been shown in Table 32,
these latter schools predominantly offer programs only in the academic or
college preparatory areas.

The proportion of men teachers in the high schools. is given in Table 48
and in Table 1348.

Overall, in 36% of the high schools less than half of the teachers are men,
or, conversely, in about two-thirds of the schools men teachers outnumber
women teachers. Geographical differences, however, are so marked as to
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TABLE 48

About what proportion of your
full -fiat, senior high teachers are
Men?

render the national figures almost meaningless. In the Northeast men out-
number %%omen faculty in about 66% of the high schoo s. In the %Vest, the
figure reaches 74%. In the Southeast, men teachers outnumber women teachers
in only 32% of the high schools almost the exact opposite relationship. Inde-
pendent schools tend toward the extremes of either predominantly men teach-
ers or predominantly women teachers.

Information about high school guidance programs is contained in Table 49.
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TABLE 49

Does your school have a guid-
ance program in Which one or
more persons is officially assigned,

part or lull-time, to working with
individual students? (Mark the
TeSpOlICC which fits your situation
best.)

Overall about eight high schools in 10 have guidance programs. In urban
areas, nine schools in 10 have guidance programs, and in small towns and
rural areas, the figure is about seven out of 10. Regional variations are minor.

Of interest are the many principals, especially in rural schools and in
independent schools, who have themselves assumed the guidance responsibility.
This is much more often the pattern, as compared to deployment of a
system-wide guidance official in the small town (see Table 1349) or rural high
schools in which perhaps the designation of a stall member as, say, counselor

49
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TABLE 50

is not feasible. At any rate, something like one out of five rural high school
principals is likely to he directly responsible for guidance activities, a fact
which has implications for professional preparation.

Also of significance is the fact that almost all high school principals accept
the guidance ideaat least to the point of being able to report some sort of
guidance service or plans for such a service at their school in the future. Only
2% report no guidance program and no foreseeable plans for one.

Table 50 presents the principals' responses to a question on whether in
recent years the pressure of increasing enrollments has had a detrimental effect
on the quality of education at his school (see also Table B50).
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Almost two-thirds of the principals are of the opinion that increase in
enrollment has not tended to lessen the quality of education received at their I

schools. On the other hand, one-third of the principals (3% in the cities)
report that the pressure of numbers lac had a detrimental effect in some
degree. Public school principals report detrimental effects more frequently than
do independent school principals.
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Educational Issues
As Seen by Principals

Educational Purposes

American education has undergone close scrutiny in recent years. The facet
of this reappraisal, which has probably generated the widest and most pas-
sionate interest, has had to do with educational goals. Because of their position
01 leadership, secondary school principals can seldom ignore this debate about
ends (even though many may consider the question of means to be more
meaningful- and capable of solution) .

In order to survey principals' opinions about the relative importance of
variously suggested educational -goals,- they were asked to rank nine state-
ments of goals according to their beliefs about tin,

relative importance of
each one. A rank of I was assigned to the most important goal. a rank of 2
to the next most important goal. etc. Results are presented in Table 31 (see
also Table B51),
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TABLE 51

Much has been said and written

recently about the tasks of Amer-
ica?! schools. Please rank the 9
goals ("tasks") below according
to your beliefs about their rela-
tive importance as educational

objectives. Assign a rank of I to
the goal you consider most

portant, a rank of 2 to the goal
you consider the second most int-

portant, etc., until you assign a
rank of 9 to the goal you consider

least important.

It should be noted that entries in this table are the percent of the total group
of principals who assigned each rank to each goal. For example, 52% of the
principals rank the acquisition of basic skills as the most important educational
goal. Of considerable interest when viewed with respect to current national
employment problems stemming, in part, from rapid technological development

51
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is the low regard most principals have for "training in technical skills" as

goal of secondary education. These data are combined and organized by the
subgroups of principals in Table 52.

TABLE 52

Relative importance attached
to various goals of education.
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Overall, the most important goal from the point of view of the principals
is the "acquisition of basic skills," which was ranked either I, 2, or 3 by 79%
Of the principals. judged second most important was the "acquisition of
basic knowledge," given a rank of I. 2, or 3 by 63% of the principals, Other
goals considered important by a significant number of principals were "de.
velopment of sound moral and spiritual values" 1 and "understanding
the values inherent in thc :\riterican way of life" (40%1 Goals considered to
he relatively less important by principals were "physical fitness," given a rank
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of I, 2, or 3 by 11% of the principals, and "training in the technical skills
to run the 'country arid/or development of appropriate talents" (7%1.

Compared to principals elsewhere. principals in the Northeast and principals
of independent schools placed relativel grratvr emphasis on the "development
of skills and practice of critical intellectual inquiry" and relatively less emphasis
on the acquisition of basic skills and bask. knowledge Principals in independent
high schools compared with others attached much greater importance to the
development of sound moral and spiritual values and less importance to acquir-
ing basic skills or knowledge. understanding American values, physical fitness.
and adaptability to a changing world. Other than these, subgroup differences
in the principals' views of educational goals are negligible.

Data concerning principals' opinions on some 12 frequently discussed edu-
cational issues, which have implications for the broad question of educational
purpose. are presented in Table 53 (see also Table 8531.

In general. die weight of opinion is in favor of the principle of universal
secondary education: 73% of the principals indicate acceptance. It is. never-
theless, of sonic interest that nearly one principal in four apparently does not
endorse this idea. This principle is better accepted in urban areas, in the
Northeast. and by public school principals. Geographical. differences on this
matter. though not large. may also he of some significance.
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Reactions to broad educational
issues.
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Present opinion among principals also favors federal aid to public high
schools. with two- thirds of the principals giving their endorsement. Somewhat

greater reluctance is observed among Southeastern principals. On the other
hand, only about ;I fifth of the principals are in favor of federal aid to private
high schools. The percent of principals in favor of aid to private schools is

higher in urban area and in the Northeast and among private school principals
or I wad t naste rs.

Only about one-thid of the principals are in agreement with the recent
Supreme Court decision on prayers and Bible reading in the public schools.
Furthermore, one out of four public high school principals report regular
not necessarily ompulsot religious observances at their schools. The pro-

portion is probably markedly higher in Southeastern schools.
Principals are much more in agreement with the Supreme Court decisions

on racial segregation in the public schoo In the total sample, about three-
fouths are in agreement. Approval of the Court's decision is sonwwhat more.
prevalent among urban (80% '1. Northeastern (84%), and independent
(84%1 school principals. Acceptance is considerably less often reported by
Southeastern principals (48"P.

A two-thirds majority of principals is in favor of unlimited discussion
of political extremes. The proportion of principals favoring limitations is

slightly /warp' in independent schools. Principals in the Southeast. more often
advocate limitations than 'do principals in other areas,

In general. principals do not agree with critics who say that today's schools
require far too little academic wo at least as the criticism applies to their
own schools. There is. however, a tendency toward greater agreement in
rural areas and in the Southeast.

Principals tend to disagree with the contention that compared to the
Soviets the United Stan.s is not producing enough scientists and engineers;
regional differences are small.

Three out of four high school principals in the total sample do not see
the necessity for justifying as practical every subject taught in the secondary
schools. Geographical differences in th.. "practicality orientation," however,
are quite sive:tide, with principals in the Southeast more frequently favoring
the proposition.

About four out of five principals favor ability grouping by IQ or achieve.
ment test scores in such academic subjects as mathematics. English, and foreign
languages. This type of grouping is slightly more often endorsed in urban areas
and in the Northeast thaw elsewhere.

About one princip., feels that tlw compulsory school year in his district
should be lengthenec. Principals in the Southeast more often favor a longer
school year. One out (ti three senior high school principals in "\trterica are Of
the opinion that youths who apparently do not want to go to school should
not he required to attend. Overall. about four principals in 1() believe that



school attendance should he compulsory until at least 18 years of age (or high
school graduation). Principals in small towns and rural areas and particularly
in the Southeast are more likely to hold this position.

Two-thirds of the principals agree with the contention that the secondary
schools should provide a general intellectual background for students and
leave specific job training to other agencies. This opinion is somewhat more
prevalent among principals of independent schools, in urban area's, and in the
Northeast.

Only about one principal in five believes that public schools should expend
greater effort in educating academically superior students than in educating
average students- this opinion is somewhat more prevalent among principals
of independent schools. .

Seven principals in 10 believe that it is the responsibility of the public
schools to educate the physically handicapped, and about six principals in
10 consider the public schools to be responsible for educating the mentally
handicapped. Principals in urban areas and in the Northeast more often
believe both of these to be appropriate public school responsibilities.

Data showing the proportion of principals who have read two recent books
dealing broadly with American secondary education are presented in Table 54
and in Table B54.
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TABLE 54

Reading of books concerning
broad educational issues.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Only a small proportion (7% 1 of the principals had read Education and
the New America by Kimball and McClellan (1962) . A rather large number
(61%), report that they had read The Education of American Teachers by
.Jatites Conant (1963) . Education and the New America, although certainly
of interest and relevance to most high school principals, is a scholarly volume
and was not written for a wide audience. Conant's work, however, is recog-
nized as one of the most significant books of the decade for professional
educators. Four out of 10 high school principals, however, had not read it
during the 14 to 16 months between its publication and their responding to
the questionnaire.

to in Table 55 (and in Table 1155) summarize the reactions of
princiv.,. to various recommendations made by J. Lloyd Trump in the book
FOCUS on Change: Guide to Better Schools (1961) .
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TABLE 55

(Paraphrased extensively)
Lloyd Trump, in his book Focus
on Change: Guide to Better

Schools (Commission of the Ex-
perimental Study of the Utiliza-
tion of Staff in the Secondary
School), has made several sug-
gestions with respect to the -school

of the future," Do you approve
of his su.,qgestion with icpect
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Overall 37% to 0% of the principals indicated approval of Trump's
various proposals. Generally. about 8% disapproved, about 21% had no
opinion, and about 27% reported unfamiliarity with the proposals. Prin.
cipals of independent schools and of schools offering other than a compre-
hensive program are generally less favorable to Trump's proposals than are
other principals.

The principals %very asked whether they felt public schools in principle,
should obtain community support before making important curriculum changes.
The results are presented in Table 56 and in Table 1156.

Some have .said that the public
schools should in principle not
make important. curriculum
changes without first securing

community support. Do you agree

with this, position?
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Opinion is almost equally divided on this question. A small majority supports
a position that might he conceived of as "the relative primacy of local pro.
fessional educators" in establishing local educational directions, This posia
tion receives somewhat greater support from principals of independent schools,
in urban areas, and in the Northeast.



Principals' opinions about the possibility of eliminating illiteracy in the
American society within the next 20 years are indicated in Table 57 (see
'able B57 also) .
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TABLE 57

How optimistic art' you about
zriping out illiteracy in American
society within the next twenty
years?

Slightly over half (55',:;-1 of the principals assumed the guarded, somewhat
noncommittal "possible but not probable" position, Of the remainder, twice
as many were optimistic as were pessimistic.

An important question for the design of secondary education, and one which
principals may be best qualified to answer, has to do with the optimum number
of students for a comprehensive senior high school. The principals' reactions
are summarized in 'Fable 58 (see also Table B58).
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TABLE 58

All things considered - maxi-

mull( learning, teaching stag, cap-

ital outlay, etc. about what do
you consider to be the optimum
number of students for et com-

prehnsive senior high school?

As would probably be expected, beliefs about optimal school size varied
markedly between urban and rural principals. The size category most often
preferred by urban principals (24% of them) was 1,000 to 1,249. Rural and
small town principals (33%) most often considered E.3 student body of 500 to
749 to be best. Independent school principals and principals of schools with
other than comprehensive programs also tended to favor smaller schools.
Regional differences were generally consistent with the pattern of urban-rural
differences.

In the total sample, only 13% of the principals considered a school of less

59



than 500 the optimal site for a comprehensive high school. Despite the fact
that 65% of the principals ;89% in rural areas) serve in schools with less
than 500 senior high students (Table 39) , there, nonetheless, appears to be
considerable acknowledgment of the need for relatively large schools if the
program is to be "comprehensive."

The Principal and His Teaching Staff
A crucial phase of the principalship consists of the leadership the principal

provides in his interactions with teachers. This section contains a variety of
information about how the principal views the teacher and the principal-
teacher relationship.

The data in Table 59 (and in B59) bear on a number of on-the-job
practices that principals may employ in their leadership role of assisting new
teachers in their professional development.

Nine principals in 10 holcl both group and individual meetings with new
teachers at the start of the year. These are the most common practices among
those suggested within the questionnaire. Some 70% of the principals con-
ducted additional group meetings for new teachers during their first year,
a practice that is somewhat more common in schools in urban areas than in
small town and rural areas. The majority of principals visit the classrooms of
new teachers at least once during the school year, and a large proportion
(23% ) reported making four or more classroom visits, each followed either
by a written report or individual conference. In communicating impressions,

TABLE 59

Listed below are several pro-
cedures which may be used by
principals in assisting beginning
teachers in their professional de-
velopment. Indicate ("Yes" or
"No") tehether each practice is
established policy at your school.
Note that each practice has to do
with the behavior of the principal,
riot a department head or other
person.
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TABLE 59 (Contd)

the principal more often makes use of an individual conference with the
teacher than a written .report. Sixty percent of the principals reported that
they make one to three classroom visits, each followed by an individual
conference.
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About half of the principals assign experienced teachers to work with new
teachers. This is a more common practice in urban areas, in the Northeast,
and among independent school principals. About six principals in 10 direct
department or area chairmen to work with new teachers. This practice is also
mor,_. frequently reported in urban areas and in the Northeast, and is probably
a function of school sive. About six principals in 10 systematically provide
professional reading materials (other than local policy statements) . Lesson

plans are systematically discussed with new teachers by about six out of 10
principals. This latter practice, compared to the overall sample, is more
often reported by !aura; and Southeastern principals and less often by turban,
independent, and Northeastern school principals. About, four principals in 10
arrange for new teachers to visit the classrooms of experienced teachers, a
practice that is considerably more common in urban areas than elsewhere.

TABLE 60

(Paraphrased) How ii.zportant
in the preparation of the secon-
dary school teachers is course

work in
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Opinions of principals on the value of various courses in the preparation of
secondary school teachers are summarized in 'table 60 in Table 1160.

These data indicate, first, an almost universal emphasis on preparation in the
subject being taught. Half the principals consider course work in educational
psychology and instructional techniques to be "very important'', history and
philosophy of education are least often judged to be important in the prepara.
tion of teachers. Principals in the Southeast, as compared with principals in the
Northeast, attach relatively more importance to courses in the social context of
American education, in instructional techniques, in the history and philosophy
of education, and in tests and measurements. Independent school principals, as
compared with public school principals. place more emphasis on preparation in
history and philosophy of education and less emphasis on instructional tech,
unglues. The reasons for these differences are not immediately apparent.



Reactions to some additional issues bearing on principals' perceptions of and
relationship% with teachers are summarited in Table 61 (sec also Table 1161) .
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Reaction to issues with respect
to teachers.
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Somewhat more than half of the principals believe that good teachers are
"made" (i.e., they have learned to teach well) rather than "born" (training in
how40.-teach unnecessary). This view is curiously reversed in the Northeast and
among independent school principals, where more than half of the principals
are of the opinion that good teachers are "born."

The majority of principals (slightly larger in the cities and in the Northeast)
are of the opinion that there is no conflict between academic freedom for
teachers and "good" education; 28% feel there is a conflict.

Slightly more than half of the principals would allow teachers on their own
work actively as members of political parties in both national elections
tate and local elections. Geographical differences are negligible, but in-

dependent school principals appear to be less permissive.
About three principals in four expect their teachers to live "more exemplary"

lives away from school than do nonteachers, an expectation somewhat more
often reported by independent school principals and principals in the Southeast.
About three principals in 10 believe that a policy regulating teacher smoking is
necessary; while about ;our principals in 10 serve schools that actually have
policies regulating teacher smoking. Politic, regulating teacher smoking are
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somewhat more common in independent schools and in Southeastern high
schools. About one-third of the principals feel it is necessary to maintain some
degree of social aloolnes, from their teachers.

Principals tend to be rather critical of the performance of substitute teachers;
only 35% indicated that most substitutes employed in the past two years have
done a good job. Nationwide, the problem of substitute teachers appears to be
a serious one. Southern principals were particularly dissatisfied.

On the matter of teacher salaries, in the total sample, 260/c felt that the level
of teacher pay in their districts was appropriate. Other data not shown in Table
61 indicate that 700; of the principals believed the salary level to be too low.
Compared to urban principals (61%1, rural principals (78%1 more frequently
felt that their teachers' salaries were too low, and Southeastern principals often
(86 %) reported that their teachers were inadequately paid.

Principals are almost equally divided on the question of a single salary
Schedule vs. gt differential or multiple salary plan. When a differential salary
plan is tied to a system of teacher ranks (e.g., master teacher, teacher, assistant
teacher), only one out of four principals (27%1 approves. This is an idea whith
has been seriously discussed in only the last few years.

A large majority (85%1 of principals agreee on the necessity for greater
uniformity in secondary teacher certification standards throughout: the country.
Forty-six pet tent of the principals indicated that the Federal government should
take steps toward establishing (greater) uniformity in certification standards,

Data pertaining to the extent to which high school teachers have jobs in
addition to their school jobs arc presented in Table 62 (see also Table. 1362)

TABLE 62

About what percent of the full-
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Overall, the results suggest that in more than one-half of the schools incidence
of teachers holding outside jobs is negligible (less than I % of the staff),
"Moonlighting" is somewhat tnore extensively reported by principals of urban
and Northeastern schools: it is relatively less frequently observed by Southeast,
ern principals and those serving independent schools or schools with other than
a comprehensive program.



Principals' opinions on the use of standardized examinations in certifying
teachers are presented in 'Fable 63 (see also Table B63).
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TABLE 63

How favorable would you be
toward a policy of using a na

standardized teacher exam:,
;nation a basic criterion for
issuing secondary school teaching
certificates?

Only 23% of the principals would unqualifiedly support the use of national
standardiz,ed teacher examinations as a baSic criterion in certifying secondary
school teachers. Principals outside the Northeast and Southeast are the least
sympathetic.

linstravtional Innovations
In the past several years, a great deal of interest in research and development

has focused on (1) new instructional techniques (e.g., team teaching, pro-
gramed learning) , and (2) new and/or revised curricula (e.g., mathematics,
biology). The reactions of high school principals to these innovations were
assessed in a number of questions.

In Tabh 64 are data indicating the extent of involvement of the principals'
schools in ;these activities (see also Table B64) .

participation in tryouts of experimental curricula, judging from the responses
of the principals, is remarkably extensive. Well over half of the principals in the
country (162%) reported tryout of anew curriculum in mathematics during the
past three years. The natural sciences and foreign languages are the subjects in
which the principals frequently report experimental involvement, Three out of
10 of the principals reported that their schools had been involved with new
English curricula. In all six instances, experimental curricula were proportion-
ally more prevalent in independent schools, in urban areas, and in the Northeast.

More than half of the principals reported an "accelerated" curriculum in
mathematics, nearly 40% reported such a program in science, and somewhat
more than a fourth reported accelerated curricula in one or more languages. As
before, these special programs are much more frequently provided by schools
in urban areas, in the Northeast, and by independent schools,

Approximately one principal in six reported the use of lay readers to assist
teachers of English compositiona practice of very recent vintage. The reason
for the relatively greater use of lay readers in the Southeast is not immediately
apparent.

Overall, V% of the principals reported that at least one course in their
schools is being taught by means of programed instruction; 22% of the schools
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are repotoeOf to have at least oste course in which team toadt t 1 is used; and
11.2`% of the principals reported at leastoone COMM being taught to soft extent
by television. Team teaching and preowned instruction are more &amen*
reported by principals in urban areas and in the Northeast, and television is
more often reported to be an instructional adjunct in the Southeast.

The data in 'Table 65 (and in Table 1365) bear on principals' opinions about
machine teaching or programed learning as instructional aids in secondary
schools.

Re s pon se
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TABLE 64 (Contd)

TABU 46
How do you feel ohout ntacliina

teaching and /or programed WM=
ing as an instructional adjunct;
in secondary schools?

About as many principals are withholding judgment on machine teaching
and programed learning as are expressing opinions. Of those who express
opinions about "automated" instruction, many more approve (39%) than dis-
approve (6%).

Table 66 presents principals' opinions about the potential promise of the new
teaching technology (see also Table 1366).
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proving the quality of education
in secondary schools?
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Principals are generally optimistic about the potential value of the new, in
structional technology. About seven principals out of 10 believe that these
methods will make at least some improvement. This optimism holds nrifortnly
across all the subgroups.

Table 67 (and Table 8671 presents data about the extent of current use of-
teaching machines,

TABLE 67

Which of the following state-
ments best deScrpes the current
use of teaching machine, in vou

' school?
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In view of the short time that teaching machines have beet generally avail=
able, they are being used in a surprisingly large number of schools. About One
high school in three is making at least some use of teaching machines, and in
14% of the high schools they are being used regularly. There is little variation
among the subgroups on this matter.

Principals' opinions on the increasingly discussed idea of granting an "at-
tendance diploma" to students who are unable to meet minimum standards are
summarized in Table 68 (sec also Table 868).

Regardless of circumstances or
the practice at your school, what
du you think of the idea of a
multiple.dipionta or "diploma and
certificate" plan whereby an at-
tendance diploma or certificate

would be wanted to those stip.

dents Who have failed to achieve
a minimUni Mader)' of certain
basic subjects?
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The plan of awarding an attendance certificate to students failing to master
ba*s-objec'ts is widely endorsed, with about seven principals in 10 favoring it.
Relotively more rural and Southeastern principals endorsed the plan: relatively
fewer urban and Northeastern principals gave their approval.

An Instructional-organizational concept with very broad implications, which
has- been discussed academically for many years but which has come to public
aititetion only very recently, is the notion of the "ungraded school." An indica-
tion of the position of high school principals on this question is provided in
Table 69 and in Table B69.
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TABLE 69

Would you be i.n favor of some.
system of individualized promo=

Lion (e.g., on the basis of mina=
net ions) for your school rather
than the customary use of grade.
placement and continuous protno-,
tion?

First, it is of considerable interest that 5% of the principals reported "some
system of individualized promotion, rat ter than the customary use of grade place-
ment and continuous promotion" already at their schools. It is also of interest to
observe that principals of independent schools and those of schools offering
other than a comprehensive program more often report the existence of such a
procedure in their schools. The idea was supported by fully half of all the high
school principals in the country. Geographical differences were negligible.

The principals were asked for their estimates of the usefulness of educational
and psychological research. Their responses are summarized in Table 70 and in
Table 1370:

Two-thirds of the principals indicated definite approval of "educational re-
search," and another 28% reported qualified approval. With regard to "psy-
chological research," 4% gave the most favorable response, and 46% selected
the more qualified response. Subgroup variation was negligible.
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TABLE 70

What is your opinion about the
general usefulness of .



TABLE 70 (Contd)
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Standardized Tests in the Schools
Simultaneous with their more extensive use in the schools, standardized tests

of all kinds have become the object of increasing public criticism. Of relevance
are the perceptions of high school principals of the role and value of stan-
dardized testing in their schools.

Much has been said about the impact of national testing programs related to
entrance to college on the high school and high school students. Ah indication
of the reactions of principals is contained in t able 71 (see also Table ).
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is the influence of nationwide lee,-
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A majority of principals holds generally favorable opinions about the influi
ence of nationwide testing pror rams in the schools; specifically, 59% say that
the impact of these tests is either "desirable" or "very desirable." Principals in
the Southeast and principals of independent schools are somewhat more favor,
ably disposed than other principals. Only about one principal in six considers
the influence of nationwide testing programs to be undesirable.

The principals were also asked to what extent they have found standardized



tests valuable in providing the school with necessary information about in-
dividual students. The responses are in Table 72 and in Table B72.
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TABLE 72

In L how valuable have
you found tturrrlurrlized t.C1.5 to

be in providing the school with
the kind of information it needs

about individual students?

There was iffnost coin Mete consensus on the usefulness of tests in helping to
understand students. None (within rounding limits) of the principals considered
standardized tests to be "of no value" to the school in understanding individual
students. Four principals in 10 indicated that tests are "quite valuable" for this
Purpose. l (mil principals were slightly less positive than urban principals.

daa Shown in Table 73 (aud in Table B73) siiininarize the attitudes of
PdficiOIS on the matter of communicating test scores to parents.

Thirty-seven percent of the principals believe that most parents should be
told their child's IQ score. Fifty-seven percent would give IQ scores to Parents
"only hi unusual cases" or not at at The situation is different for achievement
tests. Nine principals in 10 would tell most parents their child's scores on
achievement tests, and most test specialists are likely to agree with principals
on this matter. However, it is likely that test specialists would not be so en-
thusiastic about giving parents their child's IQ scores. They would be mr-
tiottiarly critical of making it a "standard practice," a policy which 10% of the
Principals endorsed.
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Local participation in nationwide testing p grams requires considerable staff
and student time, often at the expense of other activities. Information relevant
to this problem is in Table 74 and in Table 1374.

About one-third of the principals (34% ) devote one day or less of their time
to nationwide testing programs, 24% devote two clays, and the largest propor-
tion, 42%, devote three clays or more to these activities. It appears that nation,
wide testing programs require slightly more time of independent school prin-
cipals and of principals in rural areas.

School administrative personnel other than the principal are likely to be even
more involved in local administrations of national. testing programs. In fact,
seven 'principals in 10 report that a member of their administrative staff spends
three full clays or more in connection with nationwide testing activities. This
proportion is relatively larger in urban areas and in the Northeast.

Teachers are less frequently called upon to become involved in nationwide
test administrations. Most of the principals (62% ) reported that an "average"
teacher devotes one clay or less, and only about one principal in five reported
teachers devoting as much as three clays or more. There is very little variation
among the subgroups, except that teachers in independent schools or ill schools-
offering other than a comprehensive program are more likely to be involved:

One-quarter of the principals reported that one day or less is required for "a
typical senior high student who is going to college." Thirty-seven percent of the
principals report two student clays, and 39% estimate that three clays or more
are given over to nationwide testing programs by college-bound students, Some,
what more student time goes into testing in the Northeast, possibly reflecting the
influence of colleges in the area that (1) are very selective, and (2) require
aptitude test scores for admission decisions.
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The Principal's View of His Students
Principals are charged with the education of youth. The ways by which a

principal views students and relates to them are likely to be of considerable
portant in his success as an educational leader. Many questions discussed tinder
other headings in this report revealed information about the prineiras rela-
tionship %tith students. For example, in discussing the work of the principals it
was noted that the typical principal spent several hours each week working with
students both with respect to discipline problems and other matters (see Table
82) . This section concludes with a consideration of principals' responses to two
questions focusing specifically on this relationship.

Principals were asked for their opinions about the relative importance of
"ability" and "motivation" in determining student achievement (grades) . Their
responses are summarized in Table 75 and in Table G113.

T A RE E 75

From your experience, trhich
is mare important in deteminiru
which students get gooa ('cadet.
ability or motivation?
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The most typical response is for principals to say that motivation and ability
are ' both about equally important"; 44% of the principals indicated this al-
ternative. There is a small difference between the proportion believing "ability"
to be more important (25 %) and thosi! believing "motivation" to be relatively
more important (30% ). "Motivation" is construed as the more important fact
for by 36% of the independent school principals, by 34% of the Northeastern
principals, but by only 26% of the Southeastern principals.

Socrates is quoted a.v having

said: "Children flair vury.

They have bad manmrs. con-
tempt for authority. They .shove

disrespect for ebb.rs, and love

chatter in place of cxereice."

Would you cad' that these remarks

also apply to content/unary Amer-

ican rout h?
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Finally, in Table 76, data are presented which bear on the extent to which
high school principals hold an essentially negative view of youth (see also
'Fable 1376.

Overall, slightly more than one-half of the principals indicated that the
Socratic generalisation (about Grecian children) applies to contemporary
American youth. Principals in small towns and rural areas and of schools offer-
ing other than a comprehensive program somewhat more often hold this view
of contemporary youth than do urban principals.
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and Compensations
the Principalship

.0-(010,01400,e Support
0,i10:1;MOttIttlt factor in determining the principal's success in meeting the

tiAtiftlOalinotS,:vf his job is the amount of administrative or organizational sup-..
laithe':haiS Wvoilable. Several questions dealing with this matter were inci *tied

mitteOlOonaires.
PktIONOkiAl'e asked if they had a secretary, and these data are stimmarized

t. 7' ((see also Table 1377) .
- "1---,-;;;,--

Resp,n se
Alta rnat 1 ve

1..,'Nit : n 1' # - Pr 'eras. Re ....m
Total
_Sas. leUrbe.. ' ry1 ika. I . :

1..e.
,:ler.t.

r r;pre-
!.:..s:' .- I er :F; West-

lo

Yeti nail tame

Yes) 1%61 .tins

8

13

Ty

..'n

1..il

L7

..±

.'-1

ei

49

tt,

:)

G< it

.11

I)

Ti

1)

1)

5t :

21

Za

VI

1'

,..;

62

701, 6 of the high school principals have fu I -time secretaries: more
:.3.11lirtiiiiittf,iitWrettainder have part-time secretaries. About one out of six high

k then, has no secretarial assistance. The proportion is three

tkititletWkor rural schools as in urban, and is also higher in independent as
tOtopated::tifuldte schools: Mee of soiled would be expected to be a most ink
400ttina-OtOr related to the existence of socretarial assistance to the principal.

ofaAo.wingithe relation between the sk, of the school and the availability of
sAdy:4001 assiStance are presented in Table 78, and the expectation is clearly

Size or School

I°
33 7 2

ie., part time 3C 16 5

full time 37 77 9it

wimp* woe also asked about assistant principals in their schools. This
*MOWS is stunmarixeci in Table 79 (see also Table n7o),

1t would be expected that the findings in Table 79 are also, in large part, a
fanctlOrt. of the sire of the high school (see Table 1379 for confirmation) . Alto'
pthar, in slightly more than half of the schools there is no assistant principal,

Rnd ffiltut one out of five schools there is one part assistant principal.

4/110 out of four principals report one or more fulktime assistant principals.

TM
Do you have

T Ante tS
Do you have a mete

70



.11.13:-Lh

H ow many acshlant

do you: have?

TABLE 80

How many non-trarhing per-
.

some/ are there on your staff?

Lt .,:l.m:. -
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1"4.. 1.: ( I. 7 1 9 1 6 6 .

'Phree or M1,7 5 G a 1. 2 0. 3 1 2

There are, of course, large differences amcg the subgroups. T134. 4000444
differences are considerable, as expected. High schools in the 'NOAheatt-100;
often have Whiny assistant principals than do high schools elswitetiC

Table 80 presents data about the number of nonteaching pc,000.101-43
principal's staff. Differences among the subgroups in the data K.
differences in average school size (see Table 1380) . Overall, the Meean liatir
of nonteaching employees is about three.
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Duties and Activities of the Principal
The next st ies of data concerns the actual work of the principal, Plitt 6:

considered is the length of the principal's work week (Table 81).

TAMA' Si.

During the school year, on
the average how many hours a
week do you work at your job
as a principai?

80

Rooponee
Alte rnli I; I ve

.... . _Li g 0 A, 1 o It. _._ _ ___ .trz. __ _ _ ProatOn _ ___ ____ lieglat1...--
%Let

ANNAUrran Rural Publie.
1:..1r

Feleir .!
,:ornprse=
tiqna ye Q14er OE __Iit___J

%._,_-_

Lesu 11to, 40
hodfi 3 11 7 12 7 11 5 4 11 . 3

4C-1,9 how' 11 17 lb 21 ll 20 19 18 16- , 17

50-:o houo 4u 1,1. 48 31 47 36 1.6 15 111 li

60-69 4:Alva .:5 :10 a3 ' 20 23 20 4 25 22 I f la
I

70 hours or more 3 7 6 15 6 1,2 9; 8 6 7---
The median work week is about 54 hours. This does not appear to vary tn*

with the classification categories of Table 81. If Mere are any difigr000 they
are in the direction of longer work weeks for some urban and indvontjaitt
school principals. Data shown in Table 1381 suggest that principals of tailor
schools work longer hours than principals of smaller schools.
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Table 82 presents information about the amount of time devoted to various
Ortoing aCtivities inherent in the principalship.

The information in this table provides a rough overall picture of the relative
441.0Alfits of time spent on various activities. Administrative planning alone and/
{of, witih wborditlate administrators is the siligle most time-consuming activity.
11114 I Uwocl by ( I) meetings with students on matters other than discipline,
.(2) work With individual teachers regarding their teaching proficiency, (3)
Means with teachers on matters of curriculum or instruction, and (4) cor-
vasptondenee,
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TAr3LE 82 (Contd) I LU utot
I s to 44 a ry
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Latrier are the proportion Of the total smmple choosing the sltarnatives AS
indicated.

Additional meaning accrues to these data when presented itotto: %MI- f
percentages of principals, by subgroup, devoting more than 6% ef thOittt4.0.
to each of the activities. In view of the average work week of the 0,0104104::

6% of his time would represent about three hours per week. AMINO ketitati
this is perhaps a meaningful separation of the more time-demandiN: 000 :i
less time-demanding activities of the principal (see Tables 8 aod Igt),

TABLE 83

. To which of the following ac-
titilties do you devote no' re than

6% of your time in a "typical"
work week?
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TABLE 83 (Contd)

I at 43% of the principals said that 6% or more of their
to activities not covered by the specified alternatives in

pection of differences across subgroups suggests that a

r affecting these differences is the size of the high school.
differences between public and independent schools that

v school size alone, Independent school principals seem
vith meetings with parents, laymen, and students, They

seem to spend more time in correspondence and in private thought and Peke.
tin, Other differences between the work of the independent and the public

OLschool principals can, perhaps, I e understood best as the effect of the smaller
amage she of independent 01 I.,.
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Data showing the relationship between the principals' activities and school

size are presented in Table 84.

TABLE ik,i
!

To which 0:' Or olloking fv.-
tivities do you dell, ,c f1tO rt' IN: ti

6% of your time in a 4.0pical"
work wrek?
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olte.lwatives (04), 2 (10%-121), 6 (10=1,h), I (16h41a/
0 (1)b-3A), and 2 (Wk or more).

Activities to which substantially more principals in large high schools than in
small high schools devote more than 6% of their time are administrative flatt.
MO alone and with subordinates, meetings with groups of teachees with res
to curriculum or instruction, meetings with individual teachers with templet to
their teaching proficiency, meetings with parent meetings with, other iitymcrii
and participation in professional groups, Activitk; to which subitantialliv more
principals of small high schools devote 6% or more of their flint; are classroom
teaching, supervision of extrauctirticular activities, and testing adtivittes,
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A strong suggestion that principals of small high schools, typically located in
small town and rural aims, carry substantial teaching responsibility is provided
by the data in 'rabic 85 (and B85).
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4000 ittittar Problems in the Principalship
7Porsons in any position may encounter difficulties in attempting to achieve the

ohjotirks they set for themselves. In order to e!q)lol'a some of the sources of
polylomS that confront principals, the questionnaires included several items

Mbed At respondents to indicate whether a specified state of affairs had
15000 a "roadblock," in the sense of interfering with the accomplishment of their
Obioctives, 1116 responses are shown in Table 86 (see also Table B86).

-Foes this table are percentages of principals indicating a given factor to
.60 btther 'a major or minor "roadblock." Lack of money was recognized .as a
14141f1 of Teporie roadblock and was not included among the alternatives. Vaiia-
lion in tint a - -H4 and dedication of teachers, insufficient physical facilities, tittle
igon by administrative details, and (general) lack of time are the most fre-

Ana* repotted roadblocks.

TABLE 85

Do you do any teaching (Other

than occasional .vubstituting)?
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TAIILE 86

Below are listed 3aterol factors
which could be considered as
"roadblocks" preventing princi,4

pals from doing the job they would

like to do, Using the three' alter4
natives below, indicate whelher
each factor has or has .not, been

a "roadblock," on do-lag what
you tvould like to have done since

you assumed your peseta princi:
palship.
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Southeastern principals, as compared with principals in other regionia 000.
frequently mention lack 0; district-wide flexibility, lack of fltas fttl' Ore:fp
mental activities, quantity and quality of teaching staff, and lad. of eotupottliK:
office help as major or minor roadblocks. Principals of indepenOiOnt satodit
frequently than others report difficulty with lack of distriCt404:4414K$4,
teacher tenure, superintendents who fail to measure up, compttlsof y att4glafitiV
laws, and defective communication among district administrative tevols. Many
of these differences may be attributed to the irrelevance of the coieStionS to th
independent, school situation.

The tradition of American public education is one of cleceotrotioatioll 1:0
local control- and sensitivity to local influence. Data in Table 87 (see ,41S0114014`.
B87) show the extent to which several kinds of interest groups, 04totnalf0:4

TA:MA 86 (Contd)
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SOD() Is, are seen by principals as exerting pressure in order to effect certain
changes in the operation of their schools. Entries in this table are the percent

principals who reported either 'strong or frequent pressure," or "occasional
, .
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Mod agulluil. 2t3 22 427 ty 76 0 22 A 25 25
114 which 001
ploys Students
or armlet:1We

Other elements
in 4n4 busI 10 22 -a , 21. 17 13 20 22 20
31515 00MM9h=
Ity

TABLE Sal

Below are listed several kind
of individuals or groltps olernial
to the schools whita may hoe
sought successfully or unsuccess,
fully to bring about cart*
changes in the operation of Your
school. Using the Oro .4404ffp
tines prat) iaevi far:tit:ma tkifi
strength or extent of ilkfltioa of
each interest (in your solaal
the past two years.

BEST COPY AY,
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or inoderate i)ressiire, Principals most freqiiently rei,ort pressures from
or parent groups (other than rym "Athletic-minded persons" is the see0147.
most frequently mentioned solace of external pressure. About 48% of tito.jr*:
cipals indicated that colleges and universities had exerted itAlaqati.
often-mentioned sources of influence were "religious groups" (nOtOdi:601% iff4
the principals), those "concerned with testing programs" (33%), loaf tiOW0,;:4
papers" (31%), "automobile associations, insurance companies, att. C011001i*t:
ing driver education" (31 % , and those "seeking to implement the
mendations of Conant, the Rockefeller Report, Rickover, etc." Ike possible :

source of pressure least frequently reported (5%) is "local labor or.ganUMOn$."430,
Regardless of the alternatives that were suggested, tire inde000144

principals uniformly reported less frequent attempted influence by ot4idt:;:.
groups. Differences among other subgroups indicate that sportsAtninkted pCisoits
have less frequently sought to influence principals in urban areas,;iii Nth-
east. and in private schools. Right-wing pressures are relatively A00'AM eh
countered in areas other than the Northeast. The influence of state CottegO, ir
univetsities has been felt least frequently in independent schools and ih the
Northeast, but most frequently in the West. People concerned about toskg
programs have been most often encountered in the West. "Cikizen or parent.
groups .(other than the PTA;" and "religious groups" appear to be moie a00
in the West than in the East.

An indication of the desire on the part of principals for greater itintience
over pa-rents is given in Table 88 and in 'rable

TAULE. 88

by you feel that you, as prin-
cipal, should have greater control
than you presently hate over pars

ental behavior as it relates to

school problems (e.g, the conduct
of a child of a given parent)?

88

.. -
Tra _ .__,Refito

Response
____;=i

Ltde...
._____631Estua_
campy° = Tc4-

ale rnotlye _ tirtno likuat _i'll',1,1c ktn_g.ent Iterui_kte Athol* _ -111 _62._- W : ;Istitaa

Yon ,.") 3) 36 21 35 25 ' 31 31 35 33

ho 7 60 (3 7) 611 .0, GS al 64 . 66

Overall, one.third of the principals feel that they should have greater conf
trot than they presently have over the behavior of parents as it calates to
school problems. This belief is more often characteristic of principah of small



town and 'rural, high schools, where nearly four out of 10 principals indicate
a desire for greater influence over parental behavior relating to the educa-
tion of their children, and less often characteristic of principals of independent
,SehOOIS,

,,Principals were also asked about public accusations of anti-Americanism
Or Tack of patriotism on the part of staff members. Table 89 contains these
reStrits (see also Table B89.

Response
.413.tarnst Lv

.or 3 t; I rt T or Progress Menton,.
I

SS Wont
Tntal
Sample

I

urban I Stiral Pa` 1 c

Inde-
pendent

C Impre-
hens Iva ()Liter NE

Ho, nine

One a tv Ice

Several such
inc Meats

Mary 1; Ws

I

92 I )..

8 1 r

I .

'

93

t,

95

!,

93

;

I

r)

95

4

0

',

94

6

,

96

3

')

9'4

7

(C

93

6

f)

TABLE 89

In the past two 0044 hulk
there been any incideuts whew
individual. citizens or groups'
citizens have become puWscIly

angry about alleged

icanism" or "lack of patriOtioe
on the part of sortie titeitibe41 of

your staff?

With better than nine out of 10 principals reporting no difficulties of this
.Patittro geriera)ly speakitn; the problem of alleged "Lin-Americanism" on the
Pat of members of their staffs would not appear to be a severe one for prin-
41Pa1s i: absOlut el. numbers, however, there have probably been close to 1;000

OW* Incidents of such .problems in the past two years, which may be of
s'Ottle Ognificailee:

table 911 (and Table 890) presents analogous data on the question of
whether; in the past two years, there have been incidents in which citizens
have sought to censor particular books assigned by members of the principal's
Staff.

Response
v_!

_ Lour f.,1Qn

Piral

_ Tye

ROW:

. _ _

Inds-
Pendent

erOgrent
Coptpre-
hensiVe. 0.0r .

__ _

__ try

_Region.

__St__ We et,
'Total
Jankejh tan,

No, none -th .53 ftt 84 60 86 8o r$8 19 83

Cons or two 22 11. 16 14 17 13 17 i. IS 16

Several such
inn ideate 3 I. I 2 I 2 1 3 2

Many Lunn I c' 0 0 0 ..) 0 0 0 0

TAME 90

In the past tWo jsears, /woe'

there been. .any incidents tohe0

individual citizent or groups Ot
citizens sought to bring pressupI4

to bear on you in regard to pap,
ocular books held to be inkpproi

priate which were assiged
members of your tracking siaip

The data suggest that assignment of particular books is somewhat more
often a cause for public concern than, is alleged antioAmericanisni. Almost
one out of five principals report citizt apprehension about reading assign,



Sta ton MOO

ments. Again, however, the fact of the absolute number of the occOanecs
may be of some interest. There was a slight tendency for proportionally more
such incidents in urban areas.

International circumstances represent another general source of 104,00,09.
on American secondary education. Table 91 contains responses to a 104.100
about the existence of "crash programs" which could be attributed .tom 0,
alleged Soviet scientific and technological advances .(see also Tahlo1101).

TA0LE 91

Have there been an 'Y "crash"

Programs at your school crhich
you ca-n attribute more or less

directly to the (real or alleged)
SoViet scientific. and technological

:advancec?

MILE 92

If you had your life to live

over would you choose educa
tional administration as a career?

Response
Went ton Iris _ P_roarain _Region_ , _ ,

%Sal'Tilde- Compre-
Alternative Urban Rural, Public pendent Item:aye Other tit; SE _ .Iiiiteita_ _191141111a

Yes 24 . 25 27 9 26 17 21 30 23 24

No 76 75 72 91 74 03 79 70 76 . 16

.._

About one - quarter of the principals report that Soviet advaoces. :140.0
to curriculum revisions. The proportion is somewhat higher in di U*044;
but, is notably less in independent as compared to public schoOlL

Compensations ift the Principalship
An important question in understanding a professional WO . tQ 0'1.

with the nature of its compensations. What are the satisfactions 0:44 toigh-*;
lead one to entering the occupation in the first place, and then tf`i OTti'd4

having entered it? The next group of tables is concerned with various as; e.0
of the "Job satisfaction" of high school principals.

Tabls: 92 suininarizes the answers to a question aimed at "job salistactiort"
veil broadly conceived (see also Table 1392).

00

Response
A......Jrna t Lv.e

Location. TY'S:I__ Psosrins
. . , . ...

Regian________L,

..

Total
iiluDtts_Uban _Rural_ __Public

101e-
nendent

Comore-
_hutisive _0 Wei, ..115:1. ._ _ 22_ _Veal_

Yes 65 56 Co 61 Co 62 61 62 59 60

Uncertain Po 24 23 19 23 20 21 21 23 22

tio 15 19 17 18 17 1.7 17 17 17 17

Sixty percent of the principals gave an .unqualified "yes" to this quastioti.
Satisfaction by this definition is somewhat greater in urban areas On Iii
Sniail town and rural areas, with little regional variation. About IM) or
roughly one out of six, expressed definite disenchantment.

Degree of satisfaction with the respondent's present principalship is sup
gdsted by the data in Table 93 (see Table 1103 also). This table proyides
formation regarding some' of the kinds of assignments in the Klucational
community to which current principals aspire.

0, 4
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TABLE 93

Do you hope to moue on even-
tually to another position in the
educational community?

fluircoPYKroilit

in the total simple, about three principals in 10 are unequivocally sat-
isfied with their )resent position in the sense of having no plans to move on
to another position --- the proportion higher among urban principals. Another
23% of the total are uncertain.

Of those desiring to move to another assignment, the position most fre-
quently indicated is a superintendency. Principals in small town and rural
areas more frequently have this particular ambition. The next most frequent
intention is a move to a principalship in a larger school district. Principals
in small town and rural areas more frequently aspire to this type of position
also. Five percent of the principals would like to return to teaching, and
4%. hope to move to a position in a college or university. Apparently, :many
of the avenues of position mobility are not as available to the independent
schobl principals as to the public school principals. The most frequdntly
contemplated change for hint is to return to teaching.

Among the more tangible compensations in any occupation are the monetary
ones. gtiiary data are reported In Table 94 (see also Table li94).

The median salary of the total sample of principals is about $8400: The
concentration of city school principals at the lower extreme is a reflection
of the large nuntbe ;. of religious schools included in this category the prin.
cipals are members of religious orders and receive little or no salary. A
large proportion (59%) of the independent school principals report a salary of
less than $6000 per year. Salaries are relatively higher in the cities and in
the Northeast and are relatively lower in rural areas and in the Southeast.

ft5
..



TABLE 94

What is your current annual
mkt?), as a principal?

Re3ponse
*A1,,ernative

toeatien Program Rion .

18

12

16

13

17

2

$_.

?rben 11,4 p1. I> hit

lade-

pendent

Compre
henelve Other NZ SE . y.01___Sam_le

14

13

17

13

13

a

o :

......

Leo.; -than

$6,999

17,,D00 to

47,999

;p3, 'Awl to

$8,999

$9099

$12,499

$12,5N to

m.:1O0 to
$17,530

more than
$17,50Q

19

3

6

w

1.

27

14

1,

17

20

24

18

I,'

8

1

9

14

19,

II

13

18

8

2

59

4

t4

5

4

9

5

2

2

15

13

17

16

12

7

7

2

0

31

12

ii

1.,-

13

7

2

3

18

4

&

11

27

12

,,

3

,,,8

20

20

17

9

2

.1

0

Data presented in Tab e 95 and it Table 1395) indicate the ekt6a1 Ott4,0
practice of basing the principals' salaries on an bide. ratio above ttio144440
of teachers in their schools who have master's degrees.

TOILE 95

IS your salary based on an
ittellex ratio above the salary of a

teacher in .)otir school who has

a Master's degree?

92

Reaponse

AlterbatIme

Location _, Ty 1)rovIt
Compre-
hencIv

3E

61

Other

29

(8

NE

28

70

_Region

610_,ROaiLLUAikii

53

46

i

. .1....1

33

66 4

Urban Revel _Public
3 1e-

xendent

17

77

Yea

No

40

58

33

66

41)

59

The salaries of approximately one-third of the principals in the Un44.
States are determined by such an index ratio. The proportion szit StOS
with an index ratio salary is much higher in the Southeast, where the fat 'of
53% of the principals is governed by such a policy. In the NortheaSt, and
especially in independent schools, the practice is proportionally Much

i:AF

prevalent.
Type and length of contractual arrangement are relevant consideratiohs:

Data bearing on this matter are in Table 96 (see Table 1396 also),
Nearly half o1 the principals in the total sample have only a onoyea

contract. Compared to urban principals, slightly more than twice as toy..
rural principals have onelear contracts. Principals of independent SchoOls
tend to be appoin'ted for longer contracts (6 or more )ears) and to .46 worlattg
with Indefinite 4-4 no contractual arrangements. Tenure arrangements are tar-

among independent school principals.
Overall; one out of five principals has tenure. Proportionally, almost twice

,2.1. 7 11:11l.AS.4

C
.3

6/.4.



Response
Aateqlptive

Location lti Program Region
Total
%%Ile.Urban Rural 1\ b1ic

Ends-

uendent
Compre-
homily. Other NE SE West

One year ,:9 vl 0 7,1 29 td 53 50 47

Two yearS 4 o t' 3 ,.; 0 2 1 8 5

Three years e, 5 :3 , v 5 2 1

Four years 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1

Five years 1 1 2 1 1 1. 1. 1 1.

Six or more
year.

1 1) 3 9 6 2 1, 4

Tenure 20 14 23 21 15 43 23 9 20

IndefinIte, no
contractual
arrangement

2h 0 49 11 32 22 15 12 15

Other I 1 4 1 3 2 1 1. 1.

TABLE 96

For how many years is your
present appointment?

BEST

as many urban principals as rural principals have tenure. The regiimal differ-
ences are even more pronounced; tenure appointments arc relatively rare
for principals in the West.

How do principals perceive their social class position? The results for
a five-way breakdown are given in Table 97 and in Table 1597.

Reopens,

Alternative

Location Type Frog 'am Region _
Total
SampleUrban Rural Public

rode
pendent

Compre-
hensive Other NE SE. Wont

Upper 5 5 5 7 4 8 6 8 4 5

Upper middle 43 35 !A' 32 39 36 42 35 38 38

Middle L6 52 49 49 lc 47 46 48 51 49

Lower middle 3 5 4 4 4 4 3 5 4 4

working 2 2 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 2

TABLE 97

To what social class in this

country do you feel you belong
(e.g., middle class, upper class,
or working class)?

The Overwhelming majority (87%), of American high school principals
consider themselves to be either the middle class or the upper middle class.
In view of their predominantly working class backgrounds (the chief occu7
pation of the fathers of 59% of the principals was either farmer or laborer, see
Table 7) , the present middle class status of many principals is likely to repro.
sent a substantial occupational compensation. There is relatively little variation
among the subgroups of principals in regard to their social class identification.

For individuals in most professions, an important question is whether they
are accorded the status and prestige to which their education, training, and
work appear to them as just. Table 98 (and Table 1598) indicates the pro.
portion of principals (1) who feel that lack of appropriate professional status
and prestige is a serious problem, and (2) who think that the NASSP should
be concerned with the professional status of principals to the extent of taking
additional steps to ensure that its members are accorded the appropriate
prestige.

93



TABLE 98

There has been concern ex-

pressed by some principals that
# general principals are not ac-
corded the professional status and
prestige to which they are prop-
erly entitled by virtue of educa-
tion, training, and the work they

do.

TABLE 99

tt Altlett

Alternative'
liatien Ty_ Pregram

Other In:

flei1n

88 14004

Petal
EliS14Utoen Rural Pqblii

Inde-
pendent

Compra-

honalvo

W, old you agree
/

thi:: in h sir- :41 355 36/ ,?2 34 32 31 h2 31 33
I oa prob 1m?

Lk, st*u feel that

the tikiii? shr.o 1 A
take addll1 ;n41

steps to help in-
sure itE memboru 51 94 57 3t, 55 47 g2 59 51 53
%re are,.irded np-

pr)priete re,,fos-

stwial )1t131'44 an,

pre,itige?

"Entrle3 Cr', the peteent uals .41,,osing alto:matt/0 I (Vas).

One-third of the principals in the United States agree that not being
accorded appropriate professional status and prestige represents It serious
problem. "[his is a particularly important problem in the Southeast and in
small town and rural areas. Indtpendent school principals less froquently
voice agreement with such a concern. Over half of the principals in the
United States feel that the NASSP should take additional steps to help bring
about appropriate recognition of principals. Overall, the results :presented
in Table 98 suggest that difficulties in securing proper professional status
and prestige arc an important source if dissatisfaction. for principals.

In order to assess the role of certain less tangible 'professional compen-
sations, principals were asked the extent to which the following characteristics
are associated with their principalship: job security, opportunity'to be helpful
to other people, prestige, opportunity for independent thought and action,
and self-fulfillment. These results are presented in Table 99 (see also Table 899).

The next five questions pertain
to your job as it actually is, not
how you think it should be.

0.,.Itt:in

an4
Alternative

Woutl',n Type _ Program .Reg ton__

Total

.3umpleUrhan Revd. Ptddie
lade-

pendent
,::Qmprn.

honsive Other NE SE _Vest

31.w fro:n j,:l

yJn bhVe 4$
priL'iptil -Jr

your s-119,.,0

Very little
3e:ktrity 5 21 16 9 15 15 7 17 18 15

3Ane Je!uricy 9 14 12 7 12 9 7 13 12 11.

A mlerete
'nn' tat -:,; 29 27 ei 1.8 21r a 17 24 26 24

1, .AirtLy

%41-11r%Lle
39irity i3 26 29 31 29 2') 31 29 28 29

Very mueh
se,:urity 11 1.1 18 32 '1) 24 35 15 16 20



4i:ea t ion .1:41,1of1 'Pyle PM raw Region
inti hale - Comore- Petal

Al Le rust Vie urban Rural p_IIAlkasilent: hens 1 ve Othor UR 6R West Steeple
Hoy touch ..)piJur.

t tut ty Lo 1.14
t1.11q1. LI
other people
d..,1 your

pua Lt.1.71: N 0

prin., 1 pn 1
[r.?vide y.1a

V...ry 1 I tt I,.
opv. rtle; I ty

fiotne

1 1 1 i i

,Jpr c.rt,tr: I t y ti 7,
7 7

A moderato
amount ,..t'
opportuhl ty

17 ;I, . 21 LA lti 20 '.:d 21

Considerable
oppoituoity 416 4 i 44 42 45 40 44 43 .44 ille

Very such
Qppor tain I Ly

llow much press-
t Ise does your
position as n
pr I ne ipet, glue
you in the cota
stubby ty vile re
your BCPQ1
to lo;uted?

34 20 211 lir., 25 311 32 24 27

Veay little
prestige 2 o 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3

Rome prestige 7 14 11 10 11 13 8 9 12 11

A moderate
amount.- or 33 Ilo 38 34 38 311 35 35 39 37
West:tee

Considerable
prest lee 44 34 39 38 39 36 131 40 37 39

Very much
prest tge 1.4 8 10 15 10 14 14 13 9 11

How such oppor.
Lunt Ly ibr
indeisindent
thought and
action does
your post t ton
as pr 1 ne 1.pal.
provide for
you?

Very little
opportun ity 3 6 5 2 5 4 4 3 6

J' an
,r 1,.. rt oh I ty 11 17 1.5 1, 1.5 1.!. 12 16 14

A trrwhrgite
'4144 Melt A'
:ppfat..14 I ty

c ^Jost : lend .1.q

11 .15 15 28 '5 29 32 34 34 !t

41..ortin I %,/ 4I. i+ 16 19 31 31 3 +3 6 36 17

'{cry m,li
.+1.4")0.1.11.0 Ly 15 ri 21 ) 17 Lit 12 ";) 11

t.

TABLE 99 (Contd)

BEST COPE
AVAILABLE
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TABLE 99 (Contd)

BEST COPY. AVAILABLE

Questiun
and

locutionlocution TY,Kit Pr, ram legion
TotalInde- Cumpre.

Alternative Urban Burnt Public pendent We've Other NE SF Neat Sniuple

Buy much calf-
fulfillment
(that is
fooling of
being able to

Use into's

unique cups-
bllItles, of
realising
,,no's paten.

tlul) does
your rslik.n
is F1 n.

powlde f"r
you'd

.

Very litcle
self-ful-
fIllment

come 0,1r.

2 5 4 2 li 3 3 3 h

. fulfillment 10 18 15 10 15 12 12 111 16 14

A modornv!
amount of
aelf-ful-

30 16 35 27 35 1'9 .12 35 31, 33

CIILment

Cunzilerable
aelf-ful. 42 12 36 hu 36 37 38 36 36 36
I'1 I.

Very much

self-ful-
fillment

16 8 IQ ?L 10' 19 1!:: 12 10 12

. --,

The data show that about half of the principals indicated that their job
provided them with considerable or very much job security; over two4hirds
said that their job provided them with considerable or very much opportunity
to be helpful to other people; one-half reported that their job provided them
with considerable or very much prestige; and slightly less than half reported
that their principalship provided them with considerable or very much oppor-
tunity for independent thought and action or self-fulfillment. PrincipaIships
in independent schools, in urban areas, and in the Northeast appear to provide
satisfaction along these five dimensions to a considerably greater extent than
elsewhere.

Table 99 should be interpreted in the light of the data presented in
Table 100. The principals were asked to report their beliefs about whet their
job should provide them (see also Table 8100).

According to the data presented in 'table MO,. 75% of the principals feel
that their jobs should provide them considerable or very much job security;
80% believe that their job should provide them considerable or very much op.,
portunity to be helpful to other people; 72% believe that their job should
provide them considerable or very much prestige; 83 feel that their job
should provide them considerable or very much opportunity for independent
thought and action : and 86% believe that their job should provide them CM,
siderable or very much self.fitifillment.

4 Ar.*gerl
1/4..



Comparison of the two tables implies that principals feel that they should
be receiving somewhat more along each of these satisfaction dimensions
than is actually provided. The discrepancy between the ideal and the actual
job seems to be largest for self-fulfillment and smallest for the opportunity
to be helpful to other people.

Differences between independent and public school principals suggest that
the former desire job security less and opportunities to help others and self-
fulfillment more. These differences, perhaps, reflect the values of the large
proportion O' principals in this category who serve religious affiliated schools.

question

and
_AIternititive

oorit'.onL . Pyre re rum

NE SE West
focal
SampleUrtin Ruul Publio

Jude-
,endent.

Compre-
homily*

..___agleion

0tt er

In your opin'on,

how much Joh go-
cutly Ahould
you have ea
prinelpul of
your school?

Very little
security 1 1 2 I. 2 1 1 1 1

Some aeeurtty 3
1.

i
i, t 4 3 2 4

A moderate
amount or
security

16 ei el 2i el 22 19 16 24 21

Conaiderntle
security 4 48 le i 48 42 44 66 43 47

Very much
security 23 28 27 2'; 30 32 45 23 28

In your 411110119

how 0.10h opper-,

Lunity to e
helpful to other
peoplo should
your position es
e principal pro-
vie for you?

Very little
opportunity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sow oppor-
tunity 1 1 I. 1, 1 1. 1 1 1 1

A moderate
mmmnit of
opperututt :y

1) 9 10 11 3 10 11 10

C.,nailerltle

y opportunity 42 5,, 46 40 48 39 143 43 49 47

Vary much
opprtunity 49 t6 4o 50 41 48 47 46 38 42

In y...ur ornlon.

hew mu..1. Fed=

tige ohoulli ,.;.ir

0 1 0 1 0 1 .1. 0 0 0

posit on RS a
prIvtril give
you in the om=
mun1ty where
your school 15
locatld?

very little
pr.vilge

0eg prestige 2 5 2 4 2 4 2 3
3

i

TABLE 100

The next five questions per-
tain to your job as you think it
should be, not necessarily as it

actually is.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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and

Alternative Urban Purer Palls
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pendent
Compre-
benalve 00er NF. SE Weet
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gek.,int. ,!
i.r-eti kr, .

20 26 2Ie 213 24 26 21 20 27 24

:onuilerehlv
prest I g 50 144 50 46 50 48 49 149 50 149

Very lir, t.

;Tea,- tem. 21 Le 23 20 23 21 27 29 19 23
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tunity fur in1P-
pwai..nt. Lk ,.444111 .
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.41i,u11 your po -
3111:n Ps u
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Very 1.11.11e

oprortuni Ly 0 0 J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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upp....rLuniv

12 1p 16 17 1.6 16 13 tu 18 16

Conn I do ruble

opportunity 56 57 58 53 53 51 55 54 58 57

Very much
opporLun1 Ey 31 22 25 25 25 30 31 30 22 26

In your opinion,
how much ael f-

fulfl Uncut (Out
to Lhe reeling
of being aide 10
use one 'a unique

capub I Li ties of
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Very 11111e
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!neut.
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amount of
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Itif?Rt.

(:0111 I Mrtilaq
self- ful f I 11 -
meat
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Very much
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Civic and Professional
Activities of Principals

Involvement of the Principal in the Civic and Social Life of the
Community

in order to determine the degree to which principals participate in the
organizational life of the community, they were asked how many civic and
political organizations and in how many .social or avocational organizations
they presently hold membership. Data for civic organization membership are
'presented in Table 101, and data for social avocational organization member-
ship in Table 102 (see also Tables 8101 and 8102).

Response

_Alternative

Locution 'Nue Program Region
Total
SampleUrban Rural Public

Inde-

pendent
Compre-
hensive Other HE SE West

Hone 30 25 20 61 2v 41 34 22 27 27

One 28 31 32 1) 51 25 27 50 30 29

Two 23 26 :27 11 26 15 21 27 25 25

Three 11 12 1, 5 12 9 10 12 11 11

Four or more a 7 3 5 7 6 7 8 7 7

TABLE 101

In lore many civic and politi-
cal organizations (e.g., Chamber
of Commerce) do you presently
.hold membership?

Principals appear to be considerably more interested in civic and political
organizations than they are in social or avocational groups. Twenty-seven
per cent of the principals belong to no civic organizations, while 43% belong
to two or more such organizations. Fifty per cent of the principals belong to
no social or avocational organizations, and only 19% belong to two or more
such groups. Except for differences between independent and public school
principals, there is relatively little variation among the subgroups with respect
to membership in voluntary organizations. Independent school principals tend
not to hold membership in civic. political. social or avocational organizations.

Rename
_All4rative

Locution True Program Region
Total
SampleUrban Rural Public

Inde-

pendent
Compre-
hensiYe 04her 1(5 35 West

Hone 50 4) h'.) 5h 48 51 50 50

One 50 52 5.3 e0 32 21 30 30 3,. 31

two 13 15 14 3 13 12 13 13 15 13

Three I, 4 4 5 4 a 5 3 3 4

Four or more 5 3 2 2 3 4 2 2 2

V' 3

TABLE 102

In how many social or avoca-
tional organizations (e.g., Country
Club) do you presently hold mem-

bership?
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TABLE 103

Professional Activities of the Principal
In addition to the long work week and heavy on-the-job responsibilities,

many high school principals sec fit to participate in the activities of pro,
fessional organizations and to devote time to professional self-in iprevement
activities. Relevant data are presented in Table 103 (see also Table 13103).

Professional activities of prin..
cipals.

100

Location e Program --.1V1 10a- I _.- -.i

Total
Sample

Question*

Urban Rural Public xondent
inde- uompre-

!endive Other SE SE West

Have you attend-
ed a statewide

or nationwide
meeting of sec-
ondary sThool
principals In
the past two
mire

Si 71 79 64 79

.

65 80 82 72 76

Using the four
alternatives
provided, indi-
cate the extent
to whica you
nave done the
folluwing (ha
ing the past
Lieu yenrs:

Participated
in the activ-

ities of pro-
fessional
associations
(local, state,
national)?

62 56 63 40 61 49 55 67 57 58

Studied
through higher
educational
institutions
(e.g., summer 33 46 40 42 41 37 31 -38 45

.

40
'echool, exten-
sion courses,

afternoon and/
or evening
courses, etc.)

traveled pro -

feestonaty out-
side your dis-
trict

38 26 32 29 31 32 33 34 30 31

Been involved
in conducting

research in
education?

29 19 24 21 23 24 25 22 23 23

Participated
in workshops
c,r educution-

al confe -
ences?

67 53 60 55 60 55 61 61 57 59

Participated
in community
activities
(e.g., service

clubs, church
organizations,
civic orgeni.
cations. eic.)i

71 75 78 53 76 62 63 81 75 73

*Entries fox the first four questions are percent of principals choosing alternativeI (Yes). For the firth question. entriee are percent of principals choosing altertatived
1 (Yes, devote' thus), g (Yes, Mee), and (yen, once). ?or the retaining eix questions,
entries are for alternatives I (Very extenoively) and 2 (Quite extensively).
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In the past two years, 76% of the principals have attended a state-wide or
national meeting of secondary school principals, and over half report that
they have participated extensively in the activities of professional organizations.

With regard to professional improvement, 59% of the principals indicate
extensive participation in workshops or educational conferences in the last
two years, 40% have studied extensively through higher educational institu-
tions, nearly a third have traveled professionally outside of their districts,
and nearly a quarter report extensive involvement in educational research.

Hew do high school principals understand the idea of a profssion (and
as professional) In one questionnaire, principals were asked whether five
elements of a definition of a professional apply to high school principals.
The five qualities were knowledge, dedication to one's job, dedication to
human betterment, ethicality, and concern for the well-being of the profession.
Data are reported in Table 104 (see also Table B104).

t t,.n Type Provost Aegiot
Total,
Sample

Response
Alternative Urban ,turn1 PublJe

Lade-
pendent

Compre-
hanalva Other NE SE Wert

Yes, t believe
all five apply
or should it,piy

77 77 80 66 . 78 73 75 81 77 77

In ow opinion,
Quality "A" Aces
not or should
not apply

3 4 a 4 4 3 4

Quality "B" does
not or should
not apply

1 1 1 1 1 1 I. 1 1 I

Quality "C" does
not or should
not apply

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Quality "D" does
not or should
not apply

quality "E" does
not or should
not apply

6

1

5

1

5

1

11

2

6

1

7

2

6

1

4

1

o

1

6

I

Some combina-
tion or t:o or
more or the five 6 7 6 8 7 7 6 6 7 7
,i,ielitlas do not
or should not
apply

L do not consid-
er secondary..
school princi-
pals to be pro-
fasslonals by
any definition
or "a prores-
sion"

1 1. 1. 1 1 1 I

No oath on 3 3 2 6 3 4 3 3 3 3

.
..

TABLE 104

(Paraphrased extensively) Five

possible qualities of a professional

person are (A) Knowledge, (B)
Dedication to one's job (C) Dedi-
cation to human betterment, (D)
Ethicality, and (E) Concern for
the well-bein: of the profession.
Do you believe that these five
qualities apply to the profession
of secondary-school principals?

The majority (77 %) of the principals were of the opinion that all five
suggested qualities of a professional person either apply or should apply to
scondary school principals. Small departures from unanimity resulted for
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"knowledge" and "ethicality." The later might possibly represent a preference
for a code of ethics other than the NEA's. High school principals, almost
to a man, do consider themselves to be professionals.

Principals were also asked which of these qualities is most in evidence
and which is least in evidence among secondary school principals. They wet*.
also asked to give their opinions regarding which of the qualities the NASSP
has been most successful in encouraging and which it has been least successful
in encouraging in its membership. These data are reported in Table 105 (see
Table B105 also) .

Principals are of the opinion that, of the alternatives provided, "dedication
to one's job" is the quality most in evidence among secondary school princi-
pals as a whole: and "dedication to human betterment" is thought to be the
next most evident quality. On the other hand, "concern for the well- being, of
the profession" is held to be the least evident quality, with "ethicality" the
next least evident quality. Principals feel that the NASSP has been most surc
cessful in encouraging "concern for the well-being of the profession" among its
membership and least successful in encouraging ethicality or adherence to a
code of ethics among its membership. There is little variation among sub-
groups of principals in their opinions about the principalship and about the
NASSP in relationship to a five-postulate definition of a profession.

-105

(Parnphrased extensively) Five
possible elements of a definition'
of a professional, or in other

words, jive possible qualities of
a professional person are (1)
Knowledge, (2) Dedication to

one's job., (3) Dedication to hu-
.tit(111 betterment, (4) Ethicality,
and (5) Concern for the well-
being of the profession. Using

these live qualities, answer the
following questions.

240

4
102
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Appendix A
The uestionnaire

BEST COPY AVAILABLZ

In planning this research program on the principalship, an NASSP Committee
on the Study of the Secondary School Principalship decided that the first step
would be to survey all senior high schoOl principals in the United States through a
mailed questionnaire. Two reasons for including all of the senior high school princi-
pals in the survey were ( I) to provide an opportunity for all senior high school
principals to participate in the study, and (2) to broaden the scope of the study
by subdividing the total group of principals and sending each subgrnup a different
questionnaire. By dividing the total population into subgroups on a random basis,
it was possible to increase the total number of questions asked without creating a
burden for any one participant and still to obtain responses to each question from
a sample sufficiently large to draw dependable conclusions.

Initial planning for this study was done jointly by members of the ETS staff
and the NASSP Committee on the Study of the Secondary School Principalship.
Questionnaires were to be designed to include items falling into four broad cate-
gories: (1) questions providing a background of information concerning training,
career patterns, and demographic circumstances, of principals; (2) questions covering
facts about the salary, working conditions, and role of the principal; (3) questions
having to do with secondary school administration as a profession and career; and
(4) questions providing data about the opinions of principals concerning a number
of educational issues having broad educational significance.

Preliminary forms of the questionnaires were then developed, with some ;tents
cast in multiple-choice format, and .others, for which it was difficult to anticipate
appropriate response categories, cast in a free-response format. In the spring of
1963, the preliminary questionnaires were pretested with a group of 236 principals,
each of whom had gained recognition for leadership in his state and/Or the national
organization. They were asked to answer the questions, make suggestions as to
how each question might be improved, and suggest new questions that would tap
important areas not covered by the questionnaires.'

On the basis of the pretesting, questions were revised, ambiguous items were
eliminated, new questions were written, and in order to make use of efficient elec-
tronic data processing procedures, all questions were expressed in multiple-choice
format. The final set of questions was then organized into five forms of the question.
naire, each consisting of 125 questions. There was some overlap in the questions
included in the five forms. Specifically, 54 questions were common to all forms,
10 questions appeared on four of the forms, 5 questions on three of the forms, 18

'This part of the study was directed by Donald Mills.

A =1
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questions on two of the forms, and 264 questions on only one form. Thus, .344
different questions were asked of principals in the five forms. All questions were
answered on a separate answer sheet.

In Noveinber 1963, every senior high school principal in the United States was
mailed one of the five different forms of the questionnaire. To insure that each
form would be completed by a representative group, the five samples were stratified
with respect to state, by dividing the schools in each state into spiraled fifths an
sending one of the five forms to the principals of each fifth of the schools in that
state. This procedure insured that there were no regional biases with respect to
which principal received which form.

The survey documents included a questionnaire, an answer sheet, a prepaid
return envelope, and a letter from Ellsworth Tompkins, Executive Secretary of the
NASSP, which described the project briefly and requested the principal's cooperation.

The instruction page and a typical page of one of the questionnaire forms are a.
part of this appendix.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARYSCHOOL PRINCIPALS

STATUS SURVEY OF THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALSHIP

Background and Directions for Completing This Questionnaire

PURPOSE

American high schools are fulfilling an increasingly vital function in the life of the nation. In order that the
responsibilities which go with this vital function may be met adequately, there is a need for as much knowledge as
possible about all the important characteristics of American high schools. Since the principal is certainly one of
the moat influential persons In determining the quality of education provided by a high school, there is also a
critical need for as much information as possible about the characteristics of the American high school principalship.
To aid in meeting this need, the National Association of Secondary School Principals, in cooperation with Educationel
Testing Service, is conducting a survey of all American senior high school principals. This questionnaire, in which
you are asked a variety of questions about your background, working conditione, and opinions, is a part of this survey.
Your answers and the answers of other principals will he combined to obtain comprehensive descriptions of the senior
high school principalship. In order that these descriptions may be as accurate as possible, it is essential that you
complete the questionnaire.

jQW THE RESULTS WILL BE REPORTED

In reporting the results of this survey, only statistical summaries of the responses of groups of principals will
be cited. in no case will the answers of an individual be singled out. All individual answers will be held in strict
confidence. You are urged, therefore, to make every answer a sincere one.

/1Ell NI S

Ail answers are to be recorded on the separate answer sheet. Make no answers or marks in the questionnaire
booklet. Use any type of soft lead pencil. If you erase, do so completely. Do not use an ink or bail point pen. DO
Nor FOLD THE SEPARATE ANSWER _SHEET.

2. In the upper left hand corner of the answer sheet your CONTROL NUMBER is printed. Under each of the five
digits is column of ten boxes numbered 1, 2, etc. Go down the column under the Hitt digit, locate the box labeled
with the corresponding digit, and blacken that box. Do the same for the remaining four digits.

3. There are several different forms of this questionnaire. You are completing Form 2. Please blacken the box
numbered 2 in the space where "GRID YOUR FORM NUMBER IN THE APPROPRIATE BOX" is printed On the
questionnaire. Next write the number 2 in the space where you are asked to write the form number of the questionnaire
to which you are responding.

4, Each question in the booklet is accompanied by a number of possible answers. You are to mark your answer by
biaeketiing the lox corresponding to the alternative you choose. In order to make this procedure clear, please
answer the following example question.

EXAMPLE: Which form of the principalship questionnaire are you completing?

Form
2. Form 2
3. Form 3

4. Form 4
5. Form 5

Since you are completing Form 2, your answer sheet should look like this;

A

SO'1 t13" rti141611
1.

5. The number above each set of boxes indicates which question in the test booklet these particular boxes ire intended
to answer. Be sure this number always is the same as the number of the question in the test booklet which you Ste
answering.

6, Mark only one answer for each question. Regardless of the number of choices available for particular questions,
you are to mark OlY_Otiti alternative.

You should answer evety question. Pay close attention to the various special directions throughout the question-
naire. It is in the nature of questionnaires of this sort that for some questions node of the alternatives provided will
corm-wood exactly to your pit situation or your present point of view. in these cases, mark the alternative which
comes clO_Sell to the answer you would like to give.

8. When yat are finished make certain there are no stray marks on the enlister sheet. Ihtt must Who marks
otter thsnikbse_ifi eke ithAvies IliXee, except for the place where you wrote your form nuMber.

9, Noe your completed answer sheet, Welded in the postage paid return envelope which has been provided, and
return it to Educational Testing Service,

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this important survey.

101
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARYSCHOOL PRINCIPALS

STATUS SURVEY OF THE SENIOR RICH SCHOOL PRINCIPALSHIP

I. Are you a member of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals?

(I) Yes
(2) No, but I have been in the past
(3) No, and I never have been

2. Which of the following population categories best
describes the location of the senior high school of
which you are principal?

(1) City of more than 1,500,000 population
(2) City between 250,000 and 1,499,999 population
(3) Urban area between 5,000 and 219,999 popula-

tion
(4) Small town below 5,000 population
(5) Rural

3. Which of the following categories best describes
the senior high school of which you are principal?
Choose only one answer.

(1) Public
i2) Parochial or diocesan
3) Private, religious affiliated
4) Private, not religious affiliated

(5) Other

4, Which of the following types best describes the
senior high school of which you are principal?

(1) General comprehensive high school
(2) Vocational high school'
(3) Academic or college preparatory high school

only
(4) School for the handicapped
(5) Other

5. The residences in the area served by the senior
high school of which you are principal are best
described as primarily: (Choose only one answer)

(1) Expensive private homes
2) Moderate-priced homes
3) Lowcoat homes
4) High rental apartments

(5) Low to moderate rental apartments
(6) Low income areas
(7) About equally apartments and homes
(8) Farfnet owned or tenanted
(9) Students. are resident students -- cannot

estimate

Nations 6 and 7: The next two questions concern
geographidal region.. The states to be included In
each region in answering these two questions are
indicated below:

A. New England! Connecticut, Maine, Masaschu-
setts, Verfry anii-Wite, Rhode Island, Verrnont.

13. Mideast Delaware, District of Columbia, Mary-
land, NFirliisey, New York, Pennsylvania

C. Southeast; Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia,
West Virginia

D. Miciweat: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas;
MichigWICHTmesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin

E. Southwest: Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahodia,
Texas

F. Roc_ky Mountains: Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Utah, Warning

C. Far West: California, Nevada, Oregon,
Washington

H. Noncontiguous states: Alaska, Hawaii
I Other. Giulio, Puerto Rico, etc..

6, In which geographical region is your high school
located?

(1) New England
(2) Mideast
(3) Southeast
(4? Midwest
(5) &min./est
(6) Rocky Mountains
(,) Far Welt
(8) Noncontiguous states
(9) Other

7, in which geographical region was your home during
the time you were growing up? It you lived in
more than one region choose the one you think of
first when you think of home. Choose only one
Witmer.

(I) New England
(2) Midair
(3) Southeast
(4) Midwest
(5) Southwest
(6) Rocky Mountains
(7 Far West
(8)
(9) Other

Non-Contiguous States

II el
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Appendix B
Supplementary Data

BEST COPT AVAILABLE

As noted in the text, because of the nature of the data, the number of ways of
classifying principals is potentially' very large. In addition to the (A) Location
(Urban-Rural), (B) Type (Public-Independent), (C) Program (Comprehensive-
Othe), and (D) Region (Northeast, Southeast, and West) classification categories
by which the data are organized in the body of the report, three additional classi-
fications were employed in a supplementary analysis of the data. These are (E) Per-
Student Expenditure for Instructional Purposes (Low, Medium, and High), (F)
Years of Experience as a Principal (Low, Medium, and High), (G) Size of School
(Small, Medium, and Large). Responses to all of the items in the five questionnaires
classified according to these categories comprise this appendix.

Responee
Alternative

Per- Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Lxperience

as a Principal
Size of School

Medium High Lou Medium High 2Ma11 NedluM Large

Male

Peale

81

19

95

5

94

5

88

12

89

10

go

9

85

14

91

9

96

3

TABLE 03

What is your age?

TABLE B2

What is your sex?

Response

Alternative

ter- Student Expenditure

for Educational Purposes
Years of Experience

as a Principal
site of &hod

___ __________
Lou Medium High Lou medium lilgh Mall. Medium _Largo_

23 or under 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2429 4 4 3 15 3 0 8 2 0

30.34 12 12 10 27 19 2 16 10 3

35.39 18 18 17 24 27 11 18 20 12

40.44 16 16 17 14 21 15 15 19 16

45&49 16 14 15 9 13 18 13 16 18

50.54, 15 14 16 6 10 21 12 15 26

55.59 12 12 13 3 6 19 10 12 i8

60 or old*er 7 8 8 1 2 13 7 7 12



TABLE B4

in which, geographical region
was your home during the time
you were growing up? if you lived
in More than one region choose
the one you think of first when
you think of home. Choose only
one answer.

8.2

Response

Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Yeart of bkperiance
as a Principal

Size of $011001

Low MeAlum High Low Medium High SMall MedlUm L4itt

Mew England 4 8 12 7 8 7 7 8 8

Wow: 12 16 25 18 18 16 12 19 24

Southeast 42 14 4 16 1R 25 22 211 14

Midwest 27 45 38 41 38 34 40 35 34

Southwest 10 . 9 6 8 8 9 11 6 6

Rocky Mow.
talus 2 4 4 4 3 3 4 2 3

Far west 3 5 10 5 6 5 4 4 12

Non-contigu-
ous states 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Response
Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational. Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

city of more
than 1,500,000
population

city between

6 4 7 6 7 4 5 4 9

250)000 and
9 6 8 8 8 7 6 7 12

1,1199,999
population

Urban area between
5,000 and

25 29 32 30 29 27 23 30 39
249,999
population

Small town below
5,000

popu-lation

26 35 32 30 32 33 34 32 25

Rural 32 26 21 25 24 29 32 26 16

TABLE B5

Which of the following po pw.
lation categories best describes.

the community which you think

of as your home town during the
time you were growing up?



BEST COPY. AVAILABLE

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

haw Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Farmer 31 28 23 23 24 31 33 25 19

Skilled, semi-skilled,
or unekilled labor 32 33 32 36 35 29 30. 34 33

Supervisory work 8 8 8 9 8 7 7 8 8

Retail clerk, office
work, or salesman

so-professional
(musician, pharma-
cist, etc.)

7

2

8

2

7

2

9

2

8

2

7

2

6

2

9

2

9

3

Teacher ' 4 4 4 3 II
4 3 4 5

Scientist, engineer,

etc. 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2

Other proteesional
(lawyer, physician,
minister, etc. 5 5 8 5 5 7 6 5 7

Independent business-
man or executive in
large corporation 10 11 14 11 12 11 10 11 13

TABLE B7

How much formal education
did your father have? Indicate
only the highest level.

(E9

TABLE B6

Which of the following best

describes your father's chief occu-

pation? Choose only one answer.

BEST MU AVAILABLE

Response Alternative
Per-Student Expenditure

for Educational Purposes
Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size or School

77/374- Medium High -[Ow MediUM High Wall medium Large

Did not complete
grade school

Finished grade
school

Some high school

Finished high school

Some college or
junior college

Business or trade
school (after
completing high
school)

Finished four years
of college

Some graduate or
professional
school

Attained a graduate
or professional

degree

26

26

19

10

8

.

2

3

1

3

24

28

18

11

8

3

3

1

4

24

23

16

11

9

4

4

2

6

22

26

19

13

8

3

3

2

4

24

26

18

11

8

3

3

2

4

27

26

17

10

8

3

3

2

4

26

26

17

10

8

3

3

2

4

24

27

19

11

8

3

3

2

4

23

24

18

11

10

3

4

2

5

115
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TABLE B8

How much formal education
did your mother have? Indicate
only the highest level.

B-4

Response Alternative
Per-Student Ekpenditure

for Educational Purposes
Years of Lxpeience
as a Principal

Size of S011001

low Medium High fry Medium High 0'4411 kiediuM 'Argo

Did not complete

grade schdol 19 16 16 13 16 19 18 16 17

Finished grad:
school 28 29 25 24 26 29 27 28 29

Some high school. 21 19 17 21 19 19 19 20 18

Finished high school 15 17 19 21 18 15 17 17 17

Some college or
jtinior college 10 13 13 12 12 12 12 12 11

Business or trade
school. (after

completing high
school) 2 2 3 3 3 1 2 2

Finished four years
o college 3 3 4 3 it 3 3 3 It

Some graduate or
professional

.scAool 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Attained a graduate
or professional

degree 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 - 1 1

Response
Alternative

Per - Student Expenditure

for Educational. Pu.pezeu
Years :I Experience

as a Principal
Size of School

Law Medium ngh Low Menu; HtLt Small. Medium Ler

Under 20 years 1 1 i i 2 1 1 0

20 to 24 yenrs 11 1. 1: ',' 6 15 10 12 10

25 to 29 years 'L it 29 2 27 32 33 29 24

32 to 34 years 2'.; 27 11 31 29 25 27 26 29

35 to 39 years 1.'.; l'? 17 19 20 14 14 19 20

4o to 41. Years 9 9 9
'i 9 8 8 8 1,-)

45 to =9 Years 5 4
3 5 6 It It It 5

50 to 51s years 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1

55 years or
mote

,
1 0 .1. 0 0 0 0

TABLE B9

At what age were you appointed
to your first administrative or

supervisory position in education?



Response
Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years or Experience
as a Principal.

Size of School

Lae Medan High Lue Medlew High Small Medium Large_

Under 20 years 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

20 to 24 years 10 9 8 4 4 13 10 9 6

25 to 29 years 23 27 23 19 23 28 29 23 16

30 to 34 years 27 27 26 28 25 27 27 28 21

33 to 39 years 18 18 19 22 20 16 15 20 22

40 to 44 years 12 9 12 13 13 9 10 11 16

45 to 49 years 6 6 6 7 9 4 5 5 10

50 to 54 years 2 3 3 4 4 1 2 2 6

55 years or
more

1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 2

TABLE .B11

How many principalships have
you held, including your present
one?

TABLE B10

At what age were you appointed
to yOur first principalship?

MST COEI AVAILABLE

Response
Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of Scheel

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small MediUM Loge .

One 47 47 48 86 55 29 53 45 40

Two 27 29 26 12 36 31 27 29 28

Three 13 14 13 1 8 21 10 15 17

Four 6 6 8 0 1 11 4 7 9

Five 3 2 2 0 0 4 2 2 3

Six 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1

Seven 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

Eight 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hine or more 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

B-5
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TABLE B12

How many years of experience
as a principal have you had in
all? Count this year as one year
of experience. Choose only one
answer.

Response
Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
ro Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal.

Size of School

14w Medium High Lou Medium High Smell Meditim Large

One year 8 8 6 35 0 0 11 6 4

Two or three
years 16 13 13 65 0 0 18 13 9

Four or five
years 13 13 13 0 54 0 15 14 10

Six or seven
years 11 12 12 0 46 0 11 12 11

Eight or
nine years 10 10 11 0 0 19 9 11 12

Ten to four-
teen years 16 18 19 0 0 33 15 19 21

Fifteen to
nineteen
years 10 10 12 0 0 20 9 11 13

Twenty to
twenty-
four years 6 7 6 0 0 12 5

Tenty-five
years or
more 10 9 8 0 0 17 8 9 11

Response
Per-Student Expenditure

for Educational Purposes
Years 'f Experience

as a Principal.
Size of School

Alternattve
Low Medium High Lou Medium HiAL.Small Medium Large

This is My,

first year 16 16 13 43 12 7 19 15 11

This is my
second year 15 13 14 34 11 6 16 12 12

This is my
third year 12 12 12 23 13 6 13 12 10

4-5 years 18 17 la 0 42 14 17 18 19

6-8 years 15 16 16 0 21 19 14 16 19

9-11 yeas 8 9 10 0 0 17 7 9 12

12-14 years 5 6 6 0 0 10 5 6 6

15.17 years 4 0 4 5 0 0 8 4 5 4

18 years or
more 7 7 7 0 0 13 6 8 7

Bs6

TABLE 813

How long have you been prin-
cipal of this school?



rrirfor"Trfrot7"r'r'r-'

Response
Alternative

Per- Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal.

Size of School

Low Medium MO Low High Jmall Medium Large

Hone 56 49 54 50 50 55 51 53 53

One or two

Years 17 23 20 20 20 19 19 20 21

Three or
four years 12 13 12 12 14 11 13 11 t' 12

Five or six

years 6 7 6 7 6 6 6 7 6

Seven or
eight years 3 It 3 5 4 3 3 3 3

Hine or ten
years 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1

Eleven or
twelve

Years 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

Thirteen or
fourteen
years 1 1. 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

P'fteen years

or more 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 1

TABLE 1315

Which of the following cate-
gories best describes the high

school from which you graduated?

TABLE B14

For how many years have you
been employed full-time in non-
educational positions (excluding
military service)?

BEST COElt AVAILABLE

Response
Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Lou Medium High Low Medium High Small media La 4e

Public 72 89 87 81 81 84 80 83 89

Parochial or
diocesan 10 3 3 7 6 4 6 5

Private,'
religious
affiliated 16 6 6 10 10 9 11 9 6

Private, not
religious
affiliated 1 1 It 2 2 2 3 2 1

Other 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0



TABLE B16

What is the highest earned de

gree you hold?

711,1rnIntrIPM.

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
fur Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Sm4 A Medi* Large

No college degree 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Bachelor's degree or
four-year teachers
college degree

11 8 9 17 9 7 17 5 3

Master's degree in
education 39 36 29 33 35 37 38 36 27

Master's degree in
field other than
education

5 3 4 5 4 3 4 3 3

Master's degree plus
some additional
graduate work

39 43 41 38 43 41 35 147 43

Master's degree plus
all course work

3 6

.

9 4 5 6 3 6 13
for a doctoral
degree

Doctor of Education 1 2 5 1 2 3 1 2 8

Doctor of
Philosophy 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2

Some other degree 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure

for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Public university 20 25 23 24 21 22 21 23 25

Public teachers
college 22 28 26 25 27 25 28 25 20

Nate college,
not primarily a
teachers college

9 7 7 9 9 7 9 8 7

Private teachers
college 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

Private college,
religious
of

33 24 20 27 26 27 26 28 26

Private college,
not religious
affiliated

2 4 9 3 4 5 4 4 6

Private university
religious
affiliated

10 6 5 7 8 7 7 8 6

Private university
not religious
affiliated

1 4 10 4 5 5 4 4 8

BQMO other type
of college Or
university

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

TABLE B17

Which of the following best
describes the college or univeity
where you did your undergradu-
ate work? Choose only one an-
swer.



Response Alternative

Per-Student Eimenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Elperience
as a Principal

size of School

LoW

31

17

3

1

6

9

14

6

Medium

26

18

15

3

2

6

12

12

6

High

30

19

14

2

2

6

10

10

7

Low

27

14

11

3

1

7

16

12

7

Medium

27

16

13

2

1

8

14

12

6

sigh

31

20

15

2

2

5

7

13

6

Small

26

16

13

2

1

7

12

14

7

Medium

30

19

14

3

1

5

10

12

6

Large

34

19

15

2

2

5

9

8

5

HUalanitiee (e.g.,
literature,
history, etc.)

Physical or bit).-

logical sciences

Social Sciences
(e.g.,

ogyeconics,amiol,
om

anthropology,efa.)

Fine Arts

Engineering

Business

Physical Education

Education (other
than Physical
Education)

Other

TABLE B19

In which of the following areas
did you minor as an undergradu-
ate? 11 you had a double minor,
choose the one in which you had
the most hours. Choose only one
answer.

TABLE B18

In which of the following areas
did you major as an undergradu-
ate? If you had a major in more
than one area, choose the one in
which you had the most hours.
Choose only one answer.

ow°

Response
Alternative

Per - Student Expenditure

for Educational Purposes
Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Lou Medium High Low Medium High Smell MediCA Lone

Humanitiee (e.g.,
literature,
history, etc.)

26 24 25 25 25 25 24 25 27

Physical or bio-
logical eciences 17 20 20 19 19 19 19 20 19

Social Sciences
(e.g., economics,
sociology,
anthropologypetc.)

18 19 19 18 19 18 18 19 19

Fine Arta 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2

Engineering 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 a

Business 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 2

Physical Education 6 8 6 8 8 6 7 7 6

Education (other
than PhYeicel 18 15 15 14 14 17 16 16 15
Education)

Other 9 8 8 8 8 8 9 8 7

121



TABLE 1120

What is your major field of

graduate study? Chowe only one

answer.

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Mediwn High Loii Mediug High Small Medius -Lid*

Educational adminis-
tration and super-
vision

66 75 70 60 68 75 66 73 73

Secondary Education 12 11 11 12 13 11 12 11 13

Physical Education 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1

Some other
educational
specialty

3 3 4 6 4 2 4 3 3

Humanities or
Fine Arts 10 5 8 9 7 6 8 7 7

Science or

Engineering 3 1 2 4 2 2 3 2 2

Business 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

Other 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1

I have done no
graduate work 2 1 2 3 1 1 3 0 0

Response
Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal'

Size of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

1 to 3 courses 1 1 3 2 2 1 3 1 0

4 to 6 courses 4 2 2 4 3 2 3 3 2

7 to 9 courses 7 3 4 8 5 3 7 4 2

10 to 12

courses 12 9 11 12 10 9 12 9 7

13 to 15

courses 15 15 12 16 14 14 16 15 11

16 to 18
courses 14 19 14 16 17 15 15 16 17

19 to 21

courses 14 15 16 15 14 15 14 17 13

22 to 24

courses 9 10 9 8 9 10 8 11 9

25 courses
or more 24 26 27 19 24 28 22 24 38'

11-10

TABLE 1121

About how many undergrach
uate education courses have you
had?



Question*

Per-Student Expenditure
:r_Edwationst Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

[nu Mentos High f..ow Medium High Small Medium Large

.

Sclool Inc., . 46 57 58 41 54 5 47 55 61

School finance and
budgeting 63 li 68 59 66 72 62 71. 75

Secondary school
organization 92 %.,5 90 87 93 95 88

. 95 98

Curriculum develoi-
cent 90 93 88 as 91 93 86 93 97

Research methodology 68 70 6/ 66 :i 68 62 71 77

Tests and measure-
ment 88 89 87 85 87 90 85 89 92

Psychology ,f learn-
ing 92 97 93 91 4, 95 92 95 97

Vocational education 41 41 41. 41 39 43 42 41 44

Counseling and
guidance theory
and practice 81 37 83 80 85 85 80 86 87

Child and adolescent
deveiopment 89 91 87 88 A9 90 87 91 92

Th,ology and
eliglous education 52 35 32 42 40 39 43 39 35

*Entries are the percent choosing alternatives 2 tone course) and 2 (two or more
courses).

Below are listed courses which

either are or could be taught in
schools of education. Which of
them do you consider to be ab-

solutely essential for a beginning

secondary school principal?

TABLE B22

(Paraphrased) In which of the
subject matters listed below hraue
you had one or more courses?

UST COP AVAILABLE

Question*

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Law Meditmi High Lou Medium High all MetiltiM Largo'

Administrative
theory and
practice 42 42 41 37 41 43 39 44

Plant design and
maintenance 7 9 8 7 8 9 9 .8 7

General psychology 26 24 24 21 24 26 24 25 24

Publ:c relations 35 34 31 33 34 33 34 33 30

Philosophy of edu-
cation 33 27 27 27 30 29 27 29 314

Seem -try school
organization 45 41 39 36 39 46 40 44 42

Curriculum develop-
ment 38 42 44 41 40 42 38 43 48

Counseling and
guidance theory
and practice 22 19 23 19 20 23 21 19 24

Planning, scheduling.
extracurrl.iular
activities 32 32 26 28 30 33 29 33 32

School business
management 28 24 27 25 25 27 29 25 21

..f3
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TABLE B23 (Contd)
Question*

Pet--StUdiiiit Expenditure

for Educational. Purposes
Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of Sch001

Lew MediuM High Low Medium High Sm411 Medial L016

School law 32 33 31 32 34 31 34 31 29

Human relations 44 45 44 41 47 1 +5 40 48 49

Psychology of learn-
lag 32 31 35 24 33 35 27 36 40

History of education 7 5 5 4 5 7 5 6 7

Research methodology 8 8 7 7 8 8 6 8 10

Supervision of
instruction 56 59 55 50 55 59 50 61

Vocational education 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Child and adolescent
development 37 38 38 34 37 38 35 39 39

Social and economic
context of con-
temporary education 7 8 8 8 6 9 7 8 8

Political science 4 4 5 5 5 4 4 5 3

School finance and
budgeting 33 27 35 29 29 33 34 29 27

Personnel administra-
tion 46 50 47 44 49 49 42 51 55

Tests and measure-
ments 18 16 17 15 15 18 18 16 16

Community relations 28 26 24 24 24 28 25 28 28

Comparative education 7 5 6 5 5 6 6 5 7

Entries are percent of principals choosing alternative 1 (Absolutely essential).

Alternative*

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years or Experience
us a Principal

Si2e or School

Liu Medium High tow Medium High Small Medium Large

81ementary school
principal 46 35 32 L6 30 51 46 33 27

Athletic coach and/or
director 51 56 57 53 52 58 55 57 54

College Oministrator 4 2 h 2 4 3 3 4 3

Counselor, other
guidance work 45 45 55 46 48 48 49 4, 50

Secondary-school
dean 16 19 23 IS 21 IS L5 1.6 35

Secondary,achool
registrar 19 17 17 15 18 12 21 L6 14

Eleitedtary 00toul
teacher 40 29 21 24 27 39 37 31 26

College teacher 13 IL 17 L2 11 13 11 11 23

*Entries are the percent of principalo choosing alternatives 1 (ono your), h (t)
years), and 2 (three or morn years).

B. 1 2

TABLE B24

(Paraphrased) In which of the
following kinds of position have
5,ou had one full year or more
of experience?



Response

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of fence

as a Principal
Size of School

Alternative Low
Low Medium High Swu11 Medium We

Assistant or vice-
principal 17 24 28 25 27 19 12* 24 43

Department chairman or
area supervisor 4 4 6 5 5 3 4 3 7

Superintendent 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 1

Elementary-school
principal 10 6 4 2 5 10 8 7 6

Position in diotrtet
or county office 1 1 2 1 1 L 1 1 3

Athletic coach and/or
direztor 13 14 11 14 15 13 16 14 5

Secondary school
teacher 41 lb 30 37 33 37 42 36 20

Dean, counselor, or
other guidance
position

4 6 6 8 6 4 4 6 7

Other 9 7 ll 7 7 10 12 6 8

TABLE B26

Now many years of teaching
experience did you have prior
to taking your present position?
Do not include years as a full-
time administrator or supervisor.

TABLE 825

What was your chief assign-
ment prior to appointment to
your first principalship?

BES1
CO1

1k11111,1131.1

Response
Alternative

?er- Student Expenditure

for Educational Purposes
Yeats of ExperiefiCe

as a Principal
Site Of School

Medium High Low Medium High SMall__MadiUM _LWOW

None 3 1 2 2 2 2 3 1 1

1 year 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 0

2.3 years 11 11 9 13 10 10 13 10 6

4.6 years 20 23 22 24 23 20 23 22 19

7-9 years 16 18 20 18 20 16 16 19 .19

10-14 years 18 22 22 22 20 20 19 22 23

15.19 years 12 11 12 8 9 14 9 12 16

20.24 years 9 6 6 6 8 8 7 7 9

25 years or
more 8 5 6 6 7 6 7 6 6

4 el&
t.,

11. 1 3



TABLE B27

in what subject area did you
do most of your secondary school

teaching? Omit this question if
you have dune no secondary

school teaching,

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal Site of 8011ool

Low Medium Hi b Low ModiuM HigitSmall Medi= Lard

Art or mimic 1. 2 a 2 1 2 1 2

Busineas education C 6 5 8 9 5 8 5 4

English, speech L 9 12 12 11 10 11 12 10

Foreign language 4 4 4 3 3 5 3 2

Industrial arts,
vocational edu-
cation,agriculture

6 8 7 10 8 5 8 7

MatheniatIco or natural
sciences 52 34 33 28 26 38 32 34 33

Social .cionces 26 d7 26 21 26 28 22 27 33

Health, physical
education, coach

9 8 il ii 5 8 8 9

Other 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 0

"Omitted" 3 1 3 2 2 3 3 3 2

quest:ten

Per-Studiht Expenditure

tur Educational Purpesee
Years of Experience
as a Principal

Sloe of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Largo

Department chairman
or area supervisor 31 33 37 5 34 32 3h 31 35

Counselor 47 44 43 45 44 44 41 47 45

Elementary school
principal 42 34 30 35 33 38 44 31 28

Secondary-school
vice-prin^ipal 97 91 92 )0 91 89 86 92 94

Student activity
week, class ad.
visor, etc. 13 1."? 9 12 IL 12 13 10 11

Secondary-nchool lean 49 54 57 52 53 54 47 56 63

Position in district
or other -.,ntr,1

Alice (.q., ae.
sistnnt 1.. super-

1nclent, ate,)

dervIce :i vari:u
lam ,immittes

20

14

23

11.

26

1.:

24

12

c5

12

21

11

2y

13

22

11

17

10

Athletic 0,V!,
end / r Mrv-t.J. li ti c-, 1.2 13 10 12 12 )

iTatri.,.3 41.4! the 1.411.-.nt rU. a1r ult.nlattlw! 1, 2, 4 (Hanks cac, two, and three).

1314

TABLE B28

Relative importance attached
to various kinds of prior admin-
istrative experience as preparation

for beginning high school prin-
cipal.



.

H.q.:lio A1'.-ran v

-te.r,,dtulent. Npenli
E.,r 1,1,hiati.,nal

Lure
Furp,sea

77:,.

Years c f Experience
as a Pr:tipal.

SI se of Schou I.

. w Moo ...;r: !...w :41! tall if : tt 3ir.tt !I Medium fArge

Bev ir-x-nt s rc,r
See: t. ! r.g exp. r i qn .,.:

'flay sr-sa:1 retpi 1 re
in. re tea,: 111 :1.!
expir i once

i'l 27 30 21 25 29 30 27 23

They otandl require
leas t..sch I nk4
experience

1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1

Se :pi remon a rr
ten ch i ng expert -
ewe, are Sethi-
rtict'ry as they

72 71 67 71 73 69 68 71 76

%re

Expe r: enve : n educe -
t i ,i. :. tio:h,..,' .o. i ',n7

They -Jhoull require
more experience fn

:6 24 20 22 22 25 22 26 21educational. ci-
onntstrat 1:n

Th.q shuoid requl re
le,.:1 exp., ience in
eciweLl Jnili odic in- 2 2 3 2 3 4 2 3
;sCratton

Sequ 1 reisent.s for %x -
per I etwe In eioca-
t:.:mal, 3Ju1ln1strl- 71 73 71t 75 73 72 72 71 75
Lion are eat 1 s fal.
ta ry nu they arc

Professional 0 nurse
work?

They should require
More professional Id 20 19 22 20' 17 21 19 14
course work

They should require
less professional 11 8 14 11 12 9 12 9 9
;Jour so work

Profess l owl. course
work recoil renients
are satisfactory
as they ere

77 72 67 66 68 73 66 72 76

TABLE 1130

Ilaoe you found a theoretical
("textbook") set of principals of
administration to be a useful

guide for your own (lay -to -day
behavior as a principal?

TABLE B29

What is your opinion of your
state's certification requirements
governing secondary-school prin-
cipals with respect to:

Response Alternative

Per-Student EXpendi lure
for &West:lona). Ptuvoses

Years or Experience
as u Principal Size of School

_

Medium High Low Medium High Small _Medina. Large

Yen

no

31

68

27

73

23

76

27

7V

23

....
. (4

28

7'.

26 213 27

72 71 72

B.15



TABLE B31

Which of the following' cater
gories best describes the senior
high school of which you are
principal? Choose only one an-
swer.

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Yeard of EXperience
as a Principal

Size of School

medium
Low Medium High SMall Meatus large

Palle 72 91 83 78 79 85 76 84 94

Parochial or diocesan 17 2 1 10 9 5 8 7 3

Private, religious
affiliated 9 5 5 8 8 5 9 6 2

Private, not
religious affili-
ated

1 1 9 3 3 3 6 2 0

Other 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

BES1
COPI RIMIABLE

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Inw Medium High Low Medium High .Small Medium Lore!

General comprehensive
high school 77 87 75 80 80 81 72 86 91

Vocational high
school 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2

Academic or college
preparatory high
school only

19 11 19 17 17 15 23 12 6

School for the
handicapped 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

Other 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2

TABLE B33

Which of the following best

describes the senior high school
of which you are principal?

1316

TABLE B32

Which of the following types
best describes the senior high

school of which you are principal?

Response Altorna i

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes
-i-0,

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Site of School

a
Medium High Loy Medium High Small_ MediuM_Aorge

For boys only 6 4 9 8 7 5 7 6 5

For girls only 8 2 4 6 5 4 6 5 2

Coeducational 86 93 87 87 88 91 87 90 93



Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for alucational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Sizl of School
1.

Low Medium nigh Lou Medium High Small[ Medium Large

6-Kinderearce 12 15 10 3 16 4 0

1.12 28 12 10 19 15 18 32 8 1

7-12 17 23 1' 21 20 18 18 .1 25 9

8-11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8-12 6 5 6 6 6 5 8 5

9-12 34 34 39 36 38 33 26 41 44

10-12 7 17 13 10 16 2 13 39

11-12 0 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0 0

Other 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1

TABLE B35

How many senior high school

students were there in the school

of which you are principal as of
October 1, 1963?

TABLE B34

What grades are included in

the school of which you are prin-
cipal?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Response Alternative

Pe. -Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Lou Medium MO Lou Medium High Small Medium Large

Fewer than 150 29 21. 31 36 26. 23 62 0 0

150-249 18 15 15 19 18 15 38 0 0

250-499 26 23 15 21 23 22 0 55 0

500-749 11 12 9 8 12 12 0 28 0

750-999 6 8 6 4 7 8 0 17 0

1,000-1,199 5 9 10 5 7 9 0 0 47

1,500 -1,999 2 6 6 3 4 5 0 0 26

2,000 - 2,9)9 1 5 5 2 3 4 0 0 21

5,000 or more 0 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 6

1 P9
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TABLE 1136

In which geographical region
is your high school located?

Response Alternative
.

Per-Student ExPenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal'

Size of School

Low Medium High Small Wdism Large

New Englund 5 8 9 7 6 6 6 7 7

Mideast 10 15 26 16 17 16 11 19 24

Southeast 44 15 4 15 18 26 22 24 15

Midwest 26 43 54 41 37 31 38 33 28

Southwest 10 9 5 8 8 9 11 7 6

Rocky Mountains 2 5 5 4 4 3 5 3 2

Far Nest 3 7 15 7 9 7 6 6 17

Non-contiguous
states 0 1 1 0 0, 1 1 0 1

Other 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
an a Principal

...

oize of School

Law Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium large

City of more than
1,500,00 population 5 2 5 4 4 3 2 3 9

City between 250,000

and 1,49-.,7.19
population

7 7 6 7 7 5 5 17

Urban area between
5,000 and 21.91)99
population

31 58 36 26 32 39 14 42 70

Small town below
5,000 population 55 35 31 36 36 32 44 36 2

Rural 25 18 20 28 21 18 35 14 2

B.18

to'
TABLE B37

Which of the following popula-

tion categories best describes the
location of the senior high school

.of which you are principal?



Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Shwational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

--kw
1,.w Medium High Small Medium Large

Urban residential 12 lc 11 15 19 7 13 33

Urban industrial 3 5 f 5 5 4 2 ly 9

Urban commercial 2 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 2

Suburban residential 1) 20 11 1'. lt, 6 16 31

Suburban industrial
or comercial 1 2 3 1 , , 3

Scattered over the
entire city
(larger than 5000
people)

15 1.;
3

10 11 13 6 15 19

Small town (under
5000 people) .'t' 20 1) 19 21 20 24 25 1

Rral- fa MI !h .:1 10 25 25 46 23 2

Students are resilent

students--cannot
estimate

3
r

3 4 4 6 2 1

TABLE B39*

What was the average per-cap-
ita expenditure for instructional
purposes for each senior high stu-
dent in your school last year?
Choose only one answer.

TABLE B38

Pupils attending grades 9-12 in
your school come from areas

which can best be described as
primarily:

wuw

Response Alternative

Per-Student wcpendli .ge

for Educational Purposes
Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High Lou Medium High Small Med um Large

Less than $30 per
11 0 0 4 4 3 5 3

$5:e:: $99 per year 18 0 0 S 6 '6 9 5 2

$100 to $199 per year 25 0 0 10 9 7 9

$200 to $299 per year 46 0 0 14 14 16

$300 to $3;) Nei year 0 57 0 20 20 20 23

$400 to $459 per year 0 43 0 13 15 16 lc

$500 to $599 per year 0 0 45 10 11 11 10 lA

$600 to $699 per year 0 0 25 6 7

$700 per year or more 0 0 30 7 8 8

00

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal.

Size of School

law Medium Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Less than five years
old ih 14 if 16 16 17 11 21 t3

544 years old i? -,:: 21 .7.1 :,3 7) 25 29 52

15-3) years old 55 . 31 !..1 !h= 35 36 32 51

40449 years old 11 1 11 17 1 11 17 11 10

50 years or more ) 3 12 P 10 B 11 7

TABLE MO

About how old is the main
building of your school plata?

B.19
Readers are cautioned to interpret this table with care. Factors to consider include the

different bases various states, counties, and districts used to compute and report per
pupil costs, and the wording of the question, which may have been misinterpreted by
respondents.



TABLE B41

About how many books does
your school have in its library?

Cal 101401.

Response

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Site of School

Alter"utive Low Melium Hit4h Low Medium HAEIL. Small Medium Large

lass than 600 ;` 2 5 3 1. 5 1 0

boo to 959 5 4 4 8 14 3 9 2 0

1,000 to 1,99 i 6 6 il 8 h 12 3 1

Imo to 1,999 10 6 7 10 8 7 14 4 0

2,000 to 2,999 19 14 14 17 16 15 22 14 2

3,000 to 4)999 26 24 18 21 25 24 21 33 8

5:000 to 7,199 18 22 19 14 20 22 11 27 25

7,500 to 9,999 7 10 13 5 9 11 2 10 26

10,000 or more 4 10 16 7 7 11 2 5 35

Respond's Alternative

per- Student Expenditure

for Educational Purposea
Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

law Medium High Low indium Birth Small Medium Large

7es, student and
staff vacations are
staggered through-
out the year

Yea, we operate a
voluntary summer
remedial, enrich-
ment, or acceler-
ation program

So, mainly because
facilities prohibit
(e.g. lack of air
conditioning)

No, all (Aar reasons

18

6

74

1

28

65

1

31

4

64

1

19

4

75

1

23

6

69

2

28

5

65

2

10

6

82

1

26

6

67

1

59

4

36

TABLE B43

About what percentage of your
senior high students are in each
of the kinds of program listed
below?

B-20

TABLE B42

Does your school operate on a
year-round basis?

Alternative*

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Site of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

College preparatory

Less than 10 9 5 5 9 6 5 3 2

101 t: 34% 33 31 20 31 29 28 29 32 21

35% or more 57 64 75 eo 64 66 59 64 77

Business and/or dis-
tributive education

Less than 10% 38 28 38 36 34 34 45 28 22

10% to 34 51 63 55 54 56 58 45 63 68

35% or more 9 8 6 9 9 7 8 8 9

Industrial, trade,
vocational

Less than 10% 68 58 62 65 62 61 70 58 53

10% to 34% 26 38 32 29 33 32 24 36 42

35% or more 4 4 5 4 4 4 4

Irk 'r,at. ts.



Alternative*
.

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
As a Principal She of School

h Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium 'Argo

Diversified co-
operative education

base than 10% 91 92 93 92 92 91 91 92 92

10$ to 346 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5

3% or more 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Agricultural

Lena than 10% 77 80 83 78 82 79 75 79 95

10% to 34% 17 16 13 17 15 16 19 18 2

35% or more 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 0

General Diploma (not
one of above)

Liss than 10% 44 42 52 47 45 44 48 42 46

10$ to 3496 26 34 30 27 29 31 23 34 37

3596 or more 20 22 16 24 23 22 26 22 16

Entries for this table are as follows: Percent of principals choosing alternatives:

Less than 10% 1 and 2
10% to 34% and 4
35% or more 2, 6, 7, 8 and 2

TABLE B44

About what percentage of the
students in your graduating class

last year went on to college?

TABLE B43 (Contd)

to? igratioti

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Site of School

Medium Sigh Low Medium High Beall MadiUM Large

Less than 5% 4 2 3 5 3 3 5 2 1

5%-936 5 2 1 3 3 3 it 3 1

10-10 15 8 4 11 8 8 10 9 it

20.29% 17 17 9 16 15 14 16 17 9

50-30 20 24 16 19 20 22 18 24 20

14-59% 21 26 29 21 24 27 21 26 34

60-79% 11 13 18 13 14 13 11 12 22

84.94 5 4 8 5 6 5 6 5 6

95% or more 3 2 10 4 5 4 8 2 0

Response Alternative
-

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

tow

Years of EXperience
as a Principal

Iiiii,

Size of School

snail Medium Largomedium itig4 Ion+ Medium

MU, 10 5 13 10 9 8 14 5 2

Less than 10% 47 57 60 58 57 51 58 51 51

10%.244 27 30 21 23 26 28 19 51 36

2516,3511 9 6 4 6 5 8 5 8 8

364 or more 6 2 1 3 2 4 3 4 3

TABLE B45

About what percentage of all
pupils who enter the first year

of senior high school at your
school drop out before gradua,
tion? (Do not include those who
transfer in your calculations.)

A.2

1



TABLE B46

What percentage of your senior

high students are taking work in
remedial reading and/or remedial

English?

Response
Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

rears of Experience
as a Principal Size of School

taw Medium High Low Medium High Small 14efllum Lure__

Nune 45 413 35 51. 43 36 56 37 13

1% to 5% 30 34 36 27 33 36 27 35 43

61, to 1.5% 18 20 21 16 17 22 12 21 33

16% or mote 7 5 7 6 7 6 . 5 6 9

Response
kt.ternnt tyre

Per-Otudont Expenditure
for alucational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal. Size of School

Lou Medium tit& Low Medium High Baal Medium [arse_

Bachelor 's
degree or no
college de-
gree 80 80 70 81 81. 76 82 80 64

Master's de-
gree 1.9 19 30 19 18 23 17 19 35

Wtster's de-
gree plus
30 or more
graduate
houre C 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

TABLE B48

About what proportion of your
full-time senior high teachers are

nwn?

8.22

TABLE B47

Which level of education is

most representative of teachers
new to your school within the
last five years?

Response
Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal ;Size or school.

Low MedlUth High Low Medium High Small Medium large

Less than 10% 13 3 4 7 8 7 11 6 1

13 . 14 5 1 1 3 2 2 3 2 2

201, - 29% 8 2 3 4 4 5 11 6 2

30% - 39% 14 6 3 8 7 9 7 9 8

1;4 - Ie9% 1.7 15 9 1.2 12 15 13 14 15

50% - 59% 16 23 23 18 21 22 17 21 31

60% - 69% 12 d6 25 20 21 21 16 23 28

70% - 79% 6 12 15 13 11 10 13 10 8

80,% or more 9 10 15 14 14 8 16 8 5

1P'



Response Alternative
Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experiende
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small MediUM three

Yes 72 83 80 73 7' 82 60 90 99

No, but we plan to
institute a guid-
ance program soon 5 2 2 4 3 3 4 3 0

No, and we have no
plans for Institut-
ing a guidance pro-
gram in the fore-
seeable future 2 1 2 2 2 1 3 0 0

No but I as panel-
;02. assume responsi-
bility for guidance
activities at my
school 17 11 15 18 15 12 29 5 0

No, but we do have a
school system
counselor who is
responsible for
guidance activities
In my school 4 2 1 2 3 2 ': 2 0

TABLE B50

. Would you say that in recent
years the pressure of increasing
enrollments has had a detrimental
elect on the quality of education
received at your school?

6

TABLE B49

Does your school have a guid-
ance program in which one or
more persons is officially assigned,

part or full-time, to working with

individual students? (Mark the
response that fits your situation
best.)

Rtoponse Alternative
Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Yes, considerable

effect 13 12 7 11 10 . 12 8 12 17

Yes, but the effect
has been rather
limited 27 27 24 23 24 28 18 29 39

No, there has been no
detrimental effect
due to increasing
enrollments 55 57 64 56 61 57 67 55 42

Cannot say 5 5 4 9 5 3 7 4 2

128



TABLE B51

Much has been said and written
recently about the tasks of Amer-
ican schools. Please rank the nine
goals ("tasks") below according
to your beliefs about their relative
importance as educational objec-
tives. Assign a rank of 1 to the
goal you consider-most important,
a rank of 2 to the goal you con-
sider the second more important,
etc., until you assign a rank of 9
to the goal you consider least im-
portant.

B.24

Educational Goal*

Per-Student Ehiponditure

for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

low Medium High low Medium High Small Medium Large

Acquisition of bail
skills (e.g., rend-
ing, writing, com-
puting)

78 80 80 77 77 81 79 80
7.7

Acquisition of basic
knowledge

underataisling of the
values inherent in
the American way of
life

64

37

63

42

62

41

59

40

63

39

64

40

62

36

63

42

65

45

Adaptability to a . .

changing world 17 19 16 19 15 18 18 16 16

Physical fitness 12 10 8 8 8 13 12 11 8

Development of skills
and practice of
critical intellec-
tual inquiry

31

.,

33 40 34 34 34 32 35 39

Development of sound
moral and spiritual
values

55 38 39 46 46 42 50 41 34

Development of
positive self-
concepts and a
facility for good
human relations

23 20 20 24 23 19 22 20 20

Training to the tech-
nical skills to run
The country and/or
development of
appropriate talents
(e.g., engineering,
scientific)

8 6 7 6 5 8 7 6

_

7

*Entries are the percent choosing alternatives 10 2, and j (ranks of one, two, and
three).



W..estl,n*

per-,:itdent Exiendlture

ttaw,utional Pi113ses
Years of Experience

as a Principal Size of School

.4, y...0 a
prin:101 :sr wit.

se,dndary
er.dcauix:

In generut, are ynu
in fay...r A' Feaeral

at .1

aeooneay sonols':

in tr.eaeral. are ydi

innifavdr f-derll

yriVy.1 ana

11ui1ul 5,,.111rY
cmc.els1

Dd s'.0 agree with the

re.ent Suveme
: ut
werning

F1 ry vrayor

and Bale reading
in the 'o1 111

s'hoole

Are there regular
rellgi.,as :Isere

van .ed at :Nur

prayers, little rea 1-

=116, etc.)

A you agree with
recent Supreme
Court decisions

:ancerning racial
segregation in
pulite s:hools?

IX you i'eel that

there should La ,er.

taln limitatianA-r
discus.

3ioh8 having tz

with various pent-
1.:81. "isms" Etna

"anti-lame:"

Some ,riti.s iuy

tAay'z zch,ddis

require far
1:*tle

uf',I.4 of 4tudents.

BazIng yr...ir answer

EalL on the

you ro

ndw

y:u agree or 4:se
agree with t',13
.!rititsviT

I. bun teen .P111 LY

:)me that ipared

t) tne 3oviets,

the U.3 is h.

imqving qMtigh
st!ientista und en.
gineera. rr yu
agree with this

nt 10

DD /011 Nei that
there is a need
to justify a

mict1:11 ev..ry

Azhie.-!t that is

taught in V/701-

IhrY lehdols?

6:w Medium

66

s6

62

64

23

6

16

36

Y6

33

£5

ht( 131

26

1-'

66

42

9 3

29

bIt

21

Low Mealum

:5

66

22 18

13 <11 34

36 36 15

75 76 72

12

1) 16 If

24

21

22

25

21.

26

Jmall Medium Large

TABLE B53

Reactions to broad educational
67 74 64 iS51483.

70

2h 20

69

II 34 tel

39 36

69

31

23

26

23

(5 Si

15

1.)

38

StS1

0100.

9

18

31 24 la

1 9">.

B.25



Smolt Medium barge

TABLE B53 (Contd)

R.26

.inestion*

Pei 'Student Expendltor..

for E.'.cational Purposes

dears of Experience
as a Prin.:inn'.

Size of School

Low Medium High

C-d: rine qI I the

lvantages had df
eldv4ittu,q5 r
tolItt,y grouping
ticoordlng to 1,4.

uuhlevement tA4t
a'.dre...1, to p:,1
favor ouch ;rota)! ng
In 311.211 heti lent

dubs td o3 mathe-

matic;, English,
an3 rornIgn
genes?

DJ you feel tttht the
school year (co-
puisury) in your
dlatrI 411zuti
te lengthened?

Do you feel that
t!,use youths In a
:onnunity who do
not W11111 to v to
school, who vary

from disinterest
to open hostility,
should not he re-
pixel to attend
school?

Do you believe that
school. attendance

should to compul-
sory until at least
13 years (or secon-
dary school'gradu-
titian)?

Generally speaking,
141 y2u feel that

tto: vl,t me-

!or; ty 1 :,t1 lento

shJold

provi o

1n ,tu,1. 14t 411.

and 1,ave
txin-

InA wen.

. that

r tar:,

31..,51I A.vl .111
171'.11t1.1.

t!..! t

St 1L.t,
17`.1-1gr1"

D. y !e11-7., td ht

:1_ tte no p,t1.11-

..11.:..y A' r11.
1: ; tAC A A t .

A rr,r.1..! r to :5.-

t t 1.1, .

r.;nt,tally trn u -

1).;e.1?

Low Medium High

81 81

21 24 20

35 34

50 35 36

sr 67 63

6r 72 77

52 60 63

61 32 31

L8 21 23

30 35 33

42 36 42

61 68 70

20 1.9 1;1

66 60 74

78 83 86

22 20 23

28 34 40

47 38

66 68 67

23 17 15

65 71 87

51 56 59 51 57 77

*En:r!e.; f:r te'. t i Ire percent . :hewing alternatives 1, 2, and 1,(Yes, with

. a 1,1u 11 ttl. Entri lot alL ..then quest I ma are poroent choosing alto rnat ve

L (yea).



question*

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

...-------

4izo or School

Low Mara __High

7

64

Low

6

49

Medli J

7

60

iitilh

8

66

mall

7

56

Medium

7

62

Large

8

70

Have you rend:

Education and the

8 7

63

NOW America by
Kimball and McCiellanY

The Education of
American Tenghern by
James Conant?

*Entries are percent of principals choosing alternative 7. (Yes

TABLE 1355

Lloyd Trump, in his book Focus

on Change: Guide to Better

Schools (Commission of the Ex-
perimental Study of the Utiliza-
tion of Staff in the Secondary
School), has made several sug-
gestions with respect to the "school

of the future." Do you approve
of his suggestion with respect to:

TABLE B54

Reading of books concerning
broad educational issues.

tort WOO.

Alternative*

Per.Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium Hi:h Low Medium Hi :h Small Medium Lan e

The reorganized
curriculum In the
school of the future?

32 41 41 31 39 38 27 41 52

The design of build-
ings and other edu-
cational facilities 31 44 40 31 38 39 27 43 51
In the school of
the future?

The "organization for
instruction" in

the school of the
future?

J1 41 40 32 39 39 26 42 54

Flexible student
schedules in the
school of the
future?

35 41 44 37 43 39 32 43 51

The plan for teacher
utilization In the
school of the
future?

31 42 42 30 37 41 26 43 52

*Entries are the percent of principals choosing alternative I (Generally approve).

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

w Medium High Low Medium High Smell Medium fait;

Agree

Disagree

49
-

50

41

50

44

56

4,

55

44

55

51

49

48

51

48

51

46

54

TABLE B56

Some have said that the public

schools should in principle not
make important curriculum
changes without first securing

community support. Do you agree

with this position?
1.27



TABLE Bi57

How optimistic are you about
wiping out illiteracy in American
society within the next twenty
years?

BM COPS. AVAILABLE

Response
Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

YOUled of Experience

as a Principal
Size of School

Low McdiUm High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

I am very
optlmil;t1,: 5J J7 29 30 31 29 29 36

It is posaible,but
not very probable 59 54 50 54 56 55 56 56 51

It is Likely (I
am pessimistic) 12 14 10 14 12 12 12 14 11

No opinion 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 2

Response
Alternative

Par-Student Expenditure
fur Educational Purposes

Years of Exper ence
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Modium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Leas than 500 13 1.1 15 15 13 12 26 4 0

500 to 749 21 21 26 26 22 32 25 1

750 to 999 23 20 15 21 21 19 18 27 6

1,000 to 1,249 19 21. 16 19 17 20 1:. 24 20

1,250 to 1,499 8 12 12 8 10 12 4 12 24

1,500 to 1,749 4 7 11 5 7 8 3 5 25

1,750 to 1,999 2 1 4 2 3 3 1 1 12

2,000 to 2,499 1 i 4 3 2 3 1 1 9

2,500 or more 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 3

TABLE B59

Listed below are several pro-
cedures which may be used by
principals in assisting beginning

teachers in their professional de-
velopment. Indicate ("Yes" or
"No") whether each practice is

established policy 4t your school.
Note that each practice has to
do with the behavior of the prin-
cipal, not a department head or
other person.

13-28

TABLE B58

All things considered maxi-

mum learning, teaching staff, cap-
ital outlay, etc.about what do
you consider to be the optimum
number of students for a compre-
hensive senior high school?

Alternative*

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

An orientaticn meeting
or workshop conduct-
ed by the principal
at the beginning of
the school year for
all beginning teach-
ers.

85 90 91 811 90 84 90 96

Additional orientation
or In- service meet-

ings couducted by
the principal for
all beginning teach-
ers during their
first year.

C; 72 69 61 65 62 711 78

Pour or more class-
room visitations
each year by princi-
pal, each followed
by written report.

24 22 22 21 24 23 20 26 21

One to three class-
room visitations
during the year by
the principal, each
followed by a writ
ten report.

31 34 38 32 37 33 37 118

Four or more class-
room visitations
during the year
by the principal,
each followed by
an individual con-
ference (with or
without written
report).

43 37 35 36 37 40 41



Alternative*

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High tow Medium High Small Medium Large

One to three clues
mom visitations
during the year by
the principal, each
followed by an indi-
vidual conference
(with or without
written report).

59 61 61 56 60 62 54 63 69

An experienced teacher
is assigned to work
with and assist new
teachers.

53 51 51 40 49 57 42 55 67

Department or area
chairmen are direc-
ted to work with
and assist begin-
ning teachers.

56 63 66 52 58 66 45 '66 90

Conference between
principal and each
beginning teacher 93 90 88 85 90 93 92 92 82
Individually prior
to the formal open-
tag of school.

Principal systemat-
ically provides

reading materials
(other than local
policy statement.)
on professional
matters.

62 61 59 61 62 60 65 60 51

Principal systemat
Wally discusses
lesson or course
plane with begin
ning teachers.

61 59 51 53 59 58 62 59 40

Principal arranges for
visitations by be-
ginning teachers to 39 41 39 32 40 42 36 39 49
classrooms of ex-
perienced teachers.

*Entries in the table are the percent of principals choosing alternative 1 (Yes).

TABLE B60

How important in the prepara-
tion of the secondary school

teacher is course work in . . .

TABLE B59 (Contd)

Alternative*

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

feat% of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High tow Medium High Small Medium Large

The subject they are
actually teaching 92 93 95 93 94 92 92 93 96

Educational psy-
chology 57 51 49 50 48 56 50 53 58

Social context of
American educe..

lion

instructional tech-
niques

28

51

23

51

21

51

24

48

21

49

26

53

24

49

24

52

26

54

History and phi
losophy of edu-
cation

28 17 17 20 21 21 21 22 20

Testa and measure-
ment 45 38 38 37 38 42 37 43 39

*Hntries are the percent of principals stood ng alternative I (Very important).
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TABLE B61

Reaction to issues with respect

to teachers.

Question
(Paraphrased)

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

--E77- Medium Sigh

Speaking rIguratively,
would you say that
good teachers are
"born" or are they
"made"?
(I) Born

Is them a conflict
between academic free-
dom for teachers and
"good" education (as
you define good)?

(1) Yes

Away from school, do
you expect your teach-
ing staff to live
somewhat more exem-
plary lives than do
most other persons?

(1) Yes

Do you feel that it
is best for all con-
cerned if yuu have
little social contact
with members of your
teaching staff out-
side of school?

(1) Yes

In your opinion,

should teachers on
their own time work
actively as members
of political par-
ties in national
elections?

(1) Yes

In your opinion,
should teachers on
their own time work
actively as members
of political par-
ties in state and

local elections?
(1) Yes

Regardless of policy
in your district, do
you believe that a
policy regulating
teacher smoking is
necessary?

(1) Yes

Does your school have

a policy regulating
teacher smoking?

(1) Yes

What is your impress
ton or the compe-
tency of substitute
teachers You have em-
ployed In the past

two years?
(1) Most have done
good Jobs

Do yon favor a solgie,
salary schedule for
all teachers in your
school rather than a
dirrerential schedule/

(I) Yea

45 44 48

30 28 26

81 74 69

31 37

47 59 61

46 57 58

35 29 26

46 38 34

31 37 39

37 52 49

4')
14,I

Years of Experience
as a Principal Size of School

Low HediuM High Small Medium Lard

4l 43 48 44 46 44

29 26 28 33 25 22

74 76 76 76 78 69

32 34 35

54 56 56

53 53 53 49 54 61

31 30 3o 33 29 26

41 39 39 40 39 4o

42 35 33

42 41 50



Question
(Paraphrased)*

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal Size of School

tow Medium High Low Medium High Medium Large

All things considered,
do you feel that the
general level of teach-
er pay in your dis-
trict is appropriate?

(1) Yes 18 25 38 23 26

,Small

27 22 25 37

Speaking generally,
do you approve or
disapprove of the Idea

70 76 70 67 69 77 70 73 78

of teacher tenure?

(1) Generally
approve

How do you feel about
a system of teacher
ranks- -e.g., casts-
tent, tutor, Instruc-
tor, teacher, master
teacher - -with differ-

ential pay according
to rank?

(1) Approve »7 27 27 »9 28 25 25 28 29

In general, how do
you think a merit-pay
or a quality-of-ser-
vice salary plan In
which superior teach-
ing is rewarded with
higher income would
affect teacher per-
formance?

(L) Good effect
on most teachers

in general, how du
you think a merit -pay
or a lualIty-of-ser-
vice salary plan in
which superior teach-
ing Pi rewarded by
higher income would
affect teacher morale?

(1) Good effect on
most teachers

26

18

23

15

26

17

26

16

25

16

24

16

25

18

26

16

22

13

Do you believe that
there Is a need for
greater uniformity
of secondary teacher
certification
Standards throughout
the country?

(1) Yes 84 85 85 85 86 84 81. 87 89

Would you say that
the FealleralAcmern-

45 49 45 48 42 47 46 46 45

meet (should take

sepa to bring about
a greater uniform-
ity of teacher certi-
fication standards

throughOut the
country?

(1) Yes

*Entries are the percent of principals choosing the alternative listed after each
question.

14.3

TABLE B61 (Contd)
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TABLE B62

About what percent of the full-
time faculty at your school have
regular jobs in addition to their
school jobs during the school year?

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years or Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium high Small Medium Large

Less than 1% 65 51 54 58 57 55 67 56 29

1$ to 5$ 18 19 18 17 18 19 13 19 30

6$ to 9$ 4 6 8 5 5 7 4 6 12

10% to 195 6 10 11 8 9 9 6 10 13

20% to 29% 3 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 7

30$ to 39% 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3

40% to 44 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

50% to 50 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

60% or more 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High by Medium High 3ma1l Medium Large

Highly Unfavorable 2.,) .,7 28 23 28 ::: 21 28

Unfavorable 51, 54 57 5' 55 35 34 35 54

Neutral 19 16 15 16 15 18 13 17 13

Favorable 21 19 16 1) 17 20 18 20 21

Highly Favorable 4 3 4 4 4 4 5 2 4

TABLE B64

New curricula and instructional
techniques in the school.

B-32

Question*

In the last two years,
has your s'.hool been

involved in tryouts of
a new experimental
curriculum in...

English?

A foreign language?

Economics?

Art?

Duriag the Nut three
years, has your senior
high school been in-
volved In tryouts of
any new experimental
curriculum tn...

MathemaLlos?

Nuturul solenoes?

(Paraphrased) Does your
school provide an iv:Yel-
erated .7urrlculum for

superi:r students in...

Science?

Language:

Mathemati-s?

Course3 other than
Math, u:ience, or
language?

TABLE 1163

How favorable would you be
toward a policy of using a na-
tional standardized teacher exam-
ination as a basic criterion for
issuing secondary school teaching
certificates?

Br-Student Expenditure
fo' nducational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Lo. Medium High Low Medium High

27 31 33 29 31 3n

37 43 50 41 40 43

12 15 17 13 14 15

14 13 15 16 14 13

57 66 66 56 62 65

36 45 52 35 43 46

29 43 46 33 35 43

22 27 34 20 25 31

45 56 59 47 48 57

16 32 36 21 24 32

Size of School

19 34 50

28 45 70

8 17 24

11 15 19

51 66 85

29 45 75

21 43 73

L6 27 53

36 51 85



Question*

Is there soy ate.7ie1

opportunity for senior
high school students in
your school to obtain
advanced placement nn/
Or credit in 4ellege?

Do you malts any use of

lay readers in connec-
tion with English com-

position courses at
your school?

At your school, are any
subjects being taught
to any extent by ratans

of television?

At your soneA, is

team teaching being
used with any subjects?

At your school, are any
subjects being taught by
means of programed In-
struction?

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purpose°

Years of Experience
es a Principal Size of School TABLE B64 (Contd)

Ww Medi= High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

18 44 48 i6 39 47 31 45 71

18 14 14 13 16 17 14 16 19

15 11 8 10 li 14 11 12 16

19 21 29 19 21 24 15 21 46

21 26 34 23 21 23 26 37

*Table entries for the first twelve questions
alternative 1 (Yes). Televtp:an and team teaching
choosing alternatives

instruction
subject),-7-(W7

subjects). Programed instruction entries are the
?dyes 1 (Yes, one subject) and 2 (Yea, two or more

TABLE B65

Now do you feel about machine

teaching and or programed learn-
ing as an instructional adjunct,
in secondary schools?

ape the percent
entries nee the
two subjects),

percent of print
subjects).

of principals choosing
percent of principals
and !, (Yes, several

ipals choosing slicers-

1°A
Per-Student Expenditure

for Educational Purposes
Years of Experience

as a Principal
Size of School

Response Alternative 60, medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Approve 37 39 40 4g. 4r, 37 38 39 42

Disappr:vc !) q 7 6 6 7 4 5

Ho opinion 14 1, 7 12 9 11 15 9 5

Are reserving judgment 43 46 46 42 44 46 hi 47 46

Response Alternative

Per-Stuocht Expenditure
for Educatl,mal Purposes

Yeses of Experience
as a Principal Size of School

Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Yes, c,41silerable

improvement

Yes, same improve.
ment

Ho, little if any
Improvement

Ho, would be defin-
itely harmful

I tut undecided
title matter

1"..

1

13

18

51

1

:t

19

49

16

1

1.5

5,

19

I.

14

19

5e

14

1.

ao

15

1

15

18

14

1.

14

18

11

TABLE B66

In your own opinion, if school
classes are maintained at about
their present size, do technological

advances, such as teaching by TV,
hold real promise for improving
the quality of education in sec-

ondary schools?
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TABLE B67

Which of the following state-
ments best describes the current
use of teaching machines in your
school?

Response Alternative

Per-btudent Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

They are riot now used,

and no use is fore-
seen within the next
year or so

57 50 46 5/ 51 50 56 51 45

They are not now used,
but plans are being
made to experiment
with their use dur-
ing the next year
or so

15 15 16 15 14 16 14 17 15

They are now being
used sparingly on an
experimental basis

14 20 26 15 20 20 16 i8 28

They are now being
used regularly is a
few cases

ll 12 10 11 12 10 11 12 9

They are now being
used regularly in
many instances

3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3

Rewponse Alternative

Per-St.:dent, Expend

r'r Eak.wnti.m11 Purposes

Yearn of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Lis: MAium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

in general, I approve
of soh a plan

.

5 70 6:!, 77 68 61

In general, I dis-
approve 32 1) 26 29 19 y 37

HI Qpinlon ? 3 3 3 3 4 2 2

TABLE bti9

Would you be in favor of some
system of individualized promo-
tion (e.g., on the basis of exami-
nations) for your school rather
than the customary use of grade
placement and continuous pro-
motion?

B-34

TABLE B68
Regardless of circumstances or

the practice at your school, what
do you think of the idea of a
"multiple-diploma" or "diploma
and certificate" plan whereby an
attendance diploma or certificate
would be granted to thaw stu-
dents who have failed to achieve
a minimum mastery of certain
basic subjects?

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

SiZe of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Yes 51 47 50 52 50 48 50 53 lio

Yes, and we have
such a system at

our school

4 4 8 It 6 5 It It 7

No 33 38 35 34 34 37 35 33 43

No opinion 11 10 7 11 9 10 10 9 10



Alternative*

Per-Student Expenditure
ii)r Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
Ss a Principal Size of School

Low helium High tau Medium High duz.11 Medium Large

Educatttnal researW:

Such research can
often te highly
use

67 68 66 64 66 6) 64 69 69

C.nisiynally educa-
tional resenrch is
worthwhile

29 27 29 28 27 29 27 27

Most cf this sort
or research is
pretty mush a watice 1 4 f i 4 i 4

or time and money

No opinion 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 0

Pay-la:logial re-
search In providing
Information relevant
to the solution 01
protlems in patter.-

tion?

Such research can
often be highly
useful

.( 43 40 42 44 44 40 45 50

Occasionally such
researh il worth- 42 49 50 47 47 45 48 46 42

wnile i

Meat of this sort
of research is
pretty murk a wrote

of time and money
5 5 6 5 5 5 6 5 5

N., opinion 6 4 4 5 4 5 6 4 3

TABLE B71

In your opinion, how desirable
is the influence of nationwide
testing programs such as National
Merit Scholarship Examinations,
American College Testing Pro-
gram Examinations, and College
Entrance Examinations on the

instructional program of Ameri-
can schools?

TABLE B70

What is your opinion about the
general usefulness of . .

Response Alternative

Per-;,cadent Expenditure

fr Edixatinnl P:rperes
Year.; of Experience

at a Principal
Size of School

Lc,/ Medium High 6 w Mcdium High Small Medium Uarge

cry

Undciqrabl,,

Refiner deziraiit nnr
r.,ndorlrai 1°

De..lrable

1017 denirid le

11

5

14 lo

54

7

6

II

51

11

St

9

53

3

11

24

54

5

5

15

49

I.

1
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TABLE B72

In general, how valuable have
you found standardized tests to be
in providing the school with the
kind of information it needs about
individual students?

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Sducational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low

j!,

46

17

Medium

3?

46

16

0

1

High

35

47

17

n

0

Low

3.:

47

2:

2

Medium

j4

48

17

0

High

39

45

15

0

l

Small.

31

46

24

,,

1

Medium large

QI:ite va1,101..

Of some value

Of only Limited value

Of no value

I am undecided about
this matter

38

48

13

:-)

I

45

43

12

0

0

titt 0109,15.

Question

Per.Stuneut Expenditure
for Educational Porpoises

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

bow Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium barge

In yo:' opinion, should
parents be told their
child's IQ scores?

Yea, I think It
should be ztandard
practice to tell
them

1. ) ) ) 11 1.0

Yes, IA MOft cases
it is all right to
tell them

3C, 21 2- 2B d7 2- 29

Only In unusual.
cases shc.uld they be

told
r; 37 35 36 34 36 34 3? 12

No, It shuuld be
standard pmwtive
not to tell them

16 .", ,'C. 21-"
, 19 26

I RM undecided about
this matter

5
.1 ( 5 (

In your opinion,
should parents to told
their ehlid's achieve
ment test seorcs idi
various subject areas?

Yes, 1' should he

Standa:-1 practice to

tell than

( 5 45 5' 52 4! 5' 56

Yes, in most ..ises
it is all right to

tell them.

l.3 4.2 37 44 41 38 kil 4c 37

Only in unusual casee
should they be told

8
6 4 7 5 6 7 7 3

Ho, it should be
standard practice not

to tell. them

2 2 1 1 3 1 2 2 1

I am undecided about
this matter

2 1 2 2 1 1 2 6 1 0

-.- A
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TABLE B73

Attitudes about communicating
test scores to parents.



Per-Student Expenditure Years of Experience
for Educational Purposes as a Principal

Size of School

Alternative*
Law Medium High Low Medium High! Small Medlu., Large

Yourself?

one day or less 30 36 36 27 36 36 28 36 47

Two days 24 25 23 25 23 24 26 24 18

Three days; four
days; five days
or more

46 38 41 47 41 40 46 39 35

An average member of
your administrative
staff?

One day or less 16 10 11 13 14 11 20 7 6

Two days 18 16 16 20 16 16 22 14 9

Three days; four
days; five days
or more

66 74 73 67 70 72 58 79 85

An average teacher
In your school?

One day or less 57 64 63 59 65 61 56 66 64

Two days 21 18 19 20 18 19 23 16 15

Three Gaye; four
days; five days
or more

22 17 18 20 17 19 20 17 20

Ad average senior
high student In your

school?

One day or leas 30 35 29 31 31 32 33 29 35

Two days 39 35 34 33 37 37 36 37 32

Three days; four
days; five days
or more

31 30 36 35 31 30 30 34 31

A typical senior
high student in your
school who is going
to coLlege?

One day or less 26 23 21 22 25 24 25 24 21

Two days 37 38 36 38 36 37 38 36 35

Three days; four
days; five days
or more

37 39 42 40 39 38 36 39 43

*Entries for each category are:

Category
One day or less
Two days
Three days; four days;
five days or more

Alternatives
1

2

3, 4, and 5

TABLE B74

In a typical school year, how
much of the time of each of the
following is spent in connection
with national testing programs,
such as National Merit Scholar-
ship tests, American College Test-

ing Program tests, and College
Entrance Examination Board
tests.:

%SI COPY AVAILABLE
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TABLE 875

From your experience., which.

is more important in determining
which students get good grades,
ability or motivation?

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Ability much more
important

Ability somewhat more
important

Roth about equally
important

Motivation somewhat
more Important

Motivation much more
important

8

16

48

9

6

21

43

22

9

6

20

41

22

10

5

21

39

24

10

6

V3

44

22

9

7

IA

46

19

9

7

17

46

21

9

5

20

42

22

10

7

20

45

19

9

Response Alternative

Per-Student Expemliture
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Yes, generally
speaking

No, generally
speaking

57 54

45

49

51

51

49

52

47

56

44

59

40

52

47

45

55

TABLE B77

Do you have a secretary?
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TABLE B76

Socrates is quoted as having
said "Children now love luxury.
They have bad manners contempt
for authority. They show disre-
spect for elders, and love chatter
in place of exercise." Would you
say that these remarks also apply
to contemporary American youth?

Response
Altermtive

Per-Student Expenditure Years of Experience

for Educational Purposes as a Princiiei

Low Medium Hi h Low Medium Hi

No

Yes, part
time

Yes, full
time

23 15 13 25 18 13

24 18 17 24 22 17

53 67 70 50 6o 70



Response
Alternative

Per-Stadent Expenliture
fern' ERICSIAN101 Puri-ises

Years of EXperience
as a Principal

Site of School

few Ay . H!,..h Ai, g.Ailm Riph Smal1 Mediun Large.

None o.) 3 1,./. 67 6i, a.. '(' ..,3 7

One part time :2 V'. lv, if, 11+ ;...1 16 26 1,)

One full time 11 11 .!.1 11 15 :0 5 17 146

Two 3 7 1. 5 7 1 3 27

Three ta. more 1 4 1 2 3 0 1 11

TABLE 1380

How many non-teaching per-
sonnel are there on your stall?

TABLE B79

How many assistant principals
do you have?

He..:

Alternative

Pr-StWent Expenditure
for Oluvati-mial Purposes

'6 are of Experience

as a Principal
Size of School.

low Medium High 1,...w Medium High &nail Medium Large

Les than 'j, 23 34 ',6 :03 163 63 45 8

3-6 24 e9 27 24 27 26 20 ?a 33

7-17. 13 it 10 12 12 9 11 22

11-1L 4 6 it
2 5 6 1, 5 10

I': ,r more 1` 9 10 3 7 26

110,
1001811.

Response

Alternative

Per-Student acpenditure
for Sioeti%L:nal PArposes

Years of Experience
ae a Principal

Size of Schocl TABLE 1381

During the school year, on the
average how many hours a week
do you work at your job as a
principal?

Low Med:r!. Lew Median High

,6

61

Small. Medium Large

16 ,?

17 11.

1,-) '2

7 6

Less than 4
hours

heir:

0- !-) !vrir

,;re

21.

7

16

13

7

16

7

rt-39
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TABLE B83

To wh;ch of the following ac-
tivities do you devote more than
6% of your time in a "typical"
work week?

Activity (Paraphrased)*

Per-Student Cxpendlture
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

law Medium High Law Medium High

Administrative planning with
superiors 14 19 20 20 18 17

Administrative planning alone
and with subordinate ad-
mintstracors

55 61 64 57 59 61

Meetings with teachers-cur-
riculum or instruction 33 32 35 27 32 36

Meetings with teachers-other
matters 20 19 18 16 19 19

Work with individual teach-
ers- proficiency 32 41 40 31 38 40

Supervision of non - certified
personnel 20 15 16 13 17 18

Meetings with students-
discipline !O 33 23 31 30 28

Meetings with students.;
other matters 38 41 35 39 40 37

Meetings with parents 12 13 16 12 13 13

Meetings with other laymen 7 6 7 6 6 6

Classroom teaching 37 28 26 44 33 25

Supervialon of extracurricu-
lar activities 30 32 24 33 31 28

Correspondence 31 31 38 33 34 32

Reading professional liter-
ature 24 18 18 20 19 21

Participation in profes-
sional groups 9 7 8 5 7 10

P.ivate thought and reflec-
tion 32 25 26 30 2 27

Testing activities 9 5 5 8 7 6

Other activities not listed 44 43 44 41 44 44

*Entries are the percent of principals choosing alternatives 4 (I %.9%), 2 (100-12.1),

6 (1$1-151), 1 (10-181), 8 (10-211), and 2 (22% or more).

Response
Alternative

Per-iltudeut Expenditure

l'i Edwati:Aal Pirpt,ses

Years cf Experience
ad a Priripal

,size

Lc:w Mel.lun li!eh ZIN 1410Aum MO' Small Medturt Large

Yea, m re than
half time lj I 16 1.) 6 1v 3 1

Yes, ipso than
half tire' 4 ,:, 45 1 ', 3

N,:, )7 l EA. 71 .16 63 ,Y,
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TABLE B85

Do you do any teaching (other
than occasional substituting)?



Alternative*

Per-Student Expealture
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experienze
as a Principal

Size of School

L..)w Hun un High 1..)w H' Ilan Hie Small Medium Lnrge

Lack of time 86 88 97 89 38 85 87 86 87

Lack of diotri:t-wide
flexibility (ouch
school must con-
form to a single

15 32 29 29 32 35 30 32 45

Polley)

inabitity to provide
time for ..ephor
planning and ....t:,e,

professional. im-

provement activi-
ties for teachers

82 85 81 85 81 83 82 85 82

Long-standing tradi-
tions in a rola- 49 47 43 58 47 43 53 46 33
Lively old school

Inability to obtain
fluids for expert-

mental activities

.33 76 64 78 75 75 76 76 74

Teacher tenure 44 44 48 41 46 46 42 46 50

Superintendent(s) who
has not measured up
to your standards
or expectations

46 43 38 38 42 44 41 45 41

Variations in the
ability and dedica- 88 88 89 88 88 88 86 90 88
Lion ,,f teachers

Tendency for older
teachers to frown
on new methods

65 65 61 67 64 62 63 66 60

Compulsory school
attendance laws

insufficient space
and physical
facilities

36

90

37

80

32

74

32

81

37

79

36

78

29

77

39

79

40

79

TIM taken up by
administrative
detail (at the
expense of more
important matters)

86 89 86 84 88 87 82 90 91

Defective communi-
cation among various
district adaintotra. 43 41 39 40 40 42 36 42 52
Live levels

Quantity an quality
of teaching Eton' 76 71 64 68 74 71 72 73 63

Lack of competent
office help 54 44 38 46 48 45 51 43 39

*Entries are the percent of principals choosing alternatives I (A major roadblock) and
2 (A minor roadblock).

trt

TABLE B86

Below are listed several factors

which could be considered as

"roadblocks" preventing principals

from doing the job they would
like to do. Using the three alter-
natives below, indicate whether
each factor has or has not been

a roadblock on doing what you
would like to do since you as-
sumed your present principalship.
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TABLE B87

Below are listed several kinds

of individuals or groups external
to the school, which may have
sought, successfully or unsuccess-

fully, to bring about certain

changes in the operation in your

school. Using the three alterna-
tives provided, indicate the
strength or extent of influence of
each interest on your .cchool dur-

ing the past two years.
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Alternntive*

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
es a Principal

Size of School

b,w Medium High LoW Medium High Small Medium Lnrge

Athieti !.mIndei peroula

(eopecislLy slam!) 51 54 46 50 50 52 48 56 45

Extreme right-wing
individuals or
groups

18 17 21 16 18 19 17 16 26

Extreme left-wing
individuals or
groups

14 10 11 10 11 13 12 11 11

Ilidividunls or group
seeking to censor
books

14 18 19 14 18 17 10 17 33

State Legislature
investigating
committees

11 7 7 8 6 10 9 7 10

State ;:lleges and/

or univerAtie3 43 48 47 46 52 43 42 48 51

Autrmotile associ-
ations, insurame
cJmpanies, etc.,
concerning driver
education

27 16 29 27 31 32 24 33 43

Individuals, groups
concerning testing
pgrums (e.g.,
"personality" tests)

tr..tivi.:usts, grAq...t

.:nzerning imple-
mentuti'm ..f vari-

oas rec:simehdationo

32

22

35

34

32

37

33

24

34

30

33

52

30

22

33

33

41

4j

..!' cohnnt, the

R:kefeller Report,
ill:Rover, etc.

Religious or churoh

gr,upo

bonl newopaper(i)
elit..rial 3oli2Y

34

26

37

34

04

32

40

27

36

50

55

32

35

21

37

34

31

49

That element of the
tu3inr33 e^,.,A...:..,

which employs otu-
dents ti graduates

25 26 24 23 24 26 18 30 31

N.he, elements in
the noires!: e,s,-

comity

20 20 20 22 20 19 19 21 21

1.,:efil lalor orguni-

zaticrs 5 6 5 4 7 5 4 6 9

!tisen -.r parent

grolis (,,thor

than the PTA)

51 60 55 59 51 51 55 56 57

*Entries in W.) tutle are the percent of prtwipals who chose either alternative 1

(:)trove{ amt; .r frequent pressure) or alternative 2 (Ocasional and/or moderate pressureT,
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Pe-jtAKI,nit. E
1'.., E.V.L.',11. L, ,liet 1

en,liture
Pt:epot;e4

Yotro of Expe:rtence
'1: 1 Prirt:Iriti Size c,i ,...;chcol.

l'.... 1, . ht,. t I 4: ...I I: 1 At. II .4:. 1.., rt.,'

Yea

No t,

. i

EX.. 6: t,

i';

o t.t,

%7

u 01 7 i

TABLE 189

In the past ttro years have

there been any incidents tcherc
individual citizens or groups of
citizens have become publicly

angry about alleged "anti-Amer-

icanism" or "lack of patriotism"
on the part of some members of
your staff?

terna..-e

Per-Sru=gxpeticliture
f:1' Educational Purposes

TABLE B88

Do you feel that you, as princi-

pal, should have greater control
than you presently have over par-

ental behavior as it relates to

school problems (e.g., the conduct

of a child of a given parent)?

Icw Medium High

On.!e

134,4!rn.l.
i

Many t

3

1

., yAr -7-PaTt
:,.. t Pri ti7 i ral .::L. t ..1

17 TT!: .p. it:,-, . ;.1,..i. al.:

IL , ;.: '.' ,.:'; 7., G.

01, N2 :r '.11 ;1-

. 4 ,

1.41:,: .,;....:

Years of Experience
as a Principal Size of School

Lou Medium High ...mall Meditun large

94 92 95 91t 86

8 6 5 5 12

1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0

TABLE 890

In the past two years, have
there been any incidentc where
individual citizens or groups of
citizens sought to bring p reS.Ctire

to bear on you in regard to par-
ticular books held to be inappro-

priate which teem. assigned by

members of your stall?

ti.43



TABLE B91

Have thew been anti era.sh"
programs at your school which
you can attribute more or less di-
rectly to the (real or alleged)
Soviet scientific and technological

advances?

Nesponse

Altor%uti.:,

Per.Student Expenditure
for Edueati.Onal. Purposed

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

1, Mot: r. Hill, t,,

r,

Melt .m

,-

High

'.,

Srmll. MelL.m Large

3a

':9 76 68

Ye.;

Ho

hspons
Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
ur Eduational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

,eye of School

f,ow Medi .m High Lad Medidm High Small Medium Large

Yes -.9 ' I LI I 11 66

Un..ertain 22 ,i :t.. 2 22 19

Mo 19 17 1:' li .,.(' 17 13

TABLE B93

Do you hope to move on even-
.tually to another position in the
educational community?

ti,44

TABLE B92

you had your life to live

over, would you choose education-

al administration as a career?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Hesponse
Alternative

Per-Gtident Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal

Size of School

Lou Medtm High Low nclidm High Small Medium Large

No 26 26 34 1i 19 j8 22 28 43

I am uncertain 24 27 22 i6 26 24 26 26 21

Yes, to a principal-
ship in a larger
svnon, nn tIstriot ld I. tO ;qi 14 8 17 10 3

Yes, to a principal-
ship in u smnller
school. or district 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Yes, to return to
teaching 8 it 7 6 4 6 6 2

Yen, to a sperinten-
dency 14 14 P. 18 16 12 14 15 12

Yes, to a position in
a inter college 1, 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1

Yes, to a position in
a four year college
or university 4 5 5 i 4 I. 4

Yes, to some other
position 10 11 9 in 12 9 9 9 13



Nedponae
Alternative

Per St ,lent 1.:xpendltlre Yearn of P.xperlenee

sr .,at 1 mka1 P,;rpores AS n Pr in' !iPai
Size of School

:1 t: M,i: .:, 114...41. :,-saII Mel: .. LAre

1,,ss then

rti,CO('_ 99') 1 11 6 17' 12 1,::

1,

21 :i I

1.1 11 1- 1,.' I, 2

tt3,ett' ->t', I .4 I S 11 1' 1.., 16 2t ,.,

$9, to $9,999

41: , 499

-$14, .+99

8 1.1

1

r

I(

4

11

1:

14

2,.,

J

£ 1-

1)

It

1.:,

38

28

1 1 2 1 1 1 9

More than 1 1 0 3

TABLE B95

Is your salary based on an
index ratio above the salary of
a teacher in your school who has

a Master's degree?

TABLE B94

What is your current annual
salary as a principal?

Response

Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Low Medium High

Years of Experience
es a Principal

Low Medium High

Size of School.

Small Medium large

'fen

::o

37 38 31

68

30 31 41

68 68 58

29 36 53

69 63 46

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

tento 1ve

P "r-ot . lent Exrenditlte

irmal P irp.;es

Lc,: Me11 ea

One year

yearn

Three years

Fonr years

Five year::

Six or more year:1

Tervire

tnrieftnite, rc: :on -

try:: ,rang -
ment

ather

1 1

fears

en e
of Experience

Prinipa:
Sire of School

Low '1011. nr. i.gh iimall. Medi n Large

4:4 43

1

1

1

1

1

31,

4 1

11

lA I': 1 f. 13 IC

1 1 1 1

TABLE B96

For how many years is your
present appointment?

B-45



TABLE 1397

To a hat %mild ela%; in this

country do you feel you belong
(e.g., middle class, upper class,

or working class)?

Rdiandc
Altorhative

Per-Ottelent Expenditure

for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience

as a Principal
Size of School

M7T----Walum High Low Medium High Small Medium Large

Upivr 5 5 3 4 7 6 5 4

lim. middle 32 4o 45 34 37 41 33 40 51

Middle ,? 50 45 53 52 47 52 50 42

Louor middle 5 4 2 6 4 3 5 3 2

working 4 1 1. 3 3 2 3 2 1

Question

rer-stuuent zxpentulture

ftx Educational Purposed
!ears of bxpertence

a. a Principal.
Size Jr School

Law Medium High Low Medium High Small. Wit= Large

Would you agree that
this is a serious
problem?

Do you feel that the
NASSP should tak
additional steps to
help insure that its
members are accorded
appropriate profes-
sional status and
prestige?

36

55

32

54 49

34

52

33

52

34

54

36
.

t,

34

56

27

54

11.46

TABLE B98

There has been concern ex-
pressed by some principals that
in general principals are not ac-
corded the professional status and
prestige to which they are prop-
erly entitled by virtue of educa-
tion, training, and the work they
do.
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Vry

3me p ur. ty
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:)l. '4.1-It . :r-
t

V..ry
i

1

F,r-iittalent Expen..11t-Lr,
.t FAT. t0,3

1,

l't

1.

2. .?1

26 31

21

6

Il

4L ill,

27 26

12 1.

7;

16

15 15

'6

3!

'3

15

Yeurs Exp.:1.0:110e
.1 Pr 1 n pal

Lw Me .1 i .ott lit g

17 16 14

1.5

2t3 24 22

2; N.1

I) cl4

2 2 1.

Li t 6

22 22 20

t 4 , 44

23 26 ?l

12

36 45 41.

6

1.6 15

,3

11.

1 M.,..11tmt Inree

22 12 5

al. 26 18

25 '1

14 2,3 37

2 1 0

i. 6 Ii

2, 2u 1(

46 45

21 28 35

5

15

38 3) 3')

.1 49

12 L6

6 4 3

IL

34 .5 '2

-)

IL 10 i4

1 t'zq_1.

TABLE B99

The next five questions pertain

to your job as it actually is, not
to how you think it should be.

ø'c ort 0%0

13.47



TABLE B99 (Contd)

Question
and

Alternative

In your opinion, how
much Job security
should you have as
principal of your
school?

Very little security

Some security

A moderate amount
of security

,lonsiderable secur-
ity

Very much security

In your opinion, how
much opportunity to be
helpful to other people
should your position
as a principal provide
for you?

Very little oppor-
tunity

Some opportunity

A moderate amount of
opportunity

Considerable oppor-
tunity

Very much oppor-
tunity

B.48

Question
and

Alternative

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal Size of School

Low Medium High Low Medium High Small Medium large

Hoy much self-fulfill-
ment (that is the feel-
ing of being able to

use one's unique capa-
bilities, of realizing
one's potential) does
your position as
principal provide you?

Very little self-ful-
fillment 4 3 3 5 4 3 5 3 1

Some self - fulfillment 15 15 13 16 16 13 18 13 8

A moderate amount of
self-fulfillment 35 33 30 34 33 33 35 34 29

Considerable self-
fulfillment 34 38 38 34 35 38 31 39 45

Very much self-ful-
fillment 11 11 16 11 11 13 11 11 17

Per-Student Expenditure
for Educational Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Principal Size of School TABLE B100

Low Medium High Iry Medium High Small Medium Large

3

20

46

30

1

3

21

49

27

2

21

47

26

1

26

43

20

1

22

48

24

1

2

18

46

32

1

23

48

24

1

3

20

47

28

The next five questions pertain
to your job as you think it should
be, not necessarily as it actually is.

1

3

17

44

35

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

11 9 9 1/ 11 9 13 9 6

44 48 46 48 46 46 48 45 42

4; 41 43 40 42 43 37 43 51



4uestion
and

Alternati7-

how

much aeir-f,driamenc
(that 14 the
if tetng 'et Lr ti
one's uniAue
tiitties )r ea1iLlntl
ne's p..tont!al) sr

41.Your p)stil 4, 4,1 ,

y21C

Very little 3 1

e-l- -r,1.
rillment

tome
ntent

A modera,e ttm ant of
delf-f,Arillmeut

J,Ir-

rotrI1Linent

Very MIX!. 3elf-

fui*:11Lment

in your opinion, how
much prestige should
your position as princi-
pal give you in the
community where your
school is located?

little prestige

Some prestige

A moderate amount
prestige

Considerable pres-
tige

Very much prestige

of

In Your opinion, how
much opportunity rur

independ ent:7!
nand action should your

ti as a principal
provide for you?

Very i little oppor-

tunity

Some opportunity

A moderate amount

opportunity

Considerable oppor-
tunity

Very much oppor.
tunity

of

cdtpenditur

Laionni P.11T0903
YeRS

A.,

Exper:en:e
4 hin. put ..1 4'1 -'1 )0 1

I.,:

14

25

23

4, zr

1

I

52

0

2

24

51

22

11:wt.

11

0

2

21

50

24

`,11.

1

28

48

19

1

12

Sc

45

1

3

26

50

20

a:-L2a.

1

53

0

2

23

52

24

1?

51

0

2

22

50

25

16

.2

1

29

47

19

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 2 2 1 2 1

18 15 13 18 16 15 20 14

55 59 56 56 57 tir 55 59

25 25 26 24 25 27 22 26 .

TABLE B100 (Contd)

1

48

50 Ott 01100,11.

0

1

17

52

30

0

1

55

B-49



TABLE 8101

In how many civic and political

Organizations Chanther of
Commerce) do you presently hold

membership?

Res.,,dnbe

Al.r.ern!.a.

Per-;dtuient Expenditure
fdr tucat1dnal Parpcnie6

Years of Experience
ac a Principal

512C of School.

A. !Icti.4.1 ncil Low Mt, 1tu:: !!!,.1: :-r.ttl.1 Medium Large

18

31

27

12

11

Ntne

One

.1,..,

Three

Four or yore

10

51

1.2

51

1.:

'56

51.

8

31

10

23

.!t3

.-,T

13

)

35

28

10

6

e5

30

26

12

7

Response

A1 ternati7c

Per-3tudent Expenditure

for ;:-.1atidnul Purposes

Years of Experience
as a Pincipd

Sire of School

Low Mcilum Mel. Low Medium High Small Medium Large

None

One

Two

Threc

Four or acre

:.,t,

.:,

11

It

1

4

.

:...

14

5

n

11

5i

'10

12

. '

1*.::

5?

1).

4

A
,

52

50

1?

4

48

lc

15

4

46

52

14

1,

4

t3.50

1 r ?

TABLE 8102

In how many social or avoca-
tional organizations (e.., Country

Club) do you presently hold mem-

bership?



Per - Student Expenditure

for Educational Purposes
Years of Experience

as a Principal
Size ci School

Question*
6,w *dium iii, L.w 5k ,ii.41 It ,brail Mellor, [Artie

Have you in ,he past
two years attended a
Statewide or nation-
wide meeting of sec-
ondnry-school princi-
pals?

75 78 78 60 76 83 63 85 90

Using tie four alter-
natives provided, in-
dicate the extent to
which you have done
the following during
the past two years.

Studied through
higher educational
institutions (e.g.,
summer school,

extension courses,
afternoon and/or
evening courses,
etc.)

43 40 38 56 47 30 47 38 27

Fartlelpoted in the
activities of pro-
fessional aesocia- 56 61 59 46 56 65 50 64 67

Lions (local, state,
national)?

Traveled profes-
sionally outside
your district?

29 12 35 25 29 35 25 35 39

Been involved in
conducting re-
search in educe-
tion?

20 24 26 23 22 24 18 24 34

Participated in
workshops or edu-
catlonal confer-
ences?

57 60 61 53 55 62 49 63 73

Participated to
community activi-

ties (e.g., serv-
ice clubs, church
organizations,

civic organiza-
tions, etc.)?

75 75 69 68 68 78 69 76 77

*Entries for the first four questions are percent of principals choosing alternative 1

(Yes). For the fifth question, entries are percent of principals choosing site:natives I
(Yes, several times), 2 (Yes, twi:e), and (Yes, on:3). For the remaining six questions
entries are the percent of principals choosing alternative 1 (Very extensively) or 2
(Quite extensively).

1 . 3

TABLE B103

Professional activities of prin-
cipal.

13.51



TABLE B104
(Paraphrased ex(ensively) Fire

possible qualities of a professional

person are (A) Knowledge, (B)
Dedication to one's job, (C) Ded-
ication to human betterment, (D)
Ethicality, and (E) Concern for
the well-being of the profession.
Do you believe that these five

qualities apply to the profession
of secondary-school principals?

13-52

1, . , , t. .: '.. r: ,... : f

le:--:tt.A.leiv. Enelkii Lure
t-,r :::...:.:1:10nitl Purposec

?ern .33- F.xporience
An A Principal

[IOW MU.: 1.,r. i1 L- I-. .r11 Me tium LarEe

Ye;, 1 !`.1 e .:. '.:: :. 1,- Ai 1 ly ..,r

I:. ... 41%1011, 1'1,1 I'
; Is,' I. 41'

.1131y

,,,,uilit...., :' tv:., not.
net tfl 1,
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t.o cr ^or .,f t..c.
''i . i lo.1.1'..1t,' i....

1[1 ::,

:.,o. . ,,..,11,1.

.',:. 7 -1,:. ,2, . . tr.,'

No )11:.

,

1

0

.

1

1

,

0

I:

1

:

-3

i

'

If,

'.)

0

1

I

i

0

4

71,

1

1

1

3

1

I.

tPD

,

1

1

0

1

,...

7I

, ,

1

1

1

1

4

79

4

1

1

0

6

1

2

81

5

1

0

4

1

5

0

2

1c/1
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5. ,rp 54 511 5t3 62
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1) 21 24 24 1') 22 2i'

6 5 5 it 5 5

t. 20 11 16 15 1.6 14 11
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TABLE B105

(Paraphrased extensively) Five
possible elements of a definition
of a professional, or in other
words, five possible qualities of
a professional person are (1)
Knowledge, (2) Dedication to

one's job, (3) Dedication to hu-
man betterment, (4) Ethicality,
and (5) Concern for the well-
being of the profession. Using
these five qualities, answer the
following questions.

B-53



TABLE B105 (Contd)

B-54

41.-..1Li :n

Pe r-zi i. tuie n t Expend I Lure
for F3dAcettion41 Ft111>Q4e6

Yours of Expel' I ence
VS V Prim-1,Na

school

1, h. Meal cun /I I et. 1,10 meli,01 NI'?, Jinn 11 Medium Large

Whi,.1. . ike ..,1. the five
sitittlitl,.,;) do YOit feel
t he NASLIf law teen
levet 3:1,..-4±Alarta in
vivsniriter i ng':

Knowledge lii 21 22 1) 2) 20 20 19 21

Pedi,,nti,..ni Lo one'd
jot, 1.

14 ill 1t 12 13 12 12

I,edloht tun 1. htenun
1qterment 19 2) 22 Iv la 22 18 21 23

Ethlettlity 27 25 23 24 24 26 23 27 24

Confnrn rce the
we 1 1.1 e I ng :)1' the
pivrt,paa,tt

14 15 12 15 15 14 13 15 15


